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Annex R to CJTF SZVZN Operation Plan MO. %5x 

Rf;D10L?OG1cA.L SAFETY ' 

1. 

2. 

Radiological safety of all task force military and civilian Personnel is 

a command responsibility and radiological safety activities wXU_ be per- 

farmed through noti command channels, 

. . 

General ?!@~&@a Radiological Defense (RadDefense) operations, or 
. , 

Radiological Safety (RadSafe) operations, short term RADOPS, are general. 

terms. They are used to denote the means by which a unit can control and 
, 

confine the damage and radiological effects of an atotic explosion, or 

of radioactive material spread by other means, thereby preventing and 

avoiding health hazards to personnel, They are interpreted to include 

measures such as 
. 

gical personnel, 

use of detecting 

. 

@$ training, organization m distribution of radial- 
. 

# development of techniques and procedures, Zw 
. r 

equipment, protection or removal of exposed personnel,, 
. . 

and decontamination of personnel, structures and equipment. 
..- "- 

A>’ 
\\ 

Following each detonation there will be areas of surface radiological -.: 

contamination and areas of air radiologica3 contamination. These areas 

are designated as Radiological rE&usion Areas (R;DEX). Prior to shot 
. . . 

tFmes~ the for%s$urface UDEX will be disseninated by CJTF SEVEN in 
, 

the target area, B~~&?_&~~:~P&%~. 

These RADEXES wiJl represent a forecast from HOX Rour (K-Xour! u.n%il dis- 

semination of a later surface and air Ri3EX at about H plus 4 hours. 

'Ihe later RADEXESMl.l be based upon the master radiological %ituaticm 

map" maintained in the RLDSM'E OFFICE of CJTF SZVi?& Since the air 

RLDEX after shot time will be based on monitoredXZ3 tracking bymzz 
, 

aircraft over signific&t large ocean areas, i.nfo=.Eltion promulgated 

from the forecast air Tt'XX ma37 h2ve to be extended beyond the origin- 

ally anticipated l+4nour period. 
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The surface RiDEx will be detenrLned by actual 

Detection, indication and Computation (RADIAC) 

The most rapid method of accomplishing surface 

will be by helicopter flight in and around the 
. 

survey v&th Radiation 

equipment after shot time. 

survey in the early stages 

surface of contaminated 

areas. From the radiation intensities measured at a known altitude, it : 

is possible to obtain an estimate of the radiation dosage rates which * 

would be encountered on the surface of the ground or water. LctusJ_ water 

smples from the lagoon will, also be utilized, Ground survey will. folloy 

these guides to determine definitely the contan?inzted regions and object& 

Form& ground survey of the shot atoll, as feasible, will be acccmplished 
.) 

on E plus 1 Day. 

. 

3; The Conanander, Joint Task Force SEVEN KU: 

a. Specify the measures necessary to insure the radiologicsl safety of 

task force personnel <and furnish technical. adtisory assistance to task 

group radiological safety officers. 

b. Inform CINCPAC of radiologic hazards which may exist in areas out- 

side the task force responsibbility. 

c ,. Maintain an information center (RADSAFE OFFICE) with displays of 
. 

current air and surface radexes, radiological situation maps of atolls 

and peripheral aerial and surface areas 2nd such other aXlied data as 

may be appropriate. 

&range for the designation of 
d. IX%Z@2Ij&moni_tors and couriers to accompany radioactive and special 

cargo shipments on sample"return~aircraft, and to monitor loading and 

unloading of such cargo. 

4.' ‘ksk Group CommaJlrlers e: 

a. Protide radiological safety units within their task groups and I.nsur-a 

that these uxits are in the required condition of readiness to carry out 



. 

b. 

The 

for 

for 

Provide complete. ~om.nces of F&DIM eq&pxnt 2nd special clothing, 

requirements of CTG 7.5 will be included in the allowuxes of CTG 73, 

necessay issue to TG 7.5 persomel during the operational phase and 

subsequent loan or sale~to CTG 7.5 for post-operational use at the 

Pacific Proving Ground. 

c. Prior to the first shot minus 10 days,. forward to CT0 73 (for use 0: 
radiation 

the IGDSAF'E CZXTER in conjunction with f%lm badge/dosage control) a list 
to whom film bzdges xill be issued during 

ing of Tc personney>Dm3 the overseas phase of the operation; 
. 8 

Within five days following each shot, provide CTG 7.1 t&th additions UX 
. 

BiSSZWXto previous lists. Lists will indicate full name, rpnk or, 
. . 

rate, serial or service number if applicable, and home station or 

laboratory as appropriate. 

. . 

5. The Commander, TG 7.1, having the major technical radiological safety 
. 

unit, win: 

a..Perform all ground monitoring services associated with scientific 

missions except those in conjunction with aircraft and airborne collec- 
-_ 

tion of scientific data, 

b. Provide laboratory services and technical assistance to 2XL task . 
. 

groups, to include: 

. 

(1) Provision of standard type film badges, and specFfied supplement- 

ary items of personnel radiological safety equipment. 

(2) Laboratory services to develop and interpret filn badges, 

(3) Records of exposures from film badges. (Duplicates will be 

furnished task group commanders). 

(4) Laboratory setices for the radio-chemical anelj'sis of water 

samples. 

(5) Provision of primary fccilitics at PZRY ISLAQ radiologic 
, 

safety building for celebration, repair and majntenance of instruments 
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and storage of spera p2rts of r?.'31;~C equiment. SL?ila.r 

ties xill be mzintained at 3ECII during the operational. 

atoll. 

limited facili- 

phase at that 

(6) Monitoring the removal and packaging of rzdioactive sources and 

s2nnp 
CPSL 2 es. except as indicated in paragraph 5a above removal operations from a 

<$c 
1LL remain the liacisafe responsioiLty of the task group to 

aft. re a*si ned 
::hich the 

Frovi$e ra&o$ogiEal safety surface situation maps after shot times 

to the task force and the task group commanders. 

d. Provide and issue special high density goggles 

of the task force. 

to specified personnel 

e. Protide and maintain RADIX equipment and protective clothing as 
. 

necessary for TC 7.1, TG 7.5 and specified recovery personnel. 
2SSiSt task zroun commanders in the 

f. Provide technical personnel t 
spection of radiolo.gically cant 

in- 

des- 

ability of such items as required. 

g, l4aintz.i.n a radiological safety center (R'DSI.FE CZ?XTER) for the control 

of '32 7.1 RadSafe Operations. 

h. Provide personnel and equipment decontsminstion facilities for R&Safe 

survey and recovery operations. 

i. Perform limited fall-out studies hithin the Pacific Proving Ground . 

for radiological safety documentation only. 

j. bssume radiological wafety responsibilities of TG 7.5 during the ovep 
the a 

seas phase of/operation, 

k. Integrate within TG 7.1 key'radiological safety personnel made avail- . 

able by C'X 7.5. Such personnel will assist CX 7.1 during the operation- 

al phase and will be assigne d duties amenable to training in the funda- 

mental radiological safety services to be assumed by CTG 7.5 upon comple- 

tion of the overseas phase of the operation. 

1. Assist C'IX 7.3 to the extent of providing equipment, personnel and 

supex-visioxx for rough operational decontamination of aircraft ashore at 

BIKINI hTOI;L, Decontsmjnation ~,il_l be limited to washdown of exterior 

and vacuum cleaning of interiors. Wo detailed decontamination vEL be 
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I 

1 
i. Provide necesszry helicopter air service for radiological 

. 

post-shot recovery oper+tions (monitors furnished by Tc 7.1). 

3. Collect legoon water samples, 

surveys and 

k. Provide water spray e'ui~ent aboard all vessels likely to be in the 
. 

fell-out crea.. 

1, During the BIKINI phcse provide' for &&o-ground reporting of 

zppror&m.te air redistion intensities encountered by ell nircraf't opera- 

ting between EXI!!!EToK and BIKINI from H hour to H plus 24 hours. It is 

not contemplated that aircreft should be scheduled for this specific re- 

quirnent 2lone. ,Reports w3U be routed to the RADSilFE OFFICE &, the 

Task Force Comnznd Post by the most expeditious means. Reports will be 

prepared and coded in eccord.znce with parzgrzph 81below. 
. 

. . 

8,. The Comder, TG 7.4 will: 

a... Provide 

. 

own radiologic stiety monitors, including one airborne 
. 

monitor for each multi-engine aircraft crew assigned to TG 7.4. 

b... .?rovide 

c.. Provide own repeir, spcre parts 2nd calibrstion faci&ies for PLXCX 

equipment.. 
. 

d.. Provide facilities for personnel decontaminetion on EXI!!Z3TDK ISLJD. 

e. .Provide decontxdncition crews snd facilities for own aircrcft ,?t 

own RILDILC equipment and protective clothing. 
. 

f. & EhTIuE~K ATOLL assist TG 7.3 in zircreft decontemination with 

TG 7.4 equipment, 2s required. 

g. Provide necesscry helicopter and lizison sir service for radiologicai. 
. 

surveys and post-shot recovery oper &ions (monitors furnished by TG ?.'l)j 

Provide monitoring services 
(by TG 7.1 personnel) 

h. fo r the remov,?l/of rcdioectivc szmplcs or 

d&a collected by aircreft. 

i. Provide cloud trecking aircreft for post-shot rzdiologic--1 s?fity 

llsituAion dcta" up to rzdius of 500 miles in the si@fict?t Qzdrdrelt 
. 

for a period of o&&.tcly H FlUS 6 hxrs. 
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.Repotis wiS. be prepared and coded in accordance l.ith par? 81below. 
During the BIKIi3 phase 

j./ provide for air-to-ground reporting of approbate air radiation in- 

tensities encountered by all aircraft operating betzeen l%I:Z'iCK and 

BIKIKI from H hour to,H plus 24 hours. It is not contemplated that. air- 

cr,aft should be scheduled for this specific requirement alone. Reports 

will be routed to the RADS.'J'E OFFICE at the Task Force Command Post by 

the most eqeditious means. Reports will be prepared and coded in nccord- 

ante with para 8lbelow. 
Develop 

k./ EW%iQ~the air radex for each shot. 
. ErRploy 

1. /Simple codes,(to be furnished separately by CJTF SAVE?!) V 

in conkjunction with the periodic weather reconnaissance reports to report 

approximate air radiation intensities encountered on regularly established 

weather reconnaissance or cloud tracking flights and for reports required 

from aircraft operating during the BIKINXt phase between ZNlXZXCK*~nd 
*. 

BIKIRI from H hour to H plus 24 hours. Reports will indicate the 
. 

approximate position, altitude 2nd order of magnitude of radiation ’ 

encountered. 
. - _ 

. 

9. The Commander, TG 7.5 wXll: 

a. Develop a schedule of requirements for radiological safety serrices . 
* : . . 

required from Cl'G 7.1, and assist C'E ?.l in decontmrtiation of 23 
facilities and equipment as necessary. 
b. Provide key radiological personnel for integration into and training 

with the radiological safety organization 

phase of the operation. Tne total number 

personnel wiU_ be as deter+.ned necessary 

of TG 7.1 during the overseas 

and cualir"ications of such 

by CTG 7.j commensurate with 

the assumption of responsioilities indicated i, 9c, below, 

c. ~&Unc residusi. task force radiological safety _tictions at the 

PaCifiC ?rovi.ng Ground upon completion of the oversees phase of the Opcra- 

tion. Required equipment and supplies lYil_l be made availc.ble at thr.t the 

to CTG 7.5 on a lopn or sa1e basis from stocks provided by CTG 7.1. 
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Task Po%ck- 
10. 

lL 

emw radiation dosage control mmv 

m will start on first shot Anus fifteen (15) days and teEdnate 

upon departure of XXI individualsfrom the forward area or on the last shot 

plus fifteen (15).days, whichever occurs first. XLl personnel x9.l be 

considered to have arrived at the Pacific Proving Ground by first shot 

izinUS fifteen (15) days. Prior and subsequent to this period, radiation 
dosage control will be as prescribed by CTG 7.5. 
Traini?p: The inclusion of radiological safety organizations throughout. __.a 

the task force will. require two general levels of training; basic in- 

doctrination and technical training. The scope of instmction within 

each of these levels will vary in accordance with the requirements of 

different operational and staff levels. Basic <ndoctrination will 
, 

include prdmarg, non-technical instruction in radiological safety 

measures and techmiques. This mst be tipcrted to all personnel of the 

task-force to enable the% to perfomtheir assigned duties efficiently 

within the allowable loiq exposures, regardless of the presence of 

radioactive contaminants. Technical training will include the training 

of the majority of the personnel who will be required to staff the task 

force radiological safety organizations and perfom the technical 

operations involved. This will be accomplished through the utilization 

of etisting Senrice courses and estabI!.ishQent of suitable couI'ses at 

task group level. This 

gical defense monitors, 

instrment repairmen. 

instruction will be designed to train radiolo- 

decontamination personnel and radiological. 
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iV2lIOLOGICAL SAF'ETY RiGUUTIOE\S 

1. The &xi.. Permissible Eqmures @'Es) and i4aximun Pemissible Linits 

(KFLs) as stated herein are applicable to a field experimental test of 

nuclear devices in peacetime wherein numbers of personnel engaged in 

these tests have been previously exposed or will be contimmusly exposed 

to potential radiation hazards. It nay become necessary frog a study o$ 

personnel records to reduce the KPE for certain individuals who have . 

recently been over-eqosed to radiation. Further, the EPEs and WLS are 

subject to revision by waiver from the task force commander in inditi- _- 

dually designated cases when circumstances indicate t‘nc need and just% 

fication therefor. 

2. Due to the special. nature of field tests it is considered that a policy 

of strict adherence to the radiological standards prescribed for routine 

work.is not realistic. The regulations set forth herein have'been de- 

signed as a reasonable and safe compromise considering conscrv=+ion of 
. - 

personnel exposures, the international import of the test and the cost 

aspects of operational delays chargeable to excessive redio1og&:al FFS- 

cautions. In all cases other than emergencies or tactic&l situations, 

the ultimate criteria will be limited by the KPEs for personnel. Specid 

instances may &se such as in the case of an ai.ir-sea rescue within the 

RICGX, or in the case of a tactical. situation,, in 3Y~ch oparat%ons will 

be carried out without regard to the XPEs axd XPLs prescribed herein. 

For such emergency or tactical operations the critoris prescribed below 
, 

for tactical situations wj_ll be used as a guide, Yberever possible, 
. 

hovrevcr, f5J.m badges wU_l be carried 2nd RedSnfe mnitors w~XL ~ccoz??-?;~ 

such operations to deternine the extent of the :.ctuc?I. rcdintion h-zrrd 

experienced in order that cppmpride LedicQ action ::zy be tiitirtcd. 

_. 74 
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3. a. The WE for personnel involved in this operation, 2s defined by para 

10 of Lnnex $I, is 3.9 roentgens (gamma only). This exposure may be 
of the operation. 

acquired at any time during a thirteen (13) week period/ Provided no 

previous over-exposure rem2ins for compens2tion, 3.9 roentgens may be 

acquired without regard to the ind?vidudl's past rediation history. 

This KPZ will be considered further augmented (without separ2t.e ection) 

by 0.3 roentgens/week for each week in excess of thirteen (13) weeks 

required during the operational period defined by p2ra 10 of Annex & 

b. t special MPE of 20'roentgens (gamm2 only) is authordzed for the 

operational. period as defdned by para 10, Annex d for crew mem'oers of 

eir sampling aircraft. 

c. All exposure to .external gamma radiat.tion will be regerded 2s tot&L 

body irradiation. 

4. Those individuals exposed to ionizing radi2tion in excess of the value 

computed by paragraph 3a above will be informed that appropriate remarks 

will be included in their medical records. W_itary personnel in this 

category wiU. be advised th2t they should not be exposed to further 

radiation until sufficient time has elapsed in order to bring their 

average rcdi2tion dose down to 0.3 roentgens/week. Civdlian personnel 

in this category will be informed that limitations on further radiation 

exposure will. be as determined by the laboratory or agency having 

administrative jurisdiction over such personnel. 

5. XLI. atoll land 2nd lagoon areas in or nenr which a deton2tion t2kkes 

place will be considered cont.eM_n;ited. until cleared for operations by 

the task force comcmder, Entry to 2nd exit from contaminated 2rc2s 

will be vi2 R2dSafe check points only. 

6. Contzmin2ted land and water 2re2s wjll. be delinectod 2s sdch. Pcrsonr.cl 
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TG 7.1, and will normally be zccompenicd by a Radsafe monitor. Radsafe 

clothing 2nd equipent till be issued to the personnel. 

7, Contamin2ted land meas of intensities less than 10 r;r/hr 

t$.l. be considered unrestricted from a Radsefe tiexpoint. 

within this limitation will be designated specifically by 

(g2rima only) 

Lreas co&ag 

C JTF S~JZN 

prior to unrestricted entry. 

8. Radsafe monitors assigned to individuals or groqos working in contam?ated 

areas or with conteminzted equipment during recovery operations will act 

in 2.n advisory capacity to keep the recovery Marty leeder informed of 

r2diation intensities at all times. The recovery party le2der is expected 

to eccept this advice and act accordingly, It is the responsibility of 

50th the leader 2nd the members of the recovery party to adhere to the 

limits established in these regulations. The Radsafe monitor will 

limit his activities to monitoring and will not engage in actual recovery 

operations. 
[;1,.!:1:;> ,+'. , .c, :.;/‘;,‘<,,; ,;,,;- 

. 

9. Film b2dges, dosimeters ahd protective clothing (coveralls, booties, 

caps, gloves, dust respirators, etc.) as deemed necessary will be issue+ 

to personnel entering cont8ain2ted areas by appropriate task group R2dSnfe 
'. 

supply sections. ill_ personnel dosage film badges will be procured frtr 

and returned to the laboratory of TC 7, TG 7.1 xhere cl1 proceosing end 

recording will be accomplished. 

10. .;1l personnel within viewing distance of an ?torLc d&or&ion who .-.re not 

supplied with protective gogaes will tam 2w2y from the deton2tian point 

and close their eyes daring the i&x of burst. L.t Icyst 10 seconds should 
. . 

’ be allowed before looking directly 2t the burst. 



11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15, 

The arrival 2nd proposed use of radioactive 

Ground will be reported to the R?diologiical 

sources at the P2cific Provil., 

Safety Officer of TG 7.1. 

Transportation of radioactive material to and from the for.crd ire2 sh2lj 

be in accordance with !EC regulations for escorted shipment of such mtLJ 

ial. The assignment of couriers and Radsafe mon5tors will be the subjecl . 

of separate instructions. No radioactive material sh2ll be removed from, 

the test site except as authorized in experimental projects. 

All smnples of radioective material wh9ch are couriered in aircraft will 
Prior to departure of such airc, 

be packaged and loaded so as to reduce radiation to a minimum./ &e Rad- 

Safe Officer of !IG 7.4 will have a survey made of them cargo to 

determine if adequate prec2utions have been t&en. The following triter: 

will determine spece and p2ck2ging requirements; 

a. Prior exposure of aircreft crew, courier and passengers. 

b. ;zrticipated future exposures on trip, considerddg length of trip, 

compartmental loeding requirements and c2pability to isolate personnel 

from radioactive materi&_ 

;XL eir and surface vehicles or craft used in contaminated arees will 1,. 

checked through'-the appropriate task group decontamination section upon' 

return from such areas. 

The Kaxdmum Pedssible Li.&ts (KPLs) listed herein are to be regarded 

2s advisory Emits for control under everage conditions. :.J1 readings c., 

surfcce contemin2tion z.re to be zaddc with Geiger counters, ?fith tube W? 

not subst2ntialILy in excess of 30 mg/c~ -2.7.&h sl;ield open unless othon!i: 

specified. The surfeco of the probe should be held one (1) inch to t-.go 

(2) inches from the surfzcc that is under absa-vztion unless o%heE;i,sc 

specified. For opcr;tionzJ. purposes the contakction ZGFti prcSc?ttcd 1, 

will not be considered applic2ble to spotty conttzmin2tion protidod Such 
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arcas can be effectively isolated fron personnel. 

a. Tcrsonnel and clothing KPLs are 2s follows: 

(1) Skin readings should not be nore than 1.0 m/hr. Conplcte decon- 

taFination by bathing will be utilized for readings in excess of this, 

level. If the body is generally contminatod and especially if contczin+ 

tion is on the eyes or gonads, special efforts should be nade to reduce 
. 

the contamination level. In gcneral,however, it is not considered profit- 

able to abrcde the skin or epilate the scalp in a~: attenpt to reduce stub- 

born contamination below 1 m/hr (about loo0 cpz). Beta radiation exposure 

to the hands should not exceed 30.0 rep for the overseasoperatiom4. period 
as defined in paragraph 10 of Annex & 

.(2)-Underclathing.anil:bod~'e~~~ent'such as the internal surfaces of 
respirators should be reduced to 2 nr/hr. 

. . 
. (3) Outer clothing should be reduced to 7 nr/hr. 

b. VeMcle 14%: The interior surfaces of occupied sections of vehiclef 

should be reduced to 

reduced to less than 

from the surface. 

7m/hr. The outside surfaces of vehicles should be 

7 nr/hr (gmm only) at five (5) or six (6) inches 

c. Ship and Eoat MPLs: 

(1) It is desired to 
. . 

point out that the enplopent of the ships and 

units in TG 7.3, insofar as radiological safety is concerned, is not con- 

sidered routine usage within the purview of Natied P-1325, "Padiologicall' 

Safety Regulations." Current revision of NavEed P-1325 ihdicates that its 

provisions do not apply for special opemtions such as field tests and that 

for such operations nmal personnel will operate under rqulations set 

forth by the task force comander as approved by the Chief of N2v21 O?r”-- 

tions. 

(2) In general, ships and boats operating in waters near shot sites 

after shot tines IXY become contaminated. Monitors shall be abocrd e3l 

such creft operating after shot time, either as pnssengcrs or nezbcrs of 

the crew, untilsuch time es r&iologicLL restrictions arc lift& 

(3) Task Group Comanders will. tcke necessary action, to ensure that 

4 
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personnel of ships and boats nre'not over-exposed to radiation and thzt 

ships and boats are not contaminated excessively. The criterion in both 

cases is that no personnel will be over-exposed as defined by paragraph 

3a,above, except in energencies or tactical operations, and that after 

the operation?1 period no personnel will 

per week from contaminated equipment. 

(4) For ships and boats operating in 

allowances will be made to differentiate 

receive more than 0.3 roentgen 

contar&ated waters, reasonable 

between the relative contribu- 

tion to the total flux from fixed contamination and that due to %hine" 

from contaminated waters. Fixed alpha contr&nation should not exceed 

d m disintegrati ns 
2500& (mnn&z per m?_nute> per ISO cm* of area for enclosed areas 

(cabins, etc.) 

ventilation is 

(5) At the 

dFan 
and SO- per 150 cm* area for open surfaces where 

good. 

conclusion of the operation, fdnal clearances will be 

granted by Task Group Commanders, or by Commanding Officers if so ordered, 

to those ships and boats showing no point of cont?minat;tion greater than 

15 mr/day (beta and g‘amma) and no detectable alpha. Other ships ;Ind boats 
. 

will. be granted operational clearances by Task Group Commanders, or by 

Comanding Officers if so orderad. An operational clearance implies that 

contamination exists and-that special procedures as necessary are inslAY 

'. 
tuted aboard ship. 

(6) Individuals on board ships of the task force sh&all be protected. 

collectively from hazards of blast, heat 2nd radioactivity by movcnent 

and positioning of the ships. 

('7) No ships with personnel shall be permitted inside the 1.5 p.s.& 

line unless specificallly directed otherwise. Searings of danger fron 

Wediatc radioactive fall-out for ship operations vAl_l be established 

by CJTF SEVEN on the basis of forecast wind directions at the intended 

time of detonation. This dnnger section will be dcsignatcd CS surf-2cc 

radex. iill ships of the task force shell bc required to remain outside the 

. 
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radex - dCanger beming, radiel limit&ion and the restriction Unless 

specifically directed otherwise. However, if ships are directed tactically 

into the surface radex, movement of ships shall be governed by tactical 

exposure guides. 

d. aircraft KPLs: 

(1) The interior surfaces of occupied sections of aircraft should be 

reduced to 7 nr/hr. 

(2) No aircraft in the air at H Hour will be at slant ranges from 

ground zero less than as detemincd by the following effects unless 

0 specifically directed otherwise. (Based on ~XE&NEI predicted yield and 

20 mile visibility.): . 

Blast (at predicted shock arrival): 0.5 P.S.i. 

Themal (H Hour): Fabric control surfaces; 1.0 Cal/m2 

N&al control surfaces: 6.0 Cal/m2 

(3) /ifter(detonation no aircraft shall operate inside the air radex 

or closer than 10 nautical miles fron the rising or visible cloud unless 
: 

specifically directed otherwise. Non-excepted aircraft involved in rou+ 

tine operations encountering unexpected regions of aerial contar&aticn: 
. ‘r 

will, imzediately upon detecting such contmination, execute a turn-out. 

Cloud tracking aircraft wd3.l execute turn-out fron contasaMated areas at 

a level of no% nore than 3& r/hr. If a tactic21 or emergency situation 

arises where aircraft xust enter the air radex or visible cloud, tactic& 

exposure allowances shall apply. 

(4) All multi-engine task force aircraft in the air at H Hour hith- 

in-100 riles of the deton*ation point shall carry a person designated as 

radiological safety monitor cqippod with suitable R'.DI:.C equiwent and 

a radex plot. This monitor shall be capable of calculating allowable 

exposures Under both tactical and operational conditions. 

(5) I.11 persons in aircraft zt shot tim?, or 2t sutsoqu.-nt ti..os when 

engaged in operations in or near the cloud or radex track, shall wi?-r 



fiti badges. 

(6) Crew necbers of aircraft in the air at zero hour will take special 

precautions to avoid (for at least 10 secoi>ds) t!le direct and reflected 

light resulting from the burst. At the discretion of the airplane COW 

nander thiscgdbe done with protective high density goggles, by turning 

away frorz the burst with eyes closed, 8% by covering the eyes with the 

forearm, bj turning cockpit lights up to highest intensity or by any 
.c.. --- 

_/_ combination of the above. 
e. In air and water the following continuous levels of radioactivity are 

considered safe fron the viewpoint of personnel drinking and breathing 

(UC = microcurie): 

VJater 
. . 

Air (Z-hour average) 

Beta-Gama Mtter 

5 x 10-3 UC/CC (calcu- 
lated to H # 3 days) 

m-6 UC/CC 
lo-4 UC/CC 

16. In tactical situations the military comander nust meke the decision 

regarding allowable exposures. As nilitary personnel are nomally sub- 

ject to only r‘andm exposure, health hazards rre at a nininun. Current 

Department of Defense information on eqosure to gmma radiation in tact 

tical situations is indicated below: . 

2. hffom ecute (&mediate) exposure of 50 roentgens to 2 group of 

Lmed Forces personnel will not appreciably affect their efficiency as 

a fighting unit. 

b. Unifom acute exposure of 100 roentgens will produce in occasions3 

individuals nausea 5nd volr.iting, but not to 211 extent that will render 

Lmed Forces personnel ineffective as fight&g mits. Personnel 

receiving an acute radiation exposure of 100 or nore roentgcns should 

L be giVCn a period of rest and individual evaluation cs soon ns possible. 
z 

c. Unifom acute exposure of npproxiratoly 150 rocntgcns or gr;:atZr cm 
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p be cxpdted to ren&r Amed For&~ person 

0~ l ?, 
inc-ffectivc ,25 troops 

h-ithin a few hours through a substantial incidence of &uscn, vomiting. 

weckness and $rostrrtion. llortelitg produced by an acute exposure of 

150 

nay 

d. 

roentgens will be very low and eventual recovery of physical fitne: 

be expected. 
. 

Field commanders should, therefore, assume that if substxzntial numb 

of their men receive acute radiation exposures substzntially L?Sove 100 

roentgens there is a grave risk that their coxands will rapidly become 

ineffective as fighting units. 

e. Internal radiation hazards caused by entry of radioactive substances 

through the mouth, through the lungs or through cuts or wounds do not 

exist after an air burst. Internal hazards following a contaminating 

surface explosion may be avoided if ordinary precautions are taken. OnI.: 

under unusual circumstances will there be internal hazrrrd from residual 

contamination. This eliminates the necessity for masking and consequent 

reduction of tactical efficiency. 

17. The Radiological Safety Officer, Task Group 7.1 will maintain standard 

Q-pe film badge records of radiation exposures for all Task Force per- 
. 

sonnel, Records will indicate full name, rarJc or r&e, serial cr service 

numbeq, if applicable, orgx&ation, hone station or laboratory, date of 
.* approximate qver- 
exposure,/duratiori of/exposure %n hours and zinutes (for Arx~y personnel 

*/ over- 
only) and remarks such as liz&tations on assign3cnt because of/exposure. 

Upon conpletion of the operation, disposition of these records will be 

as folloI?s: 

2. A consolidated list of exposures listing Filitnry persomol, and 
r 

civilivl pcrsonncl under nilitzry control, by full rime, rank or r=te, 

serial or service number (if applicable), organiza+ion, hone stntion or 

laboratory and exposure in ~5.11Frocntgclns togcthcr tdth :qoscd fils 

badges and control film badges will be forvrzrded to the Chief, .'Fs!.'P. 

. ,. 



b. I: consolidated list of persomel and exposur:,s zs indicated in lja 
controller znci adtiiinistered civilian . 

above (including all ‘;EC/persomel) will be forwarded to the Director, 
, 

Division of Biology and I;!edicine, XC. 

c. Individual records of Navy and Lir Force tilitary and civilian 

sonnel will be forwarded to their unit of assigment for inclusion 

individualIs health record (Medical History Sheets, RavKed p-8 and 

per- 

in th 

the 

Individual Health I?ecord for Navy and Air Force personnel, respectively). 

For those military personnel e.qosed to ionizing radiation in excess of 

that defined by paragraph 3a above, a stztmzent will be included to the 

effect that the individual is not to be subjected to ionizing radiation 

before a specific date, the date to be computed by the Radiological Sefet 

Officer, Task Group 7,lto allow sufficient tim to elapse in order to " 

bring the average radiation dose down to 0.3 rocntgcns per week. Lizita- 

tions on Navy and Air Force civilian personnel reference over-exposures 

will be as determined by the laboratory or agency having adninistrative 

jurisdiction over such personnel. 

d. Individual records of imy military and civilian personnel 

warded in accordance with SR 40-1025-66 dated 21 April 1953 to 

of assignmnt for inclusion in the individual's field zilitsry 

.or the civilian personnel 201 file (whichever is applicable). 
I 

will be for- 

their unit 

201 file 

These 

records will indicate date of exposure, mount of mposurc in r%ili- 
agqroxbat e over- 

_’ roentgms/duration of,&posure in hours and zinutes, and a space for 

rezrks such as linitations on assigmcnt (as indicated in 17~ above) 

becmsc of over-exposures, 
ccntrolled azd administered 

e. Individual records of AEc/civilian personnel will be proces::d &-I 

accordance with special iastructions prescribed by the laboratory or 

* agency having adrlinistrative jursidiction over such personnel. 
. . . - 

f. Upon coqlction of 17a, b, c, d, md e, above, letter reports hill bc 

submitted through channels to the Surgeon Gcncral, USA, the Chief, km 
. . 

of Medicine and Surgery, USN, the Surgeon General, US;E, 2nd tht- ?i.rcCtor 
,,:- '. . . . ‘I. ,_< . d. . 
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Dil5sion of Biology and Medicine, /6C, indic2ting, in general, the 2cti')n 

15. 

19. 

taken to dispose of individual dose records, cements on over-exposures 

if applicable, 2nd any pertinent rem2rks considered of interest to the 

above offices. 

These regulations have the concurrence of the Surgeon General, USA, tf.5 
, 

Chief of Naval Operations, the Surgeon Gcnerd, USLP and the Director, 

Division of Biology and Medicine, AX. 

This appendix has been designed for reduced sacuxity classification ix 

order to facilitate wide dissmlnation and my be downgraded to PZ!ZI"PIC~L 

SFZURITY INFQPKATION provided all references to Joint Task Force SZVEX 

and its subordinate units m-e deleted. 

P. W. CLi,PSON 
N;ejor Goner2l, U.S. 

Comander 

OPFICIiiL: 

HIILIAKS, CaWXT, JR. 
Colonel; U .S, hir Porte * 
kssist+% Chiof of Staff, J-3 

a!ly 
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ApiXndix II to unex N 
Fadioloqical Safety, CJTF SEW! Operation Flan EQ. 7-53 

&DiOLOGIChL SwFETY OFFiCE AND ClZTER 

1. n JTF S.SVE!~ Radiological Safety Office (R.DSAFE OFFICE) and a TG 7.1 

Radiological Safety Center (RADSAFE Ca?I'ER) will be established for each 

shot. The ~DSi.,FE OFFICE manned by i;ersonnel of the Technical Branch 

of the Tzsk Force J-3 Operations Division, will operate as the task 

force staff agency responsible for the di.SSh.natiOn of task force 

radiological directives, the presentation of radioloQca1 shot briefing. 

material and the maintenance of displays of radiologicai information 

having an impact on the over-all task force mission. The RADSAFE CENTER 

will be established by CTG 7.1 and will serve as operations headquarters 

for the radiological safety activities of !I72 7.1. Pertinent data col- 

lected at the RADSnFE CZUER will be forwarded to the FlADSiFE OFFICE 

at the task force command post. 

2. Detailed Duties: 

a. RGDSAFE OFFICE: 

(1) The &W&FE OFFICE, in coordination with CTG 7.4 who will de- 

velop the AIR &DEX plot, will. assemble the overall RADEX situation and 

disszmiilate t~e~u~~ace-RA.DEX prior to shot tine . (forecast), and xill 

originate messages from time to time after shot time, announcing i, HOUR 

(Be-entry Hour), radiological clearances of previously closed areas, 

radic:ogical directives to task groups, advisories to commands external 

air and 
to the task force, and revisions of the/surface BADvEX as required. 

(2) The RADSAFE OFF,'CE will be responsible for the preparation of 

RkDSAEE forecast information for the shot briefings. 

(3) The FULDSQ'E OFFICE wi2.I maintaindisplaps of radiological in- 

formation pertinent to the test area dnd having an impact outside this 

area to include radiation levels on atoll islands and lagoon, P9EX 
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inforrxtion, cloud trnjcctories and their rclntion to occupied atolls 

and 
and air/surface routes contiguous to the Dan.gtir dire3, ship mcvexnts 

in the Danger lzca, results of water sninpling, and sxh other items 

of special radiological consideratitin as nay be required by the opara- 

tion or the scientific projects. 

(1~) Fhysical locations of i~,DStii;'E OFFICE: 

(a) For HKINI ATOLL shots: Cor,mand Ship. 

(b) For EMD'?ETOK ,-.ToLL shots: J-3 Cperations Division wing 

of JTF SEVEX Hsadquarters building, PAMY ISLAD. 

b. itJ)SiF’E CFZJTER: 

(1) The RnDshFE 

on lagoon waters and 

CRRTER will maintain radiological situation data 

islands of the snot atoll, based on air and ground 

survey information, supplemented by monitor reports. This infox%ation 

will oe the basis of periodic situ ,+ion reports or maps and briefing I 

information furnished to the task fox-cc and task group commanders. 
The RADSME CEI~M 

(2) B will pro-tide information for the planning of TG 7.1 

radiological safety operations, and for the disposition of all working 

parties, within the contaminated area. It will establish radiological 

safety check points. It will maintain an operations table giving de- 

tails for all groups who plan to enter contamxzted areas each day, 

incluling nane of monitor, destination, g.:neral type of mission (pro- 

gram or project nu&er), and time of departure and return. 

The RADSAFE CEX'ZR 
(3) 5&B will provide special clothing to previously desig- 

nated recovery personnel, have cognizance over working schedules of the 

radiochemical laboratory, photo-dosinetry developing facilities, conta:3- 

inated laundry, personnei decontamination facilities, RADIX repair, etc. 

of TG 7.1. Personnel decontandnation facilities afloat will se coor- 

dinated with existing ship facilities. 

(4) Fhysical location of i&&SAFE CENTER: 

(a) .For BIKINI ,.TOLL shots: The aDS;&F'R CH.:Txt r,-i_l_l initially 

operate from the CVE facilities. ,t a later time, radiological con \Itior E* 
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permitting, the 'CENTER will provide a detachment at pro-prepared 

tions ashore to operate all its activities except radiochemistry 

dosimetry. 

a 

posi- 

and photc 

(b) Por EiW!!ETOK ATOLL shots: The i$DLFE CWTEfc will operate 

all of its facilities froln the radiologi.,cal safety building (Eldg 57, 

PARRY ISlLA9). 

LIajor General, USA 
Commander 

OFFICIAL: 

!?m, S. CO!?kRT, Jii. 
Colonel, USAF 
Assistant Chief of Staff, J-3 
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HAZARDS RESULTING FXX.: ,'i'XIC BX?3 EXFLOSIOKS 

1. Nature of Hazards 

a. Yhen an atomic bomb explosion occurs, tremendous quantities of energy 

in a variety of forms are released. This enera is propagated outward in 

all directions. 

b. The immediate reaction is int$nse emission of ultraviolet, visible 

and infrared (heat) radiation, gamma rays and neutrons. This is ac- 

companied by the formation of a large ball of fire. X large part of 

the energy from the explosion is emitted as a shock vrave. The ball. of 

fire produces a mushroom-shapbd mass of hot gases, the top of tilich 

rises rapidily. In the trail below the mushroom cap, a thin column is 

left. The cloud and column are then carried downwind, the direction and 

speed being determined by the direction and speed of the wind at the V~F 

T 
ious levels of air from the surface to base of mushroom cap. Part of -- 

the energy from the explosion results in an ocean surface wave which is 

considered of minor nature directly to the Task Force. 

c. 811 personnel ofth Task Force will 

of all hazard at the time of detonation, 

fire.ball. The light of explosion is so 

the eye may result from viewing the ball 

be well outside of the range 

except for the light from the 

&ntense that permanent injury to 

of fire at close range with the 

naked eye or through binoculars. Ordinary dark glasses will not suffice 

and al!. personnel who do 'not have the special protective glasses, Rich 

will be issued in limited numbers by CTG 7.1, :nust be facing 180 degrees 

from the detonation with the eyes closed. 

d. The emission of dangerous nuclear radiation can be separated into 

two time periods. The primary radiation which occursat t!le time of the 

flash is composed of. gamma rays and neutrons. Casualties may result from 

this primary radiation if the exposure occurs within a certain range of 
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. e. Following the detonation, personnel entering shot areas ~iil be ex- 

posed to beta particles and gamma rays coming from induced neutron acti-. 

vity in the soil and any fission products which might have hecndcposit- 

ed on the ground. There may also be a potential alpha particle hczard 

.rom the unfissioned fissionable materials v!hi.ch ma;' be deposited on the 

ground. 

2. Protection 

a. Against the primary radiological effects, distance will provide 

protection, 

b. ,,gainst the secondary radioactivity hazards from radioactive fis- 

sion products, induced radioactivity and unfissioned residue, detectio? 

and avoidance provide the best protection. Suitable instruments indi- 

cate boththe presence and intensity of radioactivity at a given place, 

Area reconnaissance, the maintenance of contamination situation maps, 

the posting of areas of hazard, and minimL%~ the spread of contaminated 

material into uncontaminated areas constitute the active measures for 

reducing the radiological hazard, 

cn Personnel within an operat>onal radius of ground zero who are to be 

facing in the direction of the flash will be required to wear spxial 

goggles to protect their ey_es against excessive light. feraonnel within 

the ahove operational radius who are not provided goggles will face, with 

eyes slosed, in the opposite direction from the flash. nfter ten (10). 

seconds, such personnel may turn about and observe the phenomena. 

3. jfiticipted Hazard Areas 

a. Immediately under the bcxnb burst there ~!ill be an area of 

radioactivity extending $$!&&&$I and to some extent crosswind 

with gradually decreasing intensity,: 

intense 

and upwind 

a 
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b. Extending dmnwind, (and to some extent crosswind and up;&nd) an 

airborne radioactive 

on the meterological 

ious altitudes up to 

hazard till exist. 

influences such as 

the natium height 

Its characteristics will depend 

wind speed and direction at vsp 

reached by the cloud. 

c. Contaminated water in the lagoon adjacent to the shot site may be 

of consequence, and will be analyzed by the radiological safety unit of' 

TG 7.1 immediateb after shot ti!e and at other :ntervals. 

d; Unless care is exercised, individuals or objects entering contami.natac 

arcas may transfer radioactivity to clean areas. 

e. By means of instruments, such as Geiger-2ueller counters and ion 

chambers, it is possible to detect the area of contaitination and to mea- 

sure the intensity of the radioactivity, Radiation intensity will nor: 

mally be measured and reported in roentgens per hour. Bsides those 

instruments, dosimeters and film badges will be used as indicators of 

the accumulated exposure to radioactivity; Only personnel involved in 

work near, or inj radioactive areas will wear film badges to provide a 
except that film badges will be issued to 

permanent record of exposur&O$ of the ship's crew to aid in estizating 
crew dosage in the event of heavy fall-out. 
fr 

decrease 
The intensity of the radioactive hazard tends to -with time 

due to decay of radioactive materials, and dispersion and dilution, 
. 

depending upon climatic conditions. ..s an approtimation, the in- 
surface contamination 

tensity of the/ '. *’ from the fission products decreases by radio- 

active decay inversely with the time after the detonation. As a further 

approxization, the intensity of vater contamination decreases by radio- 

- active decay and difiusion inversely 75th the square of the time after 

the detonation. 
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4. This a>ppendix has been designed for redwed security classification in 

order to permit wide dissemination to all personnel o$:'$~~cczmand, and 
i 

may be downgraded to RXTRICTED - SXURITY INFO~~::.TION provided all ref- 

orences to Joint Task Force SEVEN and its subordinate units are dcleted. 

OFFICIAI2 

WILLI S. COWART, JR. 
Colonel, US.2 
Assistant Chief of Staff, J-3 

P. !7. CLAKSON 
ibjor General, USA 
Comander 
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HEADQUARTERS, Joint Task Force SEVEN 
Washington 25, D. C. 
10 November 1953 
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Annex 0 to CJTF SKVKN Operation Plan No. 3-53. 

S&H AND RESCUE 

Reference: (a) Search and Rescue Joint Standard Operating Procedures, 
Pacific. 

(b) JANAP 303, The Air-Sea Rescue Manual 

‘3 . 
1. ; ResaonsibFlitfes 

. .;’ ‘. : 
*_f 

:.+ F : a. Responsibilities of commanders for search and rescue (SAR) op- 
;.: eratipns within their respective commands are set forth in reference _. 
._.. (3). Specifically, as relates to the area of primary concern to 
1.' 

.. CJTF SEVEN, responsibility'for search and rescue is assigned by 
. + i CINCPAC to the Commander, Hawaiian Sea Frontier (COMHAWSEAFRON),. ’ 

. _.: 
::. b. Reference (a) further provides that: 
_r ,. . ‘. 

.: .- 
.i’ .; 

"For tactical a&raft, operating on unit combat or training 

rr mLssions,_the primary responsibility for SAR rests w$th the'..!:.. 
‘ ii jt commander exercising operational control of the aircraft re-. : : 
.-:7r; 
: : 

gardless of the area of operation. This responsibility may be 

.A.:: delegated_to subordinate commanders. Commanders holding SAFt. , 
-i .. responsibility aqdefined above shall insure that their ‘opera- 
.i :< .’ .‘. * ting .forces are familiar with the rescue facilities and proce- _-.x . 

.-;:‘5 .> dures of the SAR area in which they'are operating and shall .‘.- 
request assistance as necessary from the appropriate area SAR 

. . 

co-der;',, Once the area SAR commander has been requested to 
. . 

provide &sist~ncehd'~ass&es SAR controln..... 
'>. _ 

, . . '. / 

The paragriph quoted is'applicable tdCperat&n CASTLK and.p*la-' 
ces certain responsibilLties.on CJTF ST; _ .,,_,L: .’ 

.: : 
‘. ‘. “‘. : : ..‘.I., .: ‘. ._::;.,;‘;; ., :-.:: _,.’ . J ._ 

.; .,,:,,,:, 

2. . . ‘.- ;.-- 
..: , 

Tasks For Subo&$& ‘a&<, .:;?,‘; ‘._ ._,., 
.:., . . . .” 

.I, _ .- _ --_’ 
_. :. 

a. & ~ ‘&_: : -1:. _ ,’ “. ” _) ., ‘. . 
. .: 

‘_. 
..-; 

‘. _ 
/ 

(1) Have primary search and rescue responsibility for all JTF. 
SEVEN air and surface units in the BIKINI-KNIWKTOK area during .' ’ 
Operation CASTLJL 

w 

(2) Take necessary measures to insure familiarity and compliance 
with the provisions of references (a) and (b). 

:, 

. I 
j 

(3) Conduct the necessary liaison with the area SAR commander 
and appropriate SAR coordination center to insure necessary exchange 
cf information and effective integration of JTP S%EN forces into 
area SAR plans, 

(4) Forward requests to CJTF S?ZVEN for ShR coverage required in 
additicn to own capabilities. Such requests will be made euffici- 
ently in advance of proposed operations to allow for the positioning 
-e &ke qrlA?&ln,.'l n-.+r--+ 'T"'rl&. 

b. Cn; 7.3 till: - 

(1) Require all units to familiarize themselves and comply with 

O-l 
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3. 

4. 

the provisions of references (a) and (b). 

(2) Ccndwt training and have available suitable SAR equipment 
in order to provide assistance to CTG 7.4 and the area SAR commander 
as necessary. . 

(3)Rave available a &lified officer ‘for Liaison with'c'k 714 
.or his representative when that,commander is carrying out his SAFi 
functions. .,- : _ 

..:. . 

Independent Action. The responsibilities delineated above in'no '&a~ 
affect the responsibilities of any commander to engage in operations 
uponhi own initiative as the circumstances dictate. Independent 
action must be {mediately reported to, and coordinated with, the 
.appropriate SAR commander. 

Ccrmand and Communication 
-, 1. 

,. a- :-. . 

a. 'JTP SKVKN SAR'activities will be commanded by CTG 7.4.unti.l such;: 
time a3 control is assumed by the area.SAR commander. -L. 

., ’ . -. 

b. command Posts . ;, I’ 
2 . . ’ 

. 
_’ . . . 

_. ‘. 
CJTF SKVEB ..” :._ . . . . . . : 'PARRY ISLAND, XI. (while Bshore) : 

. . . ‘_ - 5 -_ 
cTc 7;3 . . . . 

USS ESTES (AGG-12) (while afloat) 
. . . . . l .w; . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . USS RAIROKO (CVK-115) ._: : 

C. 

. .I ;': _ 
Major General, U.S. 

_ _ .? . . .‘. ,. ‘- _. Commander '.. 
:. .. : ‘. 

I..., * . . 
. : i .: .i : 

As3istant Chief of Staff, J-3 
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Annex P to CJTF SEVEN Operation Tlan No. 3-53 

BOAT PLAN '. 
. 

1. Following is the &lo&ion of responsibility for normal operation 
of boats and harbor craft at ENIWJZTOK and BIKINI ATOLLS during the 
operational phase of CASTLE: 

.,. . 

(2).The scheduling panel will coordinate schedules. The TC 7.3 
member will.~ dispatch N&y boats and the Tc 7.5 member will dispatch 
H&Nboats to meet the requirements of using agencies. In order to 
permit proper scheduling:ed ma&sum utilization of small craft,': 

‘using agencie&wdX be required to plan movement activities well in 
advance and notify the,scheduling panel. Normally3 requirements 
wiY.'be submitted to'$he'scheduling panel prior .to the day transpor- 
'tation is required; " 0mnibus"and combined trips will be used when .; . . ..‘_..:. “.. ... _ ..y . . . 

-‘::!,y ::.:_. _...: _i :.:. ; _‘. .,,. 
.-1:., ;: . ,:: I . I.. 

.:, ., :__:,:; :. 

ashore; the 'scheduling panel'will.be lo- 
when the'task force goes afloat;’ it. will. 

‘be in &e ‘LSD;.- .:z,. _$ ‘:.;,(,i_;! ‘:‘i::-. ., ‘rle;_ ..I,.;-‘,-,, _,y.: ‘;_-,.I,,: : I;’ ., ::. ‘. .I G’.:,i:>5,L~~.~::. ‘, 
_I 5 ,’ 1. “* . I . :’ :. ” _.. : :. . :.*.. 2,:. ‘. -,_, .’ .,.‘ ..,.. :: ! y...,... .:, :,y, I ii’ . . . : . ..:‘I ‘., -;; J. 

. t- (4) Prior to Shot #4 (DCHO)~,,c&tain~elements~of ~he'l'C'j.5'~:~_&~ 
.’ boat pool may be'redeployed to ENIWKTOK ATOLL.., Prior to Shot@ ‘:!:. 

(KOON), the .remaining elements'of_the,Fz ,7.5 boat pool will be,rede- 
ployed to.smI( ATPU,:-!::~~~.:~:.~:-:~ L.,.,,.:: ;.::, . - .,-:;,” ’ 

- :. :‘. . .- ;.s : : -: . 
b. At KNIWgTOK ATOLL,{__ :.I .I,; ;' .: , - ‘: 

I . .: :.. 
- _ :‘- 

‘.. -(l) C%3 $.2 &d&C 7.5$h continue.& operate their‘respec-. 
‘tive boat pools in &cordance with existing procedures. 

* .L . ;. . . 
.,‘, “. 
(2) Augmentation of TC 7.2 boat pool operations will be provided 

by C'E 7.3 and CTC 7.5 if CJTF SEVEN determines that capacity popu- 
lation on EXIWEl'OK ISLAND requires such augmentation. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

All using agencies will coordinabe in the establishment of a prior- 
ity system for boat requirements and apply the system to their re- 
spective crganizations. 

A scheduling panel will be established at IXIXETOK ATOLL during the 
ENIWETGK phase of the operation, if required. 

During periods of evacuation, CJTF~SEvE;N will establish priorities 

. 'a.‘ 'At BIII ATOLL. As both CTC 7.3 and GIG 7.5 will provide large 
: scale boat pool service for multiple using agencies, overall COntrOl 

of this activity by either task group commander is not considered 
feasible. _Accordingly: - 

. . 
. ..L .:. 

(1) A joint task force scheduling panel consisting of represen- 
tatives from TC 7.3 and TG 7.5 will conduct boat pool operations di- 
rectly under thi supervision of CJTP SEVEN, who will have final' re- 
sponsibility for scheduling control and coordination. 

.' 
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for the movement of boats and harbor craft. 

. . P. W. CiARKSON 
Major General, U.S. Army' 

Commander 
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Assistant Chief of Staff, J-3 _ 
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:.: 
Annex Q to CJTF.SFJEN Operation Plan No, 3-53 ‘, 

AIR&'?LW 

1. General. *The limited &aiIability ‘of aircraft to support inter- 
island and inter-atoll airlift operations will necessitate maximum 
utilization of all'airlift equipment in the fomard area. To assure 
maximum utilization and provide efficient service in support of the' 
overall ta$k force mission, aircraft will be centrally controlled 
and dispatcfied by the commander responsible for providing the serv- 
ice. 'Using agencies' will. be required to plan movement activities 
well in advance in order to permit proper scheduling; When combined 
task group lift w@irements exceed the available lift, CJTF SEVZN 
(or his designated representative on site) will act as arbiter and 
determine priority in light of the overall joint task force mission. 
All using agencies will coordinate in the establishment of a pribr- 
ity system for airlift requirements and apply the system to their . ,. 
respective organizations. In addition to normal airlift operations 
these-aircraft will be utilized to accomplish security patrol '.. 
flights in,support of C,TG 7.2; assist,,in search and rescue activi-... 
ties; 'and accomplish insecticide spray flights'as directed by CJTpf “.: 
sm.’ ~ ‘. 1; , ,. . 

. ., ‘,.‘.’ . _: . . 
.: : : : . : 

: _’ t.. 

2. I&r-Island Airlift & "' erations. ‘The following allocatiohi'of re-'.' ‘1 
sponsibillty is established for conducting inter-island airlift, .. ;...i 

ary and lift load.' : .: . :_,. -’ . . (. 
:.: 

(5) Helicopter service for Gnmediate reentry activities will be 
conducted from the CVJ3. 

‘, 
b, At EXWE'TGK ATOLL 

(1) Cl% 7.4 h-ill provide a liaison aircraft arld helicopter lift 
system, operating from EXWETOK iSL4ND. 

(2) CTG 7.2 will place the Army helicopter element under opera- 
tional control of CTC 7.4. 

nC\ 1. _. - . . _.. . . . _ - _-rrA~b Y& iuiuL ip.~~b~~rih, C,AU / .J wLLL prace 
additibd'helicopters mder the operational control of ClZ 7.4, i.f 
required by CJTF SEVEN to augment the Tc 7.4 helicopter lift system. 

c-1 . 
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ter &?c~zt?~4 will schedule and dispatch'all liaison and helicop- 
0 

(5),8or~ljr,‘requlrener?ts for liaison aircraft and helicopter 
use will be subr;itted to Cl% 7.4 by using agencies prior to the day 
Iif% is required. Requirements will be detailed, to include COZ- 

plete inter-island itinerary and lift load. 

3. . Inter-Atoll Airlift Operations 
_. 

: ‘. ai’ ClG 7.4 wiU.'provide an inter-atoll airlift system between . . . 
ENIk&TQK ,znd EIICESI ATOLLS, with flights to other atolls in the for- 
ward area as required to support joint task force elements.' .-< 

b. ’ 

:, -- . . . ,-_ .- 
:Jormhy, requirements for personnel and cargo space will be 

placed with ClG 7.4 by using agencies prior to,the,day lift is re- 
quired. ‘.: . .- _. .: . .. 

. ‘. 
,:, 

c. On KOON minus one day,.& C-47 aircraft &ill be &thdrawn from" 
ENIk?Y'POK-BIKIr\? service. Subsequent to KOON shot the EXI'WT.OK-BIKINI 
se_rvice,will be provided by PBK aircraft, taking off from FXTOp. 
ISLAhTl airstrip aad landing in the BIKINI lagoon. ..j:.i .. ._ ‘: 

:‘. ‘. *’ __ .-. :..: ‘. :... ,’ . ._ . . 
'd: GIG 7.3"will place two ('2) PBE'aircraft under the'operationai .j ‘1,’ 
control of C'IG 7.4 to augment the ENIWETOK-BIKINI airlift system. :!. 1 

-: f :.. . . . . . . 1‘ .I’ ., 
: _ . . . ?,_ -. ._ -. ;._ :‘- . . _ ..‘. 

: r . I 
., .:_ -..:. .’ :;: .’ ‘l,‘.:. 

,.< -’ 
.:. 

_ ,. .. 
.,: _.._ ._ :; ;:‘. ..y,,: -: 

‘_~....~ . . _. i__. . . _.. . . . . . . .._.. ,_. ..I_. _.~“_,_ .‘I’, ,:_: . . . : _,’ .- : ‘* . . . _, i. 
__ :: ._. . . . .‘. L .: _ .r. - ’ . ‘. _.... . .: :.. . . . . y._ .-. -, 1. .-.. .’ , , .< 

. ., ‘. .. :: ., .:I .,. ‘, ‘I, _, .: - . . 
::.:> . . :. I’ ., ,:, ., ;. ., _’ 

I -’ ,I .e .Z’ ‘,.: ,r’ ‘.__ 

_( '.. 
.'.. 

WILLIAM S. COWRT, 
Colonel, IJ,S. Air Force :*' . . . . 
Assistant Chief of Staff, J-3 : . 

. . . 
. . i’ 
- . 

. 
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Annex R to CJTF SEVXN Operation Plan No. 3-52 -_ I 

SHOT PH.4SK EVACUATION AND REENTRY PLAN 

1. This plan envisages the employment of one (1) transport ship of'the 
AP type to accommodate appro*tely fifty (50) percent of personnel 
to.be evacuated during designated phases of the.operation. The re- 
maining personnel to be evacuated will be acconrncdated aboard 

. assigned task force vessels. 
I I 

2. The '&rent concept as to.effects of the BIKINI detonations on vari- 
ous islands and installations of BIKINI ATOLL necessitates that per- 
sonnel evacuation be accomplished as follows:. _“. . 

a. Shot #1 (ERAVG), shot #2 (UNION), Shot #3 (YANKEE),’ Shot #5 
NECTAR, Shot #6 (ROEtZO)_ -. 

. . 

‘I : 

1 -_, 
..i 

> 

(1) With the exception of the firing party on EXYU (and possibly 
a small maintenance-party on KN?NMAN),.BIKINI ATOIL will be evacua- ': 
ted of all personnel. The number of personnel on KRYU (and KNINMAN) ? 
will. be, within the capability of helicopter lift.. :_ - : .. ___: ..I .: ..- .--’ * 

(2) &‘&e event ~‘)‘&&es&& co&&n&i& bf ~h~~&NMAN IS- ::-I':" 
LAND camp,'a limited~capability will exist for .indefinite .operations 

.,’ ‘. ..- ,_ 
,_ ,7, 

(3) Boat'pool craft, not accompanying"the 'evacuation to sea, will . - ._ 
.,.-either be anchored in deep water in the southerh.p&t of BIKINI .-'L 

lagoon or.beached on~the.KNINMAR ISLAND'group or E?jYU'I%AND.: .Y.‘.” . . 
: : _ ,~‘. ... ; ‘.j, .- “:.: .,. ,_: : _ : ;. _ :, __ p ,.._ -:.... - . . ,, .-.:’ .: ._. ‘. 

’ b. Shot #V (KOOKi. T&& pre-&oi .evacdation~~;e.all'perso~~l (less 
. . . 

,- ; 
Firing Party on KNYlJ~will be.nebes&ry, Equipment‘not previously: . . 

: : redeployed to~ENIWE!fOK ATOLL will be relocated on.ENYU (and/or .:.: 

. BInm) ISIJ#D prior to shot tj+el.:.I:., ;;:.:. .‘: :“ie.-;i $‘.. :-‘:.‘- ’ ,; .’ ‘_:; ;, .: 
‘: 

: ., ./ 
I 

;‘, ” :.. ‘, .;r. . .‘. -..‘, _;;.. . . . 

c.‘. Shoi #4- (ECHO). 
.;-1::“ - : . : . _.,, ‘__. .). ,, ; .._.; . . . . :.:._ .__, 35 ~._.:.-:‘~ f ;,‘I . 5.. . 

‘. “&r$‘wi.~ be‘no pre-shot evacuation of p&c& .k. 
; " eel from KKEWEXOK ATOLL althouah'all personnei will be moved from :.. 

40 

the northern islands-to mT;K 'and k'AR.F@ ISLANDS prior to time of .. 
shot. ’ - , I+ z . 

‘. - 
Relocation of equipmeLt and materiel during the various phases of .' 
the operation,will be in conformity &th plans formulated on site. 

During the BkWETOK phase of the operation; the task force will 
maintain a capability for emergency post-shot evacuation. Such an 
evacuation will be executed on order of CJTF SEVEN in the event 
radiological contamination conditi'ons so dictate; will be for per- 
sonnel safety only; and will not involve materiel or personal be- 
lcnginga other than toilet articles. Any such evacuation will be 
capable of accomplishment on four (4) hours notice. During shot 
phases at EIKINI, personnel at KKIWETGK ATOLL will be in an alert 
status. Although remote, there is a possibility that MIWKTOK ATOLL 
will be subjected to radioactive fall-out during BIKIKI operations. 
In the event radioactive fall-out is detected at ENIWEZOK ATOIL, a 
_ - _ - _ - I ,- < ,i : ,-.. I 7 ‘.,_ .: . . ,_ . . . . ‘) :7, ,~_ y 1 ‘:C :_..L .:.; I>7 .-_ ._- 

proceed to covered areas (buildings and tents) and rekn under 
iover -until an all clear signal is sounded. Should 
tion beccme apparent, CJTF SKVE!? will order that an 

over-contamina- 
evacuation be 
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conducted, using available aircraft and sea-going vessels. Should 

it become necessary, specified task force vessels will proceed, on 
order of CJTF S!?VEX, from BIKINI to EXWETOK to assist in the emer- 
gency evazuatioa of all'endangered personnel. Detailed instructions 
;iill be disseminated on site. 

:‘. : .: .- i: 

5. If reent, to either or both' atolls is delayed beyond the period 
that the task force can reasonably sustain itself afloat, provisions 
will be made for .an alternate destination landing. 

: 7.. 
6. Detailed instr-&i&s for evacuation and reentry will be contained 

ia shot directives published in the follliard area prior to each shot. .:. 
The Assistant Chief of Staff, J-4, Headquarters, JTF SEVEN, will,'21~ :..- 
coordinate the preparation of all detailed.evacuation and reentry : .,, 
plans on, site. Each-task group commander will designate an evacua-’ i’ 
tion officer to assist in the preparation of these plans. _ : 

: .‘ 

7. Tasks for Subordinate Units* 
. 

:- 
,,... ,’ ‘: 

..’ . _ : 
_. 

. :_ 

.:’ 
_. .., , t . . .‘> 

.: (1) Be resbonsible for-the removal of all % 7.1 personnel from'. " 

_,- 

. . 
liti&-for CJTF SEL& &-staff; also provide command,and adminis-“: -.. . 
tratik spke for, Headquarters, IG 7.1 and TG 7.5. .I 1, .-... _‘:,_- _. : 

- . . .: : -_.:_..-.. _ _,. : I 

(2) Pro&le &&.tj_& &.oat & I];&&‘.‘&ements”of thi j&t: . 
task force while afloat at BIKINI.‘ Augmentation of housekeeping 
personnel for TG 7.1 and ‘IS 7.5 will be provided for by C’IG 7.5. ‘.‘. _ 

! (3) Provide capability.for emergency post-shot evacuation of 
persowel when pre-shot evacuation.has not been conducted. 

(4) Direc t the m~ovcment of the evacuation vesseis at sea in 
accordance with on-site &hot directives. 

(5) P rodde a h.elicopter lift system to supporCw e-facuation, re- 
c every an 3 reentry @pSrltiOnS. 

'6) "---_.T'; f,::. '.tr y,rit7 rC &I.+ tz,: fry--_ -y--.t,, .._ . ..C 

(7) ASSiSt C'E 7.5 in the movement of BIgINI based personnel to 
designateci vessels. 

/ 
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d. Cl-G 7.4 wili: 

(1) By we of 
tion of personnel 

assigned a&raft, assist in the emergency evacua- 
from endangered areas, 

7.2,& the emergenc>.evacuation of.personnel based 
n ',: 

‘_ -’ 
2 

(2) Assist Td 
’ .on'ENlVETOK ISMNL.. : : :- 

k. Ck 7.5 will: 
.. 

(1) When directed by CJTF SEVEN and with facilities made availa- 
ble'by GIG 7.3 and C'E 704r evacuate 'IG 7.5 personnel and.supporting 
military personnel from BIKINI ATOLL.' _:. _ : . - 

: : - 
.(2)‘Be pr&ared, upon directive from CJTF SEVKN,'~t.o conduct.. 

emergency post-shot evacuation of 'IX 7.5 personnel from EXWETOK '.I.- 
ATOLL, less EXIWETOK ISLAND.. Assume responsibility for the evacti- 
tion of IG 7*2 kii personnel from EEERIRU ISLAND. ’ ‘.I’ . 

(3) Augment the.shipboard housekeeping personnel 
*such personnel as necessary to support 'lY3 7.1 and l'G 
afloat. * _ : ;.i..’ .,_ . . 

..‘. 

- ,_ 1. 
. ,.’ (qj Assi& . 

- : :. 
i;l reentry operations 'as required.- -'I I 
.’ _ 

;’ 

: . ‘. i.: _ . . 5 ‘_ .__ 

.i. 
._ : 

. 
. ,. ._ .._ . . .y. : ., . . _-: . . . . .‘L : i . ‘. . . . : 

: . . .” 
\ _- _. . . ? 

:, . . . 
~ .I . ..d ., 

_ . . _ ‘I-’ .” - __ 
- . ..‘“..^~.. i . . -t . _’ 

1 ___ . ...’ ‘. 
:’ ..: . : _: _ , : : _,; ,: i .,. I... .: .-, : ,... 

. . ..+.: _-:r , _. . . ( :.. :,_-. ‘. “,__ y : 1 . 
..*-‘-.’ ‘_ . : *. . . . . . . . . 

.i -+. 
‘_ 

1. :: 

‘... ‘.. ., 
-- .: _ .: Y..,.._ : 

.*. : :,_ <... _ 
_. * -.. .+; 

‘,/&” ._ ., _.. ‘. .-. ” . . . ,:... _., 

. . 
.I ‘.-::,c.,’ 

:. ‘. 

. . . .-a ;_+a.; _._ ._?_L ‘,._- ,., : . . ,‘. : - ’ . ‘.,L 

;-.-. ’ ._ ..- ; .: -. - .:; _~,::~~.-~~:.r...._ ;_;;,.‘<; I 
” . . 

_- .* - i 2*.- :a : ,-. ..;r: ‘.’ .i_-Ll, .p;, ,_; ;$j, _’ ,_’ 
‘. ; ,-, . .-- . 

: p* w; cLARKsoi f.. :, y- -T -:. _ .(’ 

._ .._._ ‘. :. _. - _.‘-I:” r.:;z,z-; ,.<_ i ,, Ma jar General, U. $. &-q -,’ _‘. -I:.,. -: ’ - ’ 
.._ ,.! . ‘C ~ 

- $I, ,. :_ ; ., ._ : ‘;: . . : . :‘-. 
*. 

. . . . . _ 
- ..;,.. 

._,... _.:_. ._I .‘.’ .‘_ 
;*. p -- __.:. .;, .< . . _ :__. ::,.._. .‘.:. Y. _.. 2‘: 

. ..1.-..’ ., 
.. 2 ,“; .’ .- ‘..,2.” ._ .; Commander :.: _.. .:‘, ...y.. 1:: *. 

: ‘_ : .‘_.’ .- _’ i .1. 
..:., :_ 

. . . ;_ ‘:. .._’ 
;, ‘. 

:, - < : 
, 

“‘S .. . 7. 

; _ . . * 

of & 7.3 with ._: 
7.5 e1ement.s: :._ .:: , ‘_ ._ ,. .. . . 

. . 
_: : 

*.,. 

‘. -. i-j 

.. _. s . . 

:’ ’ _.: 

.:.. : : 
I.‘. i 

‘. 

‘. . -fk. 
“I,. ,. . i 

‘_ _ : 
-. :*.. 

_, -,. : 

Assistant Chief of staff, j-3 . . : .:. i 
. . 
.’ . /’ 

. : . 
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EEADQUAPTEZS, Joint Task Force SEm a 
AFtI 127 (HOT;), c/o Fostmaster 
0 n Francisco, CLlifcrnia 
8 February 1954 , . * 

. / .’ 
&nor S to CJTF S'FVEN Operation Order No. 3-52 __. . . 

I 
_ 

: OFFICIAL OEStiVER PLAN _ .. . _ 
; -_ ,..’ : : .’ ,: 

..__ . 

1. General; The AEC and the Department of Defense have indicated that i 
"Official Observers'! gill be kept ,at a minimum'and on a basis Of ,. 
"need to knowl'. This statement is interpreted to mean those who : . 
arc familiti'sith the technical .iasues involved in the' experiments . i.:. 
and svhose current assignments includesa genuine need for knowledge. Y" .- 
of the operation; :_ - : “. ,., ::_ :_ ~_. ’ . . -.- I:. , ..’ 

_. ._ _ ‘. ‘. 
. . . . _-,: . . . . . -I’. . ;- i. . ..., ;’ 

_I _, .- _ 1.. ; .- 

Number of‘Cbser&rs'Autho&ed~, The C Jl"$' SEVEN h,& r&&&ed~~ ,";',_ 2 '.' ', i 

that tventy (20) be the.ceili.ng figure for the number'of tlOfficial.'_ ;- . 
Observers" to be present for any'specified shot. This ceiling is 
imposed because of limited facilities and ,the intense activity pre-, 

,.-‘. 
. 

. _. . 
; ‘. 

. 2. 
., ,. 

ceding and following' a,_shot; . . 
., 

: 1 : - f .._ .’ ‘.,,.: . . : :: . .,- 1, 

Invitt&.&i. 
._ ;- :, :‘-., .‘I _ 

3. Invitations nil1 be axtended by .the.@C and the . .._.;I I’.: -‘i: l’.... 

: 

I.- . 1’. 
$. 

P. W. CLA??SON 
Major General; U.S. 

’ Commander 
4 

OFFICIAL: 

.’ -fggg&~~#~ t 
-1. .,A. . 

Colcnel, U.S. Air Force . 
. _ . , _. ^. * - ,. -. - .- 

_ ---- __--_- -- u--m, z-j 
;_. 

_. ;. _ . . . ., - 
I . . . . . 

. 
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Annex T to CJTF SEEN Operation Plan No. 3-53 

1. General SitiJation 

2. 

a. Operation CASTLE 
twe as a basis for: 

(1) A task force 
Operation CASTLE. 

comnder's visual report to AEC and the JCS of 

\ 

(2) A short film (so called "quickies") to be available as soon 

PHOTOGRAPHY PLAN 

will be recorded on film, still and motion pic- 

after each shot as possible. 

(3) Additional footage required in the production of a film 1 
depicting the history of weapons development. 

(4) A technical. report film (approximately 45 minutes) depicting 
Armed Forces participation in CASTLE. 

(7) A short, ..u&classified version of (1) above (approtitely 
15 &mites) o JJ.-‘.. x 

. . -‘: -. ‘. 
b. The J& have established a military requirement for the USAF 
Lookout Mountain' Laboratory to support CASTLE and Hq, USAF has 
approved its employment-to support a technical report photography 
unit in 'Ir, 7.1. - 

Technical Report Photogranhh$ Requirements 

a. SulYicienf motion picture and still‘coverage of 'events will be 
accomplished to produce the following: . 

(1) The CJTF SEVEN visual report to the AEC and the JCS. This 
film, approrrimately forty;five (45) minutes in duration, will con- 
tain only a limited amount of technical details and will be classi; 
fied not higher than SECRET. The extent of technical coverage will. 
be governed by the classification conditions at the time the film is 
produced. It will be tailored for wide distribution to persons con- 
cerned with supporting the AEC but who do not require extensive 
tec.hnical information (Congressmen, 
etc.). 

Bureau of the Zudget officials, 

*., 

(2) A short film produced after each shot to provide quick tis- 
ual information to CciILZIssioners and other Ax personnel. These 
will be tailored to prcv5de mare detailed information than the cus- 
tctmry post-shcf. statement of yield and degree of success normaily 
provides, SFeed of production will. be the keynote. No classifica- 
tion limitation will be placed on these films. 

, . - ,_, me_ mm.- _.._- a _‘_Ab_ .r;y-rF;i u brl~ tiicr proauction by AZ 
of a fib depicting the entire history or weapons development. Bo 
classificaticn limitation will be placed on this footage. 
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(4) A technical report film (approximately 45 minutes) depicting 
Armed Forces participation in CASTLE. 

(5) Complete still coverage of the operation, including photo- 
graphs fcr reproduct:on in the narrative history of the operation, 
as required.. 

(6) A short, unclassified version of (l), above, (approximately 
I.5 minutes). ‘This film till be tailored for wide dissemination. 

b. Distribution and Control till. be as follows: 

(1) Film (except first-run prints) produced in accordance with 
~3% requirements will be distributed and controlled by the Division 
of Military Application, USAEC, in conformity with existing AM: poli- 
cies and procedures at the time the film is edited. 

(2) Film (except first-run prints) produced in accordance with 
DOD requirements will be distributed and controlled by AFSWP in con- 
formity with ejdsting DOD policies and procedures at the time the 
film is edited. 

(3) Complete cataloging and indeting of all film exposed in the 
operation, both still photographs and motion picture footage, will 
be accomplished. Cataloging will be accomplished by the microfilm 
process, with one (1) copy of the final catalog distributed to AZ; 
LOS AMMOS and one (1) copy to AFSWP. The DNA and AFSWP will be the 
coordinating authority for additional prints required by ABC and DOD 
agencies, respectively, for any stock footage shown in the catalog. 

c. Assignment of Tasks to Subordinate Units. . 

(1) CTC 7-l will: _- . 

(4 
to meet the 

(b) 

(c) 
required to 

(d) 

Plan the technical report photography program for CASTLE 
aforementioned requirements., _. 

_‘. 

Prepare script for the motion picture requirements. 

Procure and store photographic supplies and equipment 
conduct the photography program, . 

Execute the photography program +n accordance with'ap- . 
proved plans and produce required motion picture and still photo- 
graphy. 

(e) Assign proper security classification to all operations, 
equipment, supplies and pictures of the photography program. 

(f) Safeguard all exposed fib in accordance with proper 
security classification. Original negatives and library prints of 
all technical report films will be stored at Lookout Kountain Labor- 
atory. 

(g) Coordbate techrrical report photography operations with 
technical photography operations as practicable, particularly in the 
common use of support services. 

_.. . . 
\a, .” __-. - w-s &___..__ ._i.._ -- --._;)..-- -, _.A. IU,YI. 

(2) Cther task groups will support TG 7.1 as required in photo-. 
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their respective task 

a. General Sit.9uat.4 on 
h’ea>ons r”r0-j~ 

.& Y %y “Agrcsment. Setueen Armed Forces Special 
and AtomLo %nergy CommLssion XegarCing Exchange of 

Fhottgra$y fr.2 X?.cmLc Kea?ons Te3t.s” I details were formulated for 
2ccoxplishe.d at atonic Keapons 

2mzlementLng the agreement 9 particu- 
lar-$- as regards :ba sele:tion, dis?.rlbutiGn, stcrage, classifica- 
ti2n 1 rgr oduct <on and funding thereof , 

b, & a%ic Re *&reme_nts, ?he photographic ccverage 
85 ie-f,.?ed In 3.e .z%ne ;g:eoment till bs made available tG the re- 
+cs*+ :-e 2~~::~~~s in accordance with the applic.able portions of the _. .__. 
agreezen< i exreFt 

. 
a t'r.25 a2vax.e pxlrits of tMhnic2 1 iepGrt photogra-, 

php produzed under; the prcbi_:iGns cf Faragrach 1, above 9 till not be 
furrn.shed tc any agencies prior, tG fGXEa?. ?elea-_e of t.be entire 
co-*ers;e by CJTF SSZTN, 

t. .-&_C_.. 7,. =I -2 5%~: ion and C GLIbOk Fhctcgral3frp coming within the purview 
of the above a i reezsnt (except as noted in paragraph Zb, abcve) will 
be disttibuted’ and cont.ro;led in accordance. with the app’iicable _. 
p~orticns t.3 er cof . 

a. Assimment of Tasks ic Subr..rdinate Un%ts, 
1*- 

(1) cl% 7.1, WbG tin nc.rma~il;; control the bulk of the technical 
phcfography p is charged with coordination of the mutual exchange of 
prints coming h$thin the par-&ew of the agreement and this arnex. 

(2) Cthar t-ask grG& w511 support !X ?,I as required in photo- 
gT2pht.C retGrd$Jl,ng cf tec?lnical GperatiGns involting their respective 
r;ask grGups., 

!+. CGmumnders cf all task grcup srlll estabEsh necessary procedures to 

assure that cczplete control accountability is maintained of all 
gktcgrsgkk qiipnt a?“_ supplies to prGtect them from damage, 
letericr-atirn and haste. . Sttict eccncq hill be practiced in the 
use cf fl’s: and ctY_er @!&graphic ma%d.als arid. :rit.ical supplies. 

I%jor General, U,S. 
Cozmander (. 
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HEADCHARTERS, Joint 'Task Force SEVEN 
Washi_ngton 25, D, C. 
10 November 1953 

Annex K to CJTF SEVEN Operation Plan No. 3-x 

HCSTILE ACTION ALERT PLAN 

Definitions: The following alert conditions are for use by the task 
force and should not be confused with CINCTAC alert conditions. Re- 
ports by ATCO!J ENWETOK to CINCPAC will conform with alert condi- 
tions as defined in Annex X and Z to CINCPAC General Emergency Op- . 
eration Plan No. 11-53, dated 20 June 1953. 

VHITE Alerts as employed in this plan, indicates that hostile 
action or attack on forward area installations is imminent and w-ill 
occur within a period of time specified by ATCGl1ENlYETOK. 

RED Alert indicates that any one or all of the forward area po- 
sitions are being subjected to hostile reconnaissance or attack. ’ 

Since this plan is designed to comply with CINCPAC General Emer- 
gency Operation Plan No. U-53, CJTF S&m will be referred to as 

ATCOM ENIWETOK. In the absence of CJTF SEVEN, while the task force 
headquarters is in the forward.area, the senior task force officer 
present will discharge the responsibilities of ATCOM IZNIWZTOK. 

1. _ General Concept 

In the event of an outbreak of general war during the on-site . . 
operational phase, the task force will continue toward the execution 
of its mission within the capability of the forcss remaining availa- 
ble unless instructions to the .contrary are received from the AEC ._ 
and DOD. The purpose of this hostile action alert plan is t.o insure .r 
that Operation CASm wim'be conducted with a minimum threat from. 
direct hostile interference or threat of capture by enemy of its ': - .. 
critical supplies, material and key scientific personnel. This plan 
establishes those measures best suited to the defense of the BIKINI- : 
ENIWETOK area and will become effective upon commencement of the .:"'I 
operational phase. The premise upon which this plan is based is. 
that any actual attack by an enemy would, in all probability, occur .. ‘: 
when the entire task force 

k 
as been established in the fon;ard area. 

The objective would then m re appropriately kzrant and reward the 
risk involved. Snort of such an actual attack, hostile action would 
in all likelihood be limited to missions of reconnaissance nature. 
ATCOM ENTWETOK will command and, through his staff, coordinate the 
defense when major elements of the task force are involved. 

The task force will be placed on WHITE and RED alerts in accord- 
ance with orders initiated by ATCOM ENmOK based on information 
secured from higher and adjacent commands or from local sources. 
Ir"nen on a WUTE alert status, all task group commanders will prepare 
for RBD alert conditions to the maximum extent possible in -view of 
their prinzry tasks and missions. 
--.(I *__ .:..' :,f ? 

ATCOM EN%ETOK will suspend or 
-1 .,, ;_. -:.’ 12 . L . : _-I_ __ . 

norzn of LNIWEI'OK as required under the-RED aiert. 
._ 

The grcund defense of the atolls is at all times a function of 
C'IG 7.2. The efistence of his trained, organized and equipped 
combat security force gives him a small but highly mobile striking 
force capable of rapid movement by vessel and/or aircraft to 
threatened island in either of the atoll areas. CTG 7.3 will 

any 
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provide the vessels necessary to transport the combat security force 
to threatened areas and will assume control of all boats and landing 
craft ‘operated by C’IG 7.5 during such an emergency and will provide 
ship gunfire support as practicable to assist in preventing enemy 
landings. ClG 7+4 will, through the employment of his liaison air- 
craft section, provide additional transportation, reconnaissance,. 
maintenance of emergency communications and resupply, as appropriate. 
Naval aircraft, by reconnaissance over the ocean areas of the danger 
area; will provide timely detection and warning of hostile forces, 
deny entry to the danger area of all hostile aircraft and vessels, 
and, during the combat phase, provide close air support to the ground 
combat security force. The TG 7.2 combat security force will be 
augmented and reenforced by available military personnel from TG 7.1, 
TG 7.3 and 7% 7.4. : 

Transient vessels and aircraft at ENIWfZTOK and BIKINI ATOLLS 
will be utilized by ATCOM KNIhZTOK in th.e best interest of the de- ’ 
f ease missions. 

Consideration is given to the plan of evacuation of certain key 
scientific personnel and designated critical material in the event 
of timely and accurate warning.under the provisions of a WHITE alert 
and the actual evacuation on order of ATCOM EYIWETOK under the pro- 
visions of a RED alert. This evacuation will be conducted by boat 
and/or aircraft as the situation requires. Total or partial evacua- 
tion of the task force from either or both atolls will be on order 
of ATCOM ENIWET.OK only, and the methods of evacuation will be com- 
mensurate with the situation at the contemplated time of evacuation. 
Preparation for the destruction of scientific and military equipment 
to include critical material to preclude capture will be made on the 
initial warning ‘of hostile action. Actual destruction will be car- 
ried out by order ,of ATCOM ENIWETOK only. 

.- .- 
a. Enemy Forces’ 

_. I. 

(1) Xiee forces in the event of general hostilities will be 
those of the Sotiet Union and its eastern European and Asiatic . 
satellites. ,. : 

(2) Indigenous commu& groups in anti-Sotiet and neutral coun- 
tries will support the Soviet bloc. 

(3) The USSR and its. satelutes have gives no indication of re- 
l&ng their drive toward world domination and are maintaining an 
advanced state of preparedness for war. The Soviet Union will pro- 
bably not initiate overt warfare so long as other means are success- 
ful or unless it seems evident that the U.S. and its allies are be- 
coming so strong as to prevent the further spread of Com?lnism. For 
additional details see Annex C. 

b. Friendly Forces. CINCPAC will: 

I.\ I - 
::._,,: :.1 1’ . * 

. _. - 

,_, _ ._ . . -. .-_ -c- .*.’ 
_- _ _. _.. _..e --WV -..- _ --a_-- -“cu. 

L(2) Maintain th e security of the U.S. island positions and bases 
within the Pacific Command. 

(3) Establish and maintain control of essential sea areas and 
protect sea and air communications. 
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(4) Establish a ccnvoy system and control and routing of ship- 
ping to include providing convoy air and surface escorts and air 
defense of convoys.‘ 

(5) Coordinate and conduct search and rescue operations, rr.ili- 
tary control of air traffic, ocean veather operations and recwnais- 
sance xit.hin the Pacific Command. 

.(6) Evacuate or assist in the evacuation of such U.S. Xet!onals 
from areas within or adjacent to the Tacific Command as necessary 
cr as directed. 

Component commands of CINCPAC will provide forces to $.TG! 
XKiXTOK to assist in defense and to maintain security as rqudred. 

2. Mssions. In the event of hostile intervention or warning i%reof 
during the period the plan is in effect, ATCOZ EKIWETCK $.511: ’ 

(1) Mainatin the status of ZNIWETOK and PIMIMI ATOLLS and their 
territorial waters as "closed areas". 

(2) Prevent entry into the ZMYEYl'OK-BIKINI danger area of un- 
authorized vessels and aircraft within the capability of i-:ai?able 
forces. 

(3) Deny nt e ry of personnel into ENIETOK and SIKLIJ? _~XI.LS 50 
those individuals not cleared for entry in accordance with CINCFX 
instructions. 

(4) Provide. for general surveillance of ENIWETOK and 2LKIKI 
ATOLLS to prevent unauthorized photography, trespassing and removal 
by unauthorized personnel of significant samples from shot areas. 

._ 

(5) Provide.for internal security and passive air defense of 
activities and prevent or minimize subversion or sabotage hithin 
areas of responsibility. 

(6) Control electronic emissions 'and surface lighting -nermit- 
ting such operations as are essential and do not conflict'+.ith mini- 
mum active and passive defense measures. : 

(7) Keep CINCPAC informed of current situation. 

(8) Take measures to minimize the effects of attack by all wea- 
pons of mass destruction (chemical,.biological and radiological). 

(9) Postpone or discontinue all activities not essentiai to the 
defense of the area> protection of critical materials and devices 
and protection of key scientific personnel. 

enA 
(10) Be prepared to evacuate or destroy all classified docuc.ents 
?+ n-3 .Yl c ..c rror: c; #-+A .l_ c __.. _:I._ .r,- ^_^_ A..- .1- / -1. 7-m 

-- -- ‘_ .: - . . . __.. ._ _ . . ._ 

3&d;, uacea 13 aptixkr Iy>j. 

(11) I?e prepared to evacuate key scientific perscnnel. 

3. Tasks “or Subordinate L'nits 

a. The Co3mnder, I2 7.1, in the event of a hXITZ alert, ;r’,ll: 
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. 
(I] Zzsi;r,ate those key Fersornel to be evecneted as aT;ropriste 

in t>e b$st interests of the scientific efforts of the United States. 

cri t (2)lXaintain key personnel o xea,o * 7 r: and aevice co.mpcnen5.s an d 
,I test equi=nent in a state of readiness fir inrlediate eva- 

cuation to the extent ?erxitted by the sltuatlx at the tize. 

(3) Within means available, assist CiC 7.2 in the srer.aration 
for th,e defense of threatened areas. 

(4) Xaintain a list of l’G 7.1 military gerscnnel to be made 
available for the ‘I5 7.2 ccraoat security force. 

b. The Coxrxder, TG 7.1. in the event of a RD- alert., 1511: 

(1) Cn order of ,&TCCX EE>:X’TCK, assist in the immediate evacua- 
tion of those designated 2erscnnel ~-hose evacuation is in the best , 
interest of the scientific efforts of the United Sta:es* 

(2j Assist CT5 702 i3 the emergency loading of vessels and de- 
fense of threatened areas. 

(3) Ls directed by ATCC?! E!EETCE, remove or dispose of a’,orric 
xea?ons components and critical test equipment, assisted by C’=c 7.2, 
CTC ?*3, C?“u 704 and ‘XC 7-5. 

comb(t)sec&a 
T?e ease.designated TG 7.1 military personnel to the ‘ICI 7.2 

a' 
*i 
q force. 

c. The Comader, TG 7.2, in the event of a iG?YE3 alert. v5l.l: 

(1) Xake necessary adjustment of atoll secwity forces to pro- 
vide maximum Thysicai defense of the EKZGXXLEIKINI !LTCXS against 
overt acts and landing parties commensurate with the means and la- 
test information available. 

(2) 3e pre{+red to move ground defense units either by water or 
air trans~orta ion to the scene of any enemy threat xithin the dan- 
ger area. 

I 

(3) ?repare and im?roie.appropri ate field fcrtificatiors in the . 
area or island considered to be most susceptible to attack. 

onduct final coordination xith :i.TCW EXlY35X end other 
: grou? commanders as required for imglementaticn of these de- 

fense measures. 

(5) Frepare for ihe evacuation cr de struction of c1 -c-i Pz ed _-A, _*__ 
dscaner,ts as specified in Security !kmr21?d*l;1 110. 6, +T~ ~7 SFE;, 

dated 13 Sej?e&er 1$53. 

(61 Be vrenared to assist .C’IG 7.1 in the intlediate re-xvdl or : 
-- _ . ..-__. ._- _._ _.__ _. . 

.‘- ... 

d. I-:e Cx_xnder~ TC 7,2, in t:le event of a F3 z:rr! _r;‘i!.l : 

(1) I5itiat.5 
fOTCPS, 

the a.ocro?riate tactical. dispcc<tio:i of his dcfer.se 
disperse threakenea critical classes cf s.p~ly 225 +psicGL- 

ly cxcup~ previously cons%r,,ncted fortifications for the defgnsa cf 
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any critical threatened island. 

(2) Defend KNIWKTCK ATCLL, particularly EKIWZTOK, PARRY and shot 
islands, from hostile attack with combat security force and, on 
order of ATCOM ENIWTOK, move to IZKINI ATCLL by vessel and/or air- 
craft in event that atoll is threatened. 

(3) Assist C'S 7,lin the immediate removal or destruction of 
attic, weapon components and critical test equipment in threatned .' 
area. 

(4) Resist atid counter-attack ene& forces until the threat is 
resolved or until orders are issued by ATCCN EXTh'ETOK to the con- 
trary. 

e. The Commander, TG 7.3. in the event of a WHITE alert, will: 
, 

(1) Be prepared to implement the conditions of a RED alert. 

: > 
.i (2) Maintain strict surveillance of the danger area to detect 

1 
..: and report the location and movement of hostile forces and their 

. ? .y 
probable direction of attack. 

. . .: 
‘. .I 
i-4 (3) Deny entry to the danger area to all unauthorized vessels.. 

.i 
.?. ; 
13 

(4) Prepare to assist C'IG 7.2 in the defense of the NIWETOK -' 
: .-_. .;: BIKINI ATOLLS through the use of naval aircraft in close support 
'- .$ ,: " and intercept &ssions where feasible. 
.-2 

(5) Provide necessary surface vessels to transport the TG 7*2 
.combat security*force to threatened areas. 

(6) Throug!~ coordinition'kith C'XG 7e4, prepare to augment the 
airlift capability of TG 7.4 in accomplishment of his missions as 
outlined below.' ._ ‘- ;:’ ; :. : - 

(7) Be prepared to assist C'I'G 7.1 in the disposition of critical 
materials and equipment where required. . 

(8) Prepare to evacua& key personnel designated by ATCOM 
EXiWETOK by ship and to 'disperse ships with escorts. 

. 
. 

f. The Commander, TG 7.3, in the event of a RED alert, will: 

(1) Defend ENIWETOK and BIKINI ATOLLS from attack by enemy ves- 
sels and protect sea lines of communication in the danger area. 

(2) Assist in .the evacuation of key personnel when such evacua- 
tion is ordered by ATCXX EKIhZTOK. 'Coordinate evacuation with 
other task groups. 

(3) Deny entry to danger area of all unauthorized vessels. 

(4j AsslsCI C'IC 7.2 in the defense of atolls through the destruc- 
tion of enemy aircraft and vessels. 

(5) Transport the TG 7.2 ccmbat security force to threatened 
areas es required. 
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(6) Augment the lG 7.4 airUft capability as required. 

(7) Coordinate with and assist ground units by naval gunfire, 
air support and disruption of enemy ship to shore activities in the 
event of hostile amphibious action. 

(8) Disperse ships when directed by ATCOB ENIWETOK. 

.(9) Assist CTG 7.1 in the disposition of critical materials and 
equipment where required, 

g. The Cmnander, 'IG 7.4, in the event of a WHITE alert, till: 

(1) Prepare to furnish sufficient airlift in the forward area 
to evacuate key personnel, atomic weapons components and critical 
test equipment as designated by CTG 7.1. 

(2) Assist CTG 7.2 wherever possible in defensive measures by 
providing personnel for defense, loading of vessels and construction 
of shelters and field fortifications. 

(3) Provide an airlift capability for movement of the 'IG 7.2 
combat security force from ENIWETOK ATOLL to BIKIhT ATOLL in the 
event of a threat at BIKINI. . 

(4) Assist ClG 7.3 in the detection, location and movement of 
any hostile force in the danger area. : 

h. The Cemmander, TG 7.4, in'the event of a BED alert, will:' 

(1) Provide'airlift for evacuation of previously designated per- 
sonnel, critical weapons components and critical test equipment as 
designated by Cl?3 7*1.? _ C.’ 

. 
.‘., 

(2) Assist in the,defense of the atoll through the utilization 
of liaison aircraft and helicopters for evacuation, resupply of 
ammunition to ground defense units and conduct of aerial reconnais- 
sance. \ 

I 

i 

(3) Provide CTC 
defense, loading of 
and shelters and on 
tary installations. 

7.2 ,&h ENIWETOK based personnel for ground 
vessels, Construction of hasty fortifications 
order of ATCOM EXIWETOK the destruction of mili- 

\ 
\ 

(4) On order.of ATCGM ENIWFYTOK, move the 'IG 7.2 combat security 
force from ENIWZTOK ATOLL to BIKINI ATOLL. 

i. The Commander, TC 7$5, in the event of a WITE alert, will: 

(1) Assist C'l'G 7.1 in maintaining weapons and device tiomponents 
and critical equipxent in a state of readiness for imxedlate eva- 
cuation to the extent permitted by the eldstinq situation. 

(2) Consistent with means available, assist C'lG 7.2 in the pre- 
paration ior defense of threatened areas. 

ok v!3!eI;epare to ZSiS t other task groups in the emergency loading 
9 . 
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j. The Commander, TG 7.5, in the event of a RFD alert, will: 

(1) Assist CTG 7.1 in the evacuation or disposal of weapon and 
de-vice components and critical test equipment. 

(2) Assist CTG 7.2 in the defense of threatened areas consistent 
with means available. 

(3) Assist other task groups in the emergency loading of vessels. 

x. All task groups will: 

(1) Prepare a detailed hostile action alert plan, complying with 
instructions contained herein, and forward copy to this headquarters 
not later than 7 January 1954. 

(2) Comply with the provisions of Appendix I as conditions are' 
announced by ATCOM ENIWETOK. 

(3) Comply hith the provisions of Security Memorandum No. 6, 
Hqs, JTF SKVB?, dated 13 September 1953, in the evacuation or de- 
struction of classified documents. 

4. 

5. 

Administration and Logistics. See CJTF SEVEN Administrative Order 
for Operation CASTLE (CJTF SEPFIN No. 2-53). 

Co-cations. Annex L applies. . ‘_. 

a. In the event of hostile action the Assist& Chief of Staff, J-5 
Division, Hqs, JTF SEPEN, willisnnediately assume operational con- 
trol of all task force communication facilities. With task group. : 
coordination, all existing atomic test communication facilities will 
be converted to tacti@ communication requirements. Minimum tacti- 
cal communication requirements willbe included in task group hostile 
action alert plans.' See Annex L.for additional details. 

b,- See Appendix I for control of electronic radiation and surface . 
lighting,:- 

c. Command Posts" 

UNIT. 

CJ-TF sm (ATCOM) 

c!tG 7.1 

. CTG 7.2 

Cl-C 7.3 

CTC 7.4 

cl% 7.5 

1’ i 
B&I PHASE KNIWETOK PHASE 

USS ?ZSsTEs (AGC-12) ; PAPBY ISLAND 

USS ESTES (AGC-12) PARKX ISLAND 

RriWETOK I+AND EvXWFTOK ISLAND 

uss lXP,OKO (CVE-115) PAFRY ISLAKD or 

USS ESTFS (AGC-12) ENIWKTOK ISLAND 

USS EXZS (AGC-12) PAIZKYISLAND 

CL% 

P. W. CLMKSON 
Major General, U.S. Army 

Commander 
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Appendix 

I - Coatrol o$ Elec',ronic.Radiation and Surface Lighting 

OFFICIALt 

Colonel, U.S. Air-$&ce 
Assis+nt Chief of Staff, J-3 
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_* 

.” 
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READQUARTRRS, Joint Task Force S&EN 
Washington 25, D. C. 
10 November 1953 

&endix I to Annex K 
HosTile Action Aiert Plan, CJTF SE7XN Operation Plan No, 3-53 

COKTROL OF ELIZTROXIC RADIATION AN!.SURFACE LIGHTING 

1. This appendix provides procedures for the curtailment of non-essen- 
tial radio, electronic and lighting services on ENIh%TOK ATOLL. 

2. Assumntions 

a. Enemy fcrzes will rely primarily on celestial and/or radar means 
for navigation but electronic emissions and surface lighting could 
be used to increase the accuracy of attack. 

b. The exgent'of control of electronics emissions will be such as 
to satisfy the following conditions: 

cost(2 !Zo%rols 
e ree of protection to be gained must be greater than the 

e 

(2) Controls will be imposed on all types of non-essential emis- 
sions. 

co The importance of blackout, dimout and camouflage has been re- 
duced by the developments in electronics devices and bombing techni- 
ques so that total blackout is no longer justified. 

d. The geographical and meteorological characte'ristics of the is-. 
land positions tend to nullify the effects of electronic and surface 
iighting deception. 
* . - ‘. 

, 
‘3. Con&A of'Contro1 ._ .: : .._ . 

: . 

’ _ _._. . . 
a. Upon annqunsement of the following conditions by'Al!COX ENIwE?;OK, 
all task group commanders 'till:,.,: . . .:. : ,, _ . . ;, 

Cl) mm ALERT ‘: .., .;: y-g y.- ; 1; _. :.. __ ” 
v’. : 

=: 

._ ‘.. 

(a) Lighting: After outbreak of general hostilities, place 
into effect dimout conditions based upon the following criteria: 

./ 

& Lighting'heeded for mazdmum productive and operation- 
al efficiency should be retained. 

zO Lights exposed to the sky or seaward and capable of 
creating skyglow or of silhouetting vessels should be dimmed seventy 
five (75) percent. 

l0 Street and other exterior lighting should be exting- 
uished, reduced or shielded to the minimum needed for safety. 

& Blackout curtain will not be required other then to 
-._i -.._- . . . . ;-,.. : L _ 1 - : . . _. .’ f ,. . . _ .- -. _ _.. _ - ; F _ 

(b) Electronic Services: Normal wartime controls. 

(c) Karitime Na-V-i?ational Aids (other than electronic): As 
detei-;Eined by CINCPAWLT and CCGDPOURZEN. 
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(2) RED ALERT 

(a) Lighting: Reduce lighting to the minimum consistent 
with safety in the dispatching of personnel and equipment involved 
in active or passive defense measures. 

(b) Electronic Services: Shut down all noniessential elec- 
tronic se_lrices except key electronic air and marittie navigational 
aids. 

’ (c) Naritime Naviaational Aids (other than electronic): Kx- . 
tinguish allexcept designated key aids. 

(3) More stringent conditions may be imposed by CINCPAC as the 
situation becomes more critical. Such conditions could result in: 

(a) All non-essential electronic services being shut down. 
Key electronics air navigational aids would then be operated as re-, 
quired by the Air Defense Control Center (C’XC 7.3). Key electronic 
maritime navigational aids would be operated only as required by 
CINCPACFLT. 

(b) All maritime navigational aids (other than electronic) 
being extinguished except those required by CINCPACPLT. 

4. Reports by ATCOM EN!tWETOK will be made in conformity with Annex x to 
CINCPAC General Emergency Operation Plan No. U-53, dated 20 June 
1953 * 

5_ Each task group commander will submit his determination of key aids 
ard essential services to this headquarters. This will accompany 

. the task group alert plan. 
L 
C. _ i 

I 
.<. ._ 

1. :., . 
‘, 

_ 
. . 

P. b. CLARKSON :. 
Major General, U.S, Army’ 

. . Cpmmander ..- 

Colonel, U.S. Airrorce 
Assistant Chief of Staff, J-3 
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HEADQ'UARTERS, Joint Task Fame SEVEN 
Washington 2Sp D. C, 
10 November 1953 

Annex L to CJTF SEVEH Operation Plan NO. 3-51 

, 

1. General Remarks 

COMRUNICATIONS 

a. The objectives of the basic plan are to: 

(1) Conduct tests, commencing in January 1954, of weapons and 
experimental devices in the ENIWETOK-BIKINI area to include techni- 
cal and measurement programs proposed by the AM: and DOD. 

(2) To provide for the security of the joint-task ,force plus 
Eh'ib'ETOK and BIKINI ATOLLS. 

b. Th:s annex establishes the policies and general plans for the 1 
installation, maintenance and operation of communication-electronic 
facilities of Joint Task Force SEVEN. Further information concern- 
‘ing communication-electronic facilities of task groups will. be found 
in the operation orders of the task groups. 

26 Statement of the Situation. On 21Map 1952, the JCS designated the 
Chief of Staff, U-S. Arq as Executive Agent for an overseas atomic 
test operation (Operation CASTLE) and assigned the mission of the 
execution of CAS!CLE to the Commander, Joint Task Force 132. On 1 
February 19539 JTF 132 was administratively redesignated as Joint 
Task Force SEVEN (JTF SRVEX) with no change in the previously-as@- 
ed mission of conducting Operation CASTLE. 

a0 Enemy Situation. '@e Sovie; Union has the following capabili- 
ties which may affect the accomplishment of our communication - 
electronic mission. 

(1) Monitoring or Intercent. All low, medium and high frequmoy . 
radio circuits are subject to constant intercept from fixed land ! 
positions or possibly from ships, aircraft,or submarines. In the . 
same manner anct under favorable atmospheric'conditions, VHF trans- 
missions also are susceptible to active Soviet monitoring, 

i' 

(2) Jamminq. Although it is not expected that the Soviets will. 
take aggressive action to interfere with task force communication- 
electronic operations, they have demonstrated' their capabilities in 
HF jamming. There also are indications that they are prepared to 
jam in the, VHF/UHF bands. ., 

(3) Other Interference. In addition, it is considered that 
interference with the cozznunication-electronic mission or comprcndse 
of its activities could be affected by espionage, sabotage, overt 
action by vessel or aircraft, raids, observations, unauthorized in- 
strumentation and declaration of war. 

b. Friendly Situation. The followdng activities, outside the task 
force, will furnish communication-electronic support as indicated. 

[l) Ir'atioral Security Agency (KSA) - will provide eqerinental 
AFSAY 8Om ciphony equipment for the USS ESPIES firing party Cir- 
cuit, 
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(2) Am Security Agency (ASA - ” will provide a communications 
security unit for monitoring task force circuits in the ENIWETOK - 
BIKINI area. 

(3) USAF Security Service - will provide special SSM-4 (SAMSON) 
synchronous mixer maintenance.personnel and equipment required Car 
principal taak force radioteletype circuits, 

(4) Primary Relay Station @HP). OAHU. T.H. - will be the prin- 
cipal relay facility for task force traffic, other than air task 
group, to and from the KNIWETCK-RIKINI area. 

. 

(5) Major Relay Station (JHK). KWAJALEIN. M.1. - will be the 
principal relay facility for air task group traffic to and from the 
KNIIWK’ICK-BIKINI area; will also provide an alternate relay facility 
for other task force traffic, . . 

-, 

(6) Communication Center (UWPJA) s LOS A’LAMOS, FEW MEXICO - will 
provide analternate relay facility for task force traffic destined 
for 21 addressees. 

3. Guiding Principles I 

a. No radio circuit or telephone circuit hating a radio link id , 

approved for transmission of classified information in the clear. i 
: . 

b. All TOP SEC&T and RESTRICTED DATA traffic will be enciphered 
off-line prior to transmission. , ’ 

C~ Code names wih.not be assigned to‘individuals. Thb ‘use of per-.\ ._ 
sonal names on voice radio circuits is authoriced. _ * . .:>;:. a__ ’ 

_- : ., _: 

d. All messages for transmission to addressees”outaide the ENIWETOKL;’ .’ 
BIKINI operational area will be routed through ,the Joint Relay Cen- .. 
ter, ENIWETOK,’ except: : ..: :_ _, “.--. ., 1. ..:, 1,. _‘. ~ ,.., .,. : ‘_: ...., 

.: ” ‘.‘_‘,’ ._‘.’ __ 
(1) Unauthorized en&, .contact and amplifying reports which n& 

be transmitted wer normal Navy circuits. : : . 

~~1 ~~CRC E “7 Oc&%) Routine administr&ive messages not concerned with Operation 
CASTLE which may be transmitted over normal Navy circuits. 

.. . 

(3) Traffic between CTG 7.3 and VP-29 Detachment, KWAJALEIN. 

(4) Traffic between CTG 7.4 and the weather island detachments. 

(5) Unclassified t.raffic (i.e., weather, aircraft movement) be- 
tween BACS, KWAJALEIN and AACS Detachment, ENIWX’iOK. 

(6) Intra -task group operational traffic. 

:.- ’ . , _ y._ ,-. ,a ., _. _ _ . . _ _ . : . . . . _-. ;+. : ,..;, ,- -* ,. ,> - . .‘._ - : : . . . . - ,> 2 --. :.-.a __._) :,.: 4 

R&errWr -becdratiW 

q.(e) Other traffic as directed by CJTF SEEN. 

Commanders are respcnsibie that’conz3unication security is ob- 
served at all t’imes. 



e. Personal message service, as outlined in CO1 29-2, will be 
available to all personnel in the EXWECOK-BIKINI area. 

f. Radioteletype facilitfes will be used in lieu of voice radio 
whenever practicable for communication security reasons. 

i 

g* Since the new phonetic alphabet ‘(alpha, bravo, coca, etc.) is 
not being used byall Setices, the old phonetic alphabet (able, 
baker, charlie, etc.) will be used during CASTLE. 

h. COIs issued by this headquarters till supplement instructions 
contained herein. 

. lo No corner or deception plan is to be employed'except for decep 
tion offered by the rehearsals and for such traffic security as is 
provided by the use of SIGTOT-S&fSON equipment on BATT circuits. 

j, No requirements for radio silence are'imposed on-Joint Task 
Force SEVEN radio circuits. Commanders of task groups may impose 
radio sflence as required for accomplishment of their mission. 

I 

4. Operational Concept, Capabilities and Limitations of the Basic and 
Commwilcation Plans 

a,, Task Force Onerations. Operation CASTLE vill be conducted on . 
both ENIWETOK and BIKINI ATOLLS, which are approximately 180 miles‘,. . . 
apart.. ENDXEZ'OK ATOLL will be the base of operations irrespective .: 
of the scope of activities at BIKINI ATOLL. Joint task force and -_. - 
task group headquarters, except CTG 7.39 will be located at _ 1 
BJIWETOK,ATOLL, hith commanders and key operations staff personnel 
moving to BIKIBI so as to-be onsite two (2) days before and one 
(1) day after each shot-. Headquarters, TG 7e30 will be located on : 
PARRY ISLAND until about one week prior to the first shot; There- 
after, it will be located afloat od board the CVE unless otherwise . 
directed, Administrative and logistics staffs will remain on 
E??IWETOK ATOLL, The Air-Force Task Group will be based on EWIWETOK ‘:. 
ISLAND. .The P2V patrol squadron‘of 'IG 7*3 will'be based at . 
KWAJALEIN for maintenance and will stage patrol missions through 
jNIW?ZTOK ISLAND, Dting shotsand rehearsals, command of joint 
task force air operations,&iU be exercised through the CIC of the 
command ship. The joint'tark force air controllers will also con- 
trol movement of TG 7.4 aircraft and the movements of other airx& 
as may be appropriate. 

b. Affect on Communications. Operations over such widely disper- 
sed areas9 as well as control of operations from both ashore and 
afloat, make reliable and efficient communications a mandatory re- 
quirement, '. 

co aes of Corr?runication Facilities. A limited number of submar- 
ine cabs-telephone circuits will be maintained and operated by 
-- -7. fl,,.., " r I^ t,, _..z.. _. ‘_., , _, ., L:,cP;_ .*<-::.!:7-: ..- * .-_.._.1: i -.. . _ ,-..:.. L’ ._“T’ ._.:3 

to mter-connect zglands of BXZBI AT&L.' Ma&m& use should be 
made of these facilities to meet communication needs within each 
atoll because of the communication security afforded by ni.re.faci- 
lities. However, the limited number of cable facilities, wide dis- 
persion of operations and work par ties and the number of aircraft 
and ships involved till rewire extens've use of medium (MF), high 

frequency (UHF) (HF) a& very high frequency (VIZ) and %ultra high 

i 



_.. ;. 

. : -. 

.I ,:,:; 

: .” 

radio equip~nt be:xeen and ;::ithin ENXZTOK and BIKINI ATC'LLS. The 
use of voice 9F radio equipment h<ll be kept to a minimum for secu- 
rity reasons and will be closely controlled. Xhenever possible, 
radio teletypew%er facilities will be used for long distance radio 
comalunications beyond the range of VHF equipment. Automatic on-line 
encryption no-* ._.ally kill be used in conjunction with such facilities 
except where off-line encryption is necessary to meet security re- 
quirements. 
used. 

Considerable numbers of VHF radio equipment will be 
IT IS X4KD?);ITCRY TKAT CLASSIFIE FZTi'ERS NOT BE DiSCUSS~ OVER 

ANY.VOICE P.ADIO CIRCUITS IUCLLDING 'Z-IF Ah9 UHF RADIOS. 

d. Communication Security. Particular attention will be given to 
rqintenance of commznication security and to speed and accuracy in 
h -&? z 4_Ang of message traffic. 

e. Joint Relay Center. Ali organizations within the Pacific Prov- 
ing Gronnd will be served by one permanent relay-crypt0 center at 1 
~!~fg-~~ * _ , installed, operated and maintained by TG 7.2. Tributary 
stations serviced by this relay center will include Hqs, JTF SE?EN, 
TG 7.2, T"v 7.3 (afloat), TC 7.4 and ships as required. Headquarters, 
JTF SEVEX communications center (PARRY ISWr;S) will protect for 'I% 
7.1, TG 7.5 and CTC 7.3 (ashore). In addition, routine naval adm$n- 
istrative comzxmications will be handled through established naval 
communication facilities. 

. 
f. Cry-&o Center. Crypt0 Center, ENIWETOK, will be czypto guard 
for all above mentioned tributary stations except CTS 7.3 (afloat) 
and intra l'G 7.3 (ashore) traffic. Radio teletype circuits between. 
the following points will provide rapid communications between major 
for%zrd and rear echelon task force elements and bill be operated ‘. 
with ON-LIKE en+ption, using SIGTOT and SANSON (synchronous tier) 
for teletype traffic upto and including SEC?;ET. __. 

- . . . ‘. 
CiRCUIT . _ ‘.. ,.. m-:: .;: 

1 : 

!ZNIWETOK - OAHU @HP). . 
ENIXETOK 

FullDux(1)~. : 
- BIKINI . . 

j’ ‘_ 

- BIKINI (TG 7.1 circuit) . . 
Full !hx (1) T 

PARRY 
ENIltl3TOK - KWAJALEiN ; 

,Full Dux (1) 

EKIWETOK - LOS ALMsj 
Full Dux (1) 

EMXETOK - AGC (USS ESTES) 
Full Dux (1) 
Full Dux -(l) . 

Ail TO? SECRET and RESTRICTS DATA traffic will be enciphered off- - 
line prior to transmission. This is necessary to meet AEC require- 
ments and because terminal communications personnel are not in all 
instances TOP SEC!?.EI or "C" cleared. 

g. A full duplex off-line SIGTOT circuit %-ill be operated bet>reen 
the USS B:I.IROKO and Joint Relay Cent&, EN~ZXIZ. 

h. Telecon Facilities. Telecon facilities hill be available at . 
_.. . _. ; < ‘. _ a - : :, .( ‘3 - ; ,, , . - -. ‘. ; .~. . . ,. i) 

kill-be subz$tted in accordance with CGI item 29-l. 
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- (2) BIKINI ATOLL (connecting service between necessary islands 
of BIKINI ATOLL). 

(3) PARRY ISLAND (270 line manual with connecting service to 
other islands of ENIWKTOK ATOLL). 

(4) 
buoys: 

Six pair telephone cables are installed to the following 

ENIhW_N ISL4ND PARRY ISWND ENIWETOK ISLANH 

LSD Mooring 
CVE Mooring 
AGC Mooring 
Crash Boat Mooring 

E-1 N-3 
L-2 
L-4 

Crash Boat 

&up. VHF radio relay equipment will be provided 1 
ai key points as a backup for wire and cable telephone facilities 
but commurications w3_l. be li&mited to unclassified conversations d 
message traffic hhen such facilities are in use. TELEPHONE OPERA- 
TORSWILL INFORM TE33PHONEUSERS IN ALLCASRSWHEN CALLS ARXROiJ~ 
OVKR tTHF F%IXO RELAY FACILITIES AND USERS WILL BE INFORMED THAT CON- 
VERSATIONS MUST HE CONFJNKO TO UNCLASSIFIED MATTERS. 

k. HF Voice Radio Circuits. Long distance and inter-atoll radio 
facilities using HF equipment will be limited to those authorized 
by CJTF SES'EX. All voice radio circuits will be limited to IJN- 
CLASSIFIED matter and the users will be held responsible for secu- 
rity violations. Task group commanders till be responsible that 
such facilities are used properly and in accordance with security 
requirements.. Voice radio.circuits will be closely monitored. R&lo 
teletype or CW facilittis will be used in lieu cf voice radio when- 
ever practfcable. The following long distance voice radio circuits 
will be available on a closely controlled basis between the follow- 
ing points: . . - .. .-.,‘,, : 

(1) EBIwE&/Pti - BIKINI ATOIk (controtied by CJTF SEVEN). * ‘. 

(2) TG 7.1 PARRY - BIKINI ATOIL (controlled by CTG 7.1). 
/ 

(3) EWWJZ'XK- BIKINI ATCLL- KWAJALEIN (controlled by Tc 7.4, 
for the co&o1 of air movement traffic only). 

(4) AOC ENIWEXCK- CIC USS ESIZS (controlled by TG 7.4 for air 
operations). 

1. ESTER-Firing Party Ciohony Voice Circuit. A two way VHF voice 
radio circuit with voice security equipment cleared for conversa- 
tions up to and including TOP SECRKT'will be available between the 
USS ESTES and the firing party on shore. 

c _I C - 7'" :.; , f ^ _ 1 * p ** . .I .‘. .; .,:.. t,_ ..: _. _ -_ .: _____ _-_-_ ._._ I .-r _. _ 
Yk&%h' and supporting agencies wifi provide all essential communica- 
tions to insure the successful accomplishment of the mission of JTF 
SEVEN and subordinate elements. Such cmmnications till provide 
mm security, re>Eabilitg, accuracy, .speed of service and fled- 
bility consistent with existing technical and logistic capabilities. 
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6. Assignment of Communication Responsibilities 

a, mssion; J-5 Division, Headouarters, JTF SZVFU 

(1) Coordinate overall task force communications and electro- 
nics activities. 

(2) Assign and control all radio frequencies, call signs, 
address groups and routing indicators. 

(3) Maintain operational control of the'communications security 
monitoring unit. Prepare for CJTF SE;vpN reports of security viola- 
tions, 

(4) Operate communications center and crypt0 facilities at Hqs, 
JTP SEVEN, Washington 25, D, C. . 

ms;KCgg 
i!l - 

(6) Prepare 

(7) prepare 
structions), 

utilization of teleconferencing facilities in the 
area. 

Headquarters, JTP SEVEN telephone directory. 

and distribute COIs (Comm&nication Operation In- 

(8) Provide for operation and maintenance of terminal VHF ci- 
phony facilities (USS ESTES- 

(9) Control distribution of available SIGTOT.-SAMSON equipment 
and tapes to meet operational requirements of the task force. 

(10) Maita~~'a transmission security train&g program for all. 
users of voice radio facilities and a message drafter improvement- - . 
program to.insure most efficient use of ljndted operational comniu- ._- 
nication facilities.. I . ..- _ . . . 

_,. . ,_ 
(h) Prepare and distribute to all'task groups the Operation . 

; ._ 
'. 

CASTLE Joint Authentication System (APSAL 5369): 

b, Scientific Task Groudr (TG 7.1) 

(1) Operate and maintain special electronic and communications 
equipment required by the Scientific Task Group; this to include 
E.G. & G. terminal equipment at PARKY and ENYU for the TG 7.1 HF 
duplex voice and RATT circuits. 

(2) Initiate voice-time broadcast for all elements of the task 
force, 

c. Army Task Grow ('IG 7.2) 

(2) Operate and maintain communications 
SEEN (PAFRY ISLAKD), Hqs, 33 7.2 (Xl?wZTOK 
of AEC operations at BIKINI ATOLL. 

centers for Hqs, JTF 
ISLAND) and in support 

(3) Provide crypio guard facilities for Hqe, JTF SEVEN, TG 7.1, 
7,2, 7.4) 7.5 and for other than intra lG 7.3 (ashore) traffic. 

E6 
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The Co&ader, TG 7.3 till provide crypt0 facilities for h'avg traf- 
fic transmitted and received over Cl% 7.3 CW Common Net. 

(4) Operate and maintain all land based communications f@.li- 
ties required at ENIWKMK ATOTL except: 

(4 

(bl 

(cl 

(d) 

(4 

(f) 

Task Group 7.4 internal communications. 

Task Group 7.3 internal communications. 

Telephone plant on islands other than SICIXETOK.. 

Inter-island and buoy cable systems. 

Special facilities required by TG 7.1 and !JG 7.5. 

Inter-atoll radio facilities of TG 7.1. 

(5) Operate and maintain backup facilities for: 

(4 

b) 

(cl 

(d) 

The ENIW&~'CK-PARRY s;lbmarine cable circuits. 

The KNIN&W?-ENYU submarine cable keying circuits. 

Buoy cable circuits at KNIWETOK and BIKINI. 

On-line SIGTOT-SAMSON facilities at relay center, 
KNIWKTGK and communications centers at PA!!Y ISLAND and BIKINI 
ATOLL, using standard teletypewriter equipment. 

,461 op e a t e and maintain RRU terminal facilities for the USS -A VHF ciphonylink. Be prepared to move, upon 
order of CJTF SEEN, equipment-and operations to PARRY ISLAND. _ .- 

(7) Operate and.maintain HF radio terminal facilities at KNYU 
. for use on the ENIWFXOK-BIKINI RATT duplex circuit. 

(8) Operate and maintain theater facilities at ENIWETCK ISLAND 
and maintain motion picture projection facilities at PARRY ISLAND 
andBIKINIATOLL. 

,/ 

(9) Operate a crystal grinding facility for emergency productian 
of crystals for all elements of the task force. 

(10) Furnish emergency power for communications facilities pro- 
vided by TG 7.2, to include the joint transmitter building. 

(11) Operate a battery charging planrfor the maintenance of stor- 
age batteries. *, 

(12) Provide maintenance for Special Service radio broadcast 
._. .-:I: ._{ '. ;..-: ..- * ._... _’ 7‘ . .- : : - .f.. ., :.4._--_f-_-‘.y3, 

(13) Provide perscnnel and equipment to operate and maintain 
Hqs, JTF SEEN telecozfe;encing facilities on PARPLY ISLAND. 

(14) Provide a send circuit from Hqs, JTF SEVRJ Communications 
Center (PARRY ISLUrP) to central receiving point in Building 206 
209, PARTY ISLQii, for delivev of teletype traffic for TG 7.1 and 
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TG 7.5. 
BEST AVAtLABtE copy 

(15) PFOV :de such‘other electronic facilities, the operation and 
maintenance of =&ich are ncrmally considered a responsibility of 
the Signal Corps, which are within the capabilities of personnel and 
equipnent'available, : '. . 

d. Naval Task Grou;, 'E 7-3) 

(1) P' rovide internal task group cozxuxicationsto include faci- 
+ lities,fo~ transnission of contact and amplifying reports and traf- 

fic of an administrative nature only between CT(; 7.3 and the Navy 
commands and with naval operating forcesnot directly concernedwith 
CASTLE. :, _ ..’ 

(2) Frovide space aboard USS~ZS‘ES for housing and operations 
of one (1) officer and six (6) enlisted men of the comunicationsl 
security monitoring detachment frozn approximately D-2 thm i#l. 

- 

(3) Operate and maintain shipboard command and control co&- . 
cations facilities for CJTF SZ?IN and staff a,KLoat to include on- 
line SIGTOT-SAKSON facilities from the USS Z5TEs to Relay Center, 
RNIWEZOK. Be prepared to provide, upon request of CJTP SJ3V?D, 
communications for CJTF SEVEN to Primary Relay Station, Pearl Har- 
bor (RHP).; ..’ ’ 

lx 

at 
of 

of 

: ‘. .: : 
. . 

(4) Operate ad maintain off-line SIGTOT facilities from Hqs, 
7*3 af'lsat (F) to Relay Center, E?XiEZTOK. 

. ~ >.L. 
{5) Provide radio teletype fa&l.ities to m&or relay stations- ..-. 
OAHU (UEP) and KWAJAL"@ (JHK) in case of emergency evacuation :<, 
ENilTZTOK ATOL - . . . . . . . : 

.(6) Provide ai$.operate dlectrcnic facilitie$ for the dete&ion:i . 
possible &desirable,surfac,e and underwater activity within the z-4.--,. 

. . .: 
(7) Pro\*de c&&unications facil.ities.requ&d by'the Joint‘ '. . _ 

Task Force h'eather Central aboafi the AGC. 
'. / 

(8) Provide standam t 1 t e e ype backup for ships using on-line 
SiGTOT-SMSON facilities. 

(9) .* Provide comnnrnications and electronics facilities required 
for air control purposes in the CIC aboard the AGC. 

(10) Provide and operate cozzunication center and crypt0 guard 
faciiities at Eqs, TG 7.3 ashore fcr internal task group comxnica- 
tions. . ‘. 

e. .Lir Force Task Gr.01m (5 7-L 

(1) Operate and rraintain internal task group cozzunications to 
incl,Jde weather, aircraft movenent, air-ground, air-eir nav5gation- 
al ccmrtications and communications center (less code rooz) 
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servhg as a tributary of Relay Center, ENIWEI'OK. Telephone serv- 
ice on ENZETOK will be pro-.+ded by TG 7.2,. 

(2) Prcvj.de.tko channels 'of EKIWETOK-ICkAJALEIN MUX circuit. to 
Hqs, JTF SRVEN fop tern&nation in Relay Center, ENIWETOK. 

(3) Operate and si&tain communicatfons facilities for'AOC on ’ 
lNNETOK ISLAND and provide co~~C&.tions personnel as required 
for AOC abcard the co-and zhip, 

. (4) Provide communications per. rye so 7 1 as required for operation 
of task fcrce weather central aboard the command ship. 

(5) Provide airborne m stiplex radio relay facilities for VHF 
radio relay between RIKINI and ENIWETOK ATOLLS. 

f. " AEp &se Facilities Trek Group 
1 

W-_ (33 7.51 

(1) Operate and mainttin telepihone systems, except on ENIWETOK 
ISLAND. 

(2) Provide and maintain wire circuits in the inter-island and 
buoy cable systems to meet timing telemetering and communications 
requirements of the scientific programs and to meet operational and 
adminlstratire communications'requirements of Hqs, JTF SE'ZN. . 

.(3) Cperate and maintain the LQS.ALAl4OS terminal of the 
E2JlxErox-u3s ALAMOS RATT circuit. 

: . 
(i) Pr0vide.alternat.e 21 'relay facilities from Communications 

Center, LOS ALAMOS, for forward area task force traffic during op 
erational~periods. - 

: 
(5) Operate' and maintain TG 7.5 

ment and, with the assistance of Tc 
ment required for use by TG 7.1 and 

communic'ation-electronic eq& 
702,,mUitary type'radio.equip-' 
7.50 

(6) Operate and SJntain TG 7.5 boat pool communications faci- 
'lities. .,' 

(7) Operate motion picture facilities at BIKINI and ENIWETOK' 
ATOLLS (excluding those on 3YMTOK ISLAND). 

(8) Prepare and distribute .a consolidated atoll telephone direc- 
tory in accordance -&th JTF SZVBZ COI, item 40-l. 

(9) Pro%+de a central recei+_ng pcint. fcr traffic (except TOP 
UWRET and RZSTP;ICTEI! RATA) fm- ‘IG 7‘1 and TG 7.5 received from Hqs, 
JTF ZVE?? Communications Center (PARRY ISUND~. 

g. All Tack GrDuns 

0) slLs-2 t teleph0r.e dlre:‘,:m and eYibzeauent changes thereto 
in acccrdance iiirh JTF SZ?E!i CC1 item No. l+O:l. 

(2) !!a%t.a-ln a L _ransm%:ssion security training program for all 
users cf voice radio facilities and a m +esage drafter improvement 
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(3) fro: es5 ‘211 rspi~~fs fx fr_eqaencies ti.re-@ J-5 Division, 
Hqsi JTF sm, 4.13~ rq.zrt ppZ&‘l_y interference problems to this 
same division0 I 

(4) Friar to e8ch sho1, an", sash.reheareal, test all communica- 
tion facilities and circuit3 to be emplcyed during the shot to in- 
sure their satlsfac?.ozy oper-ation. 

. 
(5) As i.r,d:cri’ed inpa_"cgraph 2, GOi 10-3, task groups may sub- 

tit, re&yements.,fo: additional COis desired to Assistant Chief of 
Staff, J-5, Hqs, JTT SKiZ?1. _. * 

: - 
(6) Distrib-ite Copie s of AFSIL 5369 (Joint Authentication Sys- 

tem) to necessary task grcup inditiduais and/or actinLWl '*'es. 

a, COI, Cocxm~~cations shall be in ac;o_rd with the current issue 
of CE? SITi% Ccmmunicatioms 0pe:ation Instruction9 (COI). 

_’ 

b, m. ’ ‘Ike 2; hour clcck, vhiclz el&&nates the use'of AM and 
PM, will be used for e$:esiing time within this command, 

(1) Time~oone "p (-'12) appX.es for forward area activities. 
__._ _. 

: (2) When establishing date-t'Lme groups for outgcing'messages, 
JANAP l.27 wil.1 be"complied with, using Grsenwich Civfl (ZKERA) time.., 
for the purpase.~.:i~: .._,-_. ‘.. ,_ _.,,_ ,_. _, ., .: . 

. . ‘Z_ _ : 
co W&her~C&mur&at&&e l&cflfties; Weather,communfcations,:~- .: 
available tc this force include: 
. . .'. _._a. 

. . I ._,_ ::_ :I.;~-__ 
. . -..' .,._ 

_: 

;;,;$f 
c-i‘-2 

; .yg 

T;i;y.. .- 
a 

(a) Net between the Task'Forcs h'ea',her Central on ENIWKIOK 
: .;! and outlying weather staticns at RCBGKRIK, E&liXO, PONAPE and' 
‘_ ., KTJSAIK. -. - --, 

(b) Intercept of/Pa clfic Weather Dxzziitast. 

(c) Circuit between weather central+and ueather aircraft. 

,(2j& 

(a) Intsrce pt of Facific brcaddca3t.s‘ 

(bj Dcplex point-to-+:int $eather circ7ti-t between Veather 
EP+,Y~l. mT'?nK and Xeathet Central, GSS ES'ES. 

(3) voice 

(bj . .__c c:_-..: - *Y-- ‘/;‘eztf;er c<t,t r&l; _ _ . . ..1 ES E.T’ZS and weather air- 

craft, 



Communications 
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and 

d, 

(4) Facsimile. Intercept of Pacific-Xeather Fox in ENIWETOK 
USS axthether centrals. 

Special Communication Relay Infomtion 
I. 

(1) Upon approval of the supervisor at UWPJA, AM: Communication 
Center (UI~JA), LOS AMMOS, NEW MEXICO, will act as a relay point 
for traffic encrypted at point of origin (Relay Center, ENIMETOK). 

(2) Task force traffic destined for KIRTLAND AFB, NEW I'IEXICO, 
(JWFKD) will be routed through SACOMNZT facilities within the 21. 

(3) Direct on-line teletype service will be provided from Pri- 
mary Relay Station (UHP) to Hqs, USARPAC (UHPB) and CINCPAC/CINCPAC- 
FLT (DHPB). 

e, Search and Rescue. Communications for search and rescue will' 
be provided in accordance with "Search and Rescue Joint Standard 
Operating Procedure, Pacific"; JANAP 300, The Air-Sea Rescue ?&.rn.&, 
and JANAP 1G7p Joint,Emergency Rescue Communication Procedure. . 

f. Jamming or Interference. b jamming or serious interference 
sho*uld be reported immediately to the J-5 Division, Hqs, JTF SEVEN 
by the most expeditious means. In emergencies, such reports may be 
made over available VHF circuits or over the local ship-shore CW 
circuit (2836 kcs), using encrypted message. 

_. 
8. 

9. 

Communications-Electronic Logistics Supnort 

a. Logistics Support. Communications-electronics units and sec- 
tions of this command will. receive logistics support as indicated 
in CJTF SEVEN Administrative Order No. 2-53. . . 

b. Standard ?%quinment. Each task group is responsible for proirid- 
ing logistic support for communications-electronic equipment pro- 
cured or supplied by its respective Se&w. Sufficient spare 
parts will be maintained on 
the mission.‘ 

c. Non-Standard Ekwinme&. 
supplies or equipment.to be 
ment non-standard to any of 
of task force funds will be 
val. ’ 

hand to insure successful completion of 

. 

Requests for communications-electronic 
supplied by another Service or equips 
the military setices requiring the use 
submitted to Hqs, JTF SEVEX for appro- 

d. _ Crystals. Each task group will procure crystals through normal 
channels so far as possible. Task Group 7.2 will operate a crystal 
grinding facility for emergency production of crystals for all ele- 
ments of the task force. Task group communications officers desir- 

. -. -rrCj ,prr,i “,,_._1, o- _ -.i _3- . . - i _ e ,.a__ es _.-._ - _. .:, ^-.rG..:S 

to the J-5 Division, Hqs, JTP SEVEN. 

Administration. Joint task force and task group headquarters,,ex- 
cept CTG 7*3, will be located at ENXETOK ATOLL with commanders 
and key operations staff personnel mating to BIKINI so as to be on 
site two (2) days before and one (1) day after each shot. Hqs, TG 
7.3 till be located on PARRY ISLAND until about one week prior to 
the first shot. Tnereafter, it will be located afloat on board the 
CFE, unless othetise directed. Administrative and logistic staffs 

L-11 
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will r-ercain on ENIWETOK ATOLL. The Comander, JTF SEVEN, task group 
commanders and key operaticns staff personnel will be located as 
follow3: 

DURING BIKTNI SHOTS 
(D-2 to D plus 1) 

CJTFSEVEN AGC 

CTG 7.1 AGC 

. CT’S 7.2 . ENIWETOK ISLAND 

CTG 7.3 CVE 

CT% 7.1, AGC 

Rear Echelon, Hqs WASHINGTON 25, D. C. 
JTF SEVEX 

Los Alamos . LOSALAMOS, N.W. 
. Scientific Laboratory 

CTG 7.1, Rear -LOS ALAMOS, N. MEX. 
Echelon . 

COPY . 

_- 

P.W.&ARKSON 
Major Geiieral, U.S.&my 

Commander 
. . . : .- 

Appendix 

” - . ., i 
I- Principal Task Force HF Radio Circuits' 

. . : 

- VHF Voice Radio Circuits, Eniwetok and Biki&Atoll.s 
- JTF SEVEN Teletype Network 

1 
'. 

AT OTHER TIMES 

PARRYISMm 

PARRp.ISLAND 

ENIWET0K1SLAND 

PARRY ISLAND or 

ENIWETOK ISLAND 

PARRYISLAND 

WASH. 25, D. C. 

CVE 

LOS ALAMOS, N. MEX. 

Los ALAxOS,B. Mm. 

Colonel, U,S. Amy 
Assistant Chief of Staff, J-5 
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Chart References: a. 
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Task Organization 

a. Task Group 

b. Task Group 

C* Task Group 

d. Task Group 

t 

. -1 
: : 

e. Task Group 

1. General 

b. 

C. 

7.1 

7.2 

7.3 

U.S, Navy Hydr'ographic Chart Ro. 5203, North 
Pacific Ocean, Karshall Islands. 

LJ,S. Navy Hydrographic Chart No. 603.2, North 
Pacific Ocean, Marshall Islands - Northern Part - 
Bikini Atoll.. 

U.S, Navy Hydrographic Chart No. 6033, North 
Pacific Ocean, Marshall Islan$s, Eniwetok Atoll. 

(Scientific) Dr. William E. Ogle, LASL 69936 

(Army) Colonel Edward H. Lahti, USA 

(Navy) Rear Admiral Henry C. Bruton, USN 

7.4 (Air Force) Brig. General Howell M. Estes, USAF 

7.5 (AM: Base Facilities) Er. James E. Reeves, AEC 

)‘ 
-Y: 

., a. Scope of Instructions 
_. 

(1) This operationplan covers the per&d of operations from the', :,. . 
time major elements of the joint task force are deployed in the for-. .,’ 
bard area until the completion of on-site operations. It is publish- .;i' 
ed at this time for planning purposes only and is subject to period- .: 
ic revision and refinem_ent as more detailed information becomes . 
available. When so directed by the Commander, Joint Task Force SEVEN 
(CJTF S%EN), this plan will become effective as an operation order 
covering overall on-site cperations and will supersede Operation 
Order Bo. I-53. 

_,. 
(2) "Forward Area", as the term is used in this plan, is defined 

as that area encompassing the MARSHAI;L ISLANTX3. 

(3) "EhmGK-BIKINI Danger Area", as the term is used in this 
plan, is that area enccmpassing ENIWETOK and BIKINI ATGLLS and 
bounded by the meridians A 
the parallels 10'15' - 

160'35: _ 166’16 east longitude, and by 

dies). 
12'45' north latitude (an area of 150 by 356 

*. 

(4) "Closed Xreatf, as the ters is xssd in this plan, is defined 
as including the land areas of 5!1I!ZXK and BIKINI ATOLLS, the water 
areas of the respective lagoons and the Kiter areas xithin three (3) 
dies to the seaward side of the resgective l&nd areas. 

is ased in this plan, is'the comrxqder of 
) -3 r*10 kG*YI 

the area defined in sub- 
paragraph (3) abcve, Z’F SW: elements on KKAJXLEIN and on task 
force veather islands, 

DECLASSIFIED BY: CHIEF ISCM 

SIGNATURE: 
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b. General Situation 

(1) In accordance with directives from the Joint Chiefs of Staff 
(JCS), CJTF SEVEN will conduct tests of experimental weapons, and 
devices on ENIWETCK and BIKINI ATOLLS early in 1954 and will make 
experimental measurements proposed by the Atomic Energy Commission 
(AEC) and the Department of Defense (DOD), as approved by their re- 
spective agencies. All weapons and devices will be statically deton- 
ated. 

(2) By authority of the JCS, CJTF SEVEN exercises full opera- 
tional control and certain administrative control of the task groups 
during on-site operations. This administrative control is defined 
as that exercised for the purpose of establishing communications 
channels and coordinating reports, movement and fiscal matters, ex- 
clusive of those pertaining to the administration of the AEC proving 
ground and AEC contractors, subcontractors and other participating 
agencies. (CJTF SEVEN No. 2-53, Administrative Order, refers). ’ 

(3) 2y authority of the Chairman, AEC,'the commander of the 
joint task force is designated as the senior representative of the 
AEC in the forward area during on-site operations. 

(4) By decision of the JCS on 2 April 1953, CJTF SEXEN reports 
to the Commander-in-Chief, Pacific (CINCPAC) for movement control,l*‘-, 
logistic support and for the purpose of general security with re- 
spect to the task force and ENIWETOK and BIKINI ATOLLS. 

(5) Intellipence, Security and Public Information. Annex C ap- 
plies. '. 

(6) Friendly Forces. _ JTF !3EVEN consists of units from the mill- 
tary Services and personnel of the ABC, its contractors, subcon- 
tractors and other participating agencies.' d 

. 

2; Mission 

a. JTF SF%N will: - 

(1) Conduct tests of experimental weapons and devices on 
ENIWETOK and BIKINI ATOI+S as soon as preparations are complete. 

(2) Conduct experimental tests and measurements for the AEC and 
DOD as approved by their respective agencies. 

b. CJTF SEVEN, as ATCOM ENIXETOK, till: 

(1) Upon commencement of the operational phase of CASTLE, assume 
responsibility within the forward area for security of JTF SEVEN and 
ENIh'ETOK and BIKINI ATOLLS. 

(2) To the mudmum capability hith the forces assigned: 

(a) Enforce the status of EKIhETOK, htiich was closed effec- 
tive 1 December 1947 pursuant to the provisions of the Strategic 
'F-.r+,,ncL.arr Ce- +L? TV,.& 

. Tram-i+nm of t.hhr PaciC+r Tel--As -4 

PAA.LIbI nrvA&a, WULClI'*o3 b*LvaGk G*d.GcrdvL L nyrrJ. .L7>>. 

(b) Limit entv Fnto the 3XWETOK-BIKINI Danger Area to 
authorized vessels and aircraft. 
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3. 
BEST dVA.!!..,~ -@ c t-opy 

Tasks for Subordinate Units 

a. Scientific Task Grzdp (Tc 7.1) will: 

(1) Conduct tests of the experimental weapons and devices. 

(2) Conduct the technical and measurement programs (Annex E). 

(3) Conduct technical report fi'lm operations (Annex T), 

Refer to Annex F for summary of tasks. 

1 
b. Army Task Groun (TG 7.2) will: 

(I) Provide a mobile defense force for the ground security of 
ENIWKTOK and BIKINI ATOLLS. 

(2) Operate portp base and military communications facilities at 
ENWKTOK and certain military installations at BIKINI in accordance 
with etisting AEC-DOD agreements. 

(3) Provide and operate the overall military communications sys- 
tem for handling all forward area joint task force inter-atoll and 
long-haul traffic (exclusive of air operations, air weather, inter- 
nal naval communications and the 'Z 7.1 inter-atoll radio circuit). 

(4) With certain personnel augmentation from TG 7.4, provide 
logistic support for those elements of the joint task force based on 
ENIWETOKISLAND. ;. '( :: 'I, :... . ..‘_ I. -> ; , 

_s . .L.,’ ‘,‘...* ‘-7’ . : 1; 

Refer to A.nnex G for summary of tasks. . - . 

c. Navy Task Group (Td 7.3)_will.: 

(1) Provide for the security of the ENIhmCK-BIKINI Danger Area " 
by: 

(,a) Maintaining the status of the Vlosed Area". 

(b) Detecting, warning and escorting unauthorized vessels 
and aircraft out of the Danger Area. 

(2) Provide suitable'water transportation, air and surface es- 
cort and shipboard assembly facilities for the weapons and devices 
to meet the requirements of the Commander, TG 7.1. 

(3) Provide shipboard command and control facilities for CZTF 
SEVEN, with command and administrative space for CTG 7.1, CTC 7.4 
and CTG 7.5 afloat. '.. 

(4) Assume cperational control of inter-island helicopter air- 
'lift system at i3IKINI and protide ship to shore and inter-island 
surface and helicopter transportation, primarily at XKXI, to in- 
clude flights for damage survey and recovery of scientific data. 

CII Lile JUUL UJK force while afloat, including p&shot evacuations 
as directed by CJTP SEVEN. 

(6) Support TG 7.1 directly with ships, aircraft and small craft 
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required in experiments and projects and as otherwise directed by 
CJTF SEVEN. 

Refer to Annex H fcr summary of tasks. 

d. 'Air Force Task Group (TG 7.41 will:, 

(i) Assume operational control of the inter-atoll airlift system 
and the inter-island airlift system at ENl3vZTCK (Amex Cl). 

!: 

- 
. 

(2) Execute assigned CASTLE missions to include cloud sampling, 
effects tests aircraft operations, communications services, search 
and rescue, technical report photography aircraft operations, wea- 
ther service, Military Air Transport Service (&UTS) terminal opera- 
tions and official observer flights. 

(3) Provide air controller and other supervisory personnel for ’ 
the air operations center aboard the command ship (USS RSTES). 

Refer to Annex I for summary of tasks. 

e. AEC Base Facilities Task Groun ('IG 7.5) will: 

(1) Continue to execute missions assigned by the Manager, Santa 
Fe Operations Office (WOO) in accordance with current ARC policies. 

(2) Operate and maintain certain installations and facilities 
at ENIW.HTOK and BIMNI ATGLLS in accordance with existing agreements 
with CTG 7.1 and between the ARC and DOD. . 

.- (3) P&d e fi ecessary base facilities and logistic support for 
military personnel at EZIhI'ETOK and BIKINI ATOLLS in accordance with 
existing agreements. ;.*. : . 

‘- 

: _.- ; . . . . . 

. . (4) Provide necessary test facilities to meet the scientific re- 
quirements and inform CJTF SEEN of significant developments affec- 
ting his overall mission'; 

. . : ‘. _. 

Refer to Annex J for summary of tasks. 

x. Task Group Commanders' will: 

(1) Prepare plans for the accomplishment of all tasks assigned 
herein and forward copies of such plans to arrive in this headquar- 
ters not later than 1 January 1954. 

(2) Provide' personnel, as required, for participation in the 
defense of HNIHHTOK and BIKINI ATCLLS. All military personnel based 
on ENIWETCK ISUNII will, to the extent. practicable, be trained in 
and available for ground defense (Annex K). 

(3) Submit reports for hfstcrical and other p'lrpcses to CJTF 
SEVIX in accordance with current JTF SEEN directives. 

:* * ._ -. . .- : . 

released, return the equipment to parent organizations, 

AL+eL:;oF 
ercise zzaxkxm eccnoq in the conduct of all operations. 

cc * Is directed to letter, subject: "Conaer-vaticn of Funds, 
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Time and Resources" 9 published by CJTF SEVEN on 8 May 1953. 

4. 

5. 

Administrative and Logistical Matters. CJTF SEVEN No. 2-53, Admb+ 
istrative Order, applies. 

Command and Si,mal Matters 

a.. Comaand Relationships- 
BES7' AVAtLABLk CC+’ 

(1) Annex B applies., Also, see CJTF SEXEN letter, subject: 
V3xercise of Command", dated 2 October &953. 

. 

- (2) The senior task force officer based at KWAJALEIN will coor- 
‘dinate matters involving task force activities (except movement 
control) at that station. 

(3) The Commander, TG 7.4 exercises control for all JTF SEVEN f 
activities on the weather islands, to include administration and 

SUPPlY. 

DURING BIKINI OPEEATIONS DURING E!?Ih'ETOK OPERATIONS 

USS RSTES (AGC-12) 

USS EWES (AGC-12) 

b. Command Posts ".. 

yNIJ 

CJTF SEVEN 

cn; 7.1 

CTG 7.2 ,. 

CTG 7.3 = 

C= 7.4 

mG'7.5 
. . 

EXtwET0K1SLAND 

'&is &I&K0 (CVE-ll5) 
-.. _ 

US&&S (AGC-12) 

c. Communicationsi Anuiex.L applies. 

PARRYISLAND 

PARKY ISLAND 

EXIWETOK ISLAND 

PAFEE ISLAND or 

EN&ErOK ISLAND 

PARRYISLAND 

cm 

, 
: . 

. 
.” 

_. 

d. Time zone.lW applies for forward area activities. 

P. W. CLARKSON 
Major General, U.S. Arg 

Commander 

Annexes: 

A - Concept of Operations 

Appendix:' 
I - Map of EnAwetok Atoll 
II -Hap of Bikini Atoll 
-.- - .3*. . .- . _ *. _ - - _ __. . _. ._._ . 

B - Organization and Command Relationships 

Appendix: 
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c- 

D- 

.E - 

F- 

G- 

H- 

I- 

J- 

K- 

I - Organi.zation for Opsration CASTLE 
II - Ccmmand Channels, JTF SEVEN Afloat 

Intelligence, Security and Public Information 

Troop and Equipment List 

Scientific Test P~grams_(RESTRICTED DATA - Limited Distribution) 

Scientific Task Group Summary of Tasks (TG 7.1) 

Arq Task Group Swmnary of Tasks (TG 7.2) 

Naval Task Group Summary of Tasks (TG 7.3) - 

Air Force Task Group Summary of Tasks (TG 7.4) 

AEC Base Facilities Task Group Summary of Tasks (TG 7.5) 

Hostile Action Alert Plan 

Appendix: 
I - Control of Electronic Radiation and Surface Lighting 

L- Communications 

Appendix: 
I - Principal 
II - VHF Voice 
III -JTFSEVEN 

M- Weather Plan . 1 

. 

N- 

Appenti: 
I- Location Chart of Weather Units 
II -Weather Organization 
III - Patrol Planes Weather Reporting Code 

Radiological Safety 

o- 

P- 

Q- 

R- 

c 

A_ppendix: 
,/: 

I - Radiological Safety Regulations 
II - Radiological Safety Office and Center 
III - Hazards Resulting from Atomic Bomb' Explosions 

3earch and Rescue 

3oat Plan 

Yirlift Plan 

shot Phase Evacuaticn and Reentry Plan 

T- 

U- 

'hotogriphy Plan 1 

!adioactive Samples Return Plan (RESTPICTED DATA - Limited 
Distrib-ution) 

Task Force RF Radio Circuits 
Radio Circuits, Eniwetok and Bikini Atolls 
Teletype Network 

. 
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;;Z.p3E1’:ZY~S, Joint Task Force S-EVEN 
I;\ashington 25, D. C. 
10 Kovember 1953 

Annex A to CJTF SEVEK Operation Plan Yo. 3-53 

COh'CEPT OF 0FEMTIO:Z.S 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

General. Operation CASTLE will be a series of atomic tests conducted 
early in 1954 at EXIXITOK and 8IKIXI ATOLLS, MZXALL ISLXDS. The 
operation till. consist of seven ('7) shots. This concept of opera- 
tions covers the period beginning xith the deployment of major ele- 
ments of JTF SEVER in the forward area and terminating xith the com- 
pletion of tests, collection of scientific data and disposition of 
radioactive samples. 

?!!ssion 

a. To conduct tests of experimental weapons and devices as outlined 
below. 

'b. To conduct the technical and measurement programs. 

c. To provide for security of the joint task force and EmwZTOK and 
BIKINI ATOLLS. 

Tasks for Subordinate Units. The conduct of missions 2a and 2b, 
above, is the responsibility of the Scientific Task G,roup. Other 
task groups will furnish the support necessary to fulfill these mis- * 
sions. To insure successful accomplishment of the missions, this 
support will be coordinated by CJTF SEVEN. : 

-._ _.’ L 
Shot Schedule (For prediction of &eld$d model, see Annex E, Scien- 
tific Test Programs)._ . 

SIIOT & CODE *. . . _. 

in ERAVO..:‘. __ . . .” -f pz” BIK&NI - Cn reef 2950 feet, bear- 
.25O T from Stl tip of NAXU. 

#2 UNION U Das 
l.l*Mar 
/' 

XKIXI (Zarge> - Intersection of 
arcs hith radii of 6900 feet from 
YUROCXI and three (3) statute 
miles from AOXOEN. 

#3 YAKKEE Y Day 
22 Ear 

XKINI (Earge) - U!!!ON crater. 

EDay . EKXXTOK - EZXRU ISL.ZD. 
29 yar *. 

:' Day 
; Apr. 

PIKIIvT (%rge) - UXO:! crater. 

,,-.* - . ._ _ . _ . .-+... . - -’ --d _- ..-. _ _. _ ., . . 
15 Xcr 

ifq KCOC I: 1)q ~ZJIiIIIEL _ E;JK'_i;; IS-L.i.3 6 . 
22 Apr 

BEST AVAILABLE COPY 

6 
SRcw?lTY lfwORP~ATION 
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5. Factors Significant to On-Site Operations 

a. ENXXWOK ATOLL will be the base of operations irrespective of 
the scope of activities at BIKINI ATOLL. 

b. The principal port of entry for aircraft and the major+ty of 
shipping till remain at ENIWETOK ATOLL. Radio links with OAHU, T.H. 
and LOS ALAMOS, NEW MEY.ICO, ti5.11 remain on EhTIWETOK ISLAND. 

C. Pre-shot evacuation of joint task force elements will be con- 
ducted duting certain operations at BIKINI. See paragraph 10, below. 

d. One of the most critical operational factors during CASTLE will 
be pcpulatlon congestion at principal locations.- In view of the an- 
ticfpated conditions, task group commanders will assure that: 

(1) Fersonnel are not permitted to remain in the fortiTard area to 
perform routine tasks capable of accomplishment at home stations, or 
for the sole purpose of wd.tnessing the shots. 

(2) Personnel are redeplcyed from the forward area as soon as 
practicable after completion of their tasks. 

(3) Personnel will not be based at BIKINI longer than their 
operational mission requires. 

I 

e. Joint task force and task group headqvuarters will be located at 
ENIWETOK ATOLL, with commanders and key operations staff personnel 
moving to BIKINI so as to be on site two (2) days before and one 
(1) day after each shot. CTG 7.3 headquarters will be located on 
PARRY ISLAND.untti about one week prior to shot #l; thereafter, it ’ 
will be located'afloat en board the CVE unless otherwise directed . 
by CJTF SEVB?. Administrative and logistic staffs will remain at; - 
ENIWETOK ATOLL. CJTF SEXgN, task group commanders and key opera-. 
tions staff personnel will be located as follows::.. 

_. 

DUEWG BIKIWISHGTS (D-2 to Dil). AT'OTHER TIME3 

CJTFEVEN pee PARRYISLAND 
cm 7.1 ,&GC PARRYISLAND 
C'IG 7.2 EXIXETOK ISLAND ENIwETOK ISLAND 
CTG 7.3 cm PARRY ISLAND or 
CTG 7.4 AGC . ENIWKTOK ISLAND 
c= 7e5 AGC PARRYISLAND 

cm 

f. Six (6) of the seven (7) weapons and devices will be assembled 
on =i'ETOK ATOLL. 

go &chine shop, laboratory, photographic, warehcilse and stockroom 
facilities will rerrn on P&R&Y and ENIVETOK ISLAUDS, except limited 
facilities at DIKINI. 

l. n_,.r-t_.,_. _,____.%_Y_. - * -, _ - , .’ . . . . _. 2 
. _. _.._. . * 

renearsals wlil be done at ENIWZTGK ATOLL,'to the extent bracticable. 

1. The USS CURTISS hill be used as the principal shipboard facility 
for 'lG 7.1 scientific personnel and laboratory, shop and off5ce 
space. 

-z 
SECURITY lNl=OF?MATlON 



j. All major crycgenic work ~5.11 be done at EXIhZTOK ATOLL. 
k, The Army Task Group will be re&ired to provide base facilities 
for approximately 2000 other task force personnel. 

1. The command ship ill be positioned within VHP communications 
range of ENYU ISLAND during the BIKINI operations, 

m.. Inflight refueling operattons will not be conducted. During all 
shots at BIKINI, except KOON, the airstrip on ENINMAN ISLAND group 

. may be used for emergency landing. The airstrip on ROI ISLAND, 
KWAJALKIN ATOLL, will be'available';for emergency landing. 

;, 
n. Xwi?lg shots and rehearsals, c&mnand of joint task force air 
cperations till be exercised through.the CIC of-the co-mnand ship. 
The CIC will be supertised by joint task force controllers provided 
by ~2 7.4. These air controllers will control movement of TG 7.4 
aircraft and, in the interest of safety and positioning requirements, 

: 
the activities of 

Hq, JTF SEVEN' 50 - 
40 7 

WX Central 20 - 

-I IG 7.1 80' - 
50 - 

ill - 
/ 184 - 

310 - 
128 - 

.; 
* 

i 
./ 

. . 

TG 7.2 

6:: - 
l.38 - 

il; - 
124 - 
983 - 

s ‘. ” . 

AGC (25 Cabin Class) 
.'j _: 

PARRY;ISLAND 87- 
/ 

AGC(,lO Cabin Class) 20 - 
,.::: _ 

AGC (35 Cabin Class) :' ': 
CVK (33 Cibin Class) ~ 
AV (98 Cabin Class) :’ . 
fi( Cabin Class) 
ENINHAN ISLAND 
Other fslinds oP.BIKINI 
E!WE7~K ISLARD 95 - 
PARRT ISLi\?lD ,-. 840 - 
Other Wands of 150 - 

qm=TaK 

AGC (2 Cabin Class) : 
Jw 
i3IKIIdI ATOLL 
RGsmmH ISLAND 997 - 

c. ., 7. 

A-3 
h. ,g:' : .;J1 ,-, 

& (2 Cabin Cl&) ‘. 
PARRYISLAND : . 

ENIwEToK&sAND . 

EXWEOKISLAND 
PAFm 1su!?D 
ROJCA ISIMD . 

EKIWETOK ISLAND 
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l 

TG 7.2 
(Contfd) 

TG 7.3 .' . 

.- 

G, 7.4 .' 
.: 

I 

. . .. 

TG7.5 

. . _ . 
: 

.:-_ ,-I . ._ . : 

-’ .:. 
_ -’ 

:.. . 

; : 
/ 

30 - AGC (15 Cabin Class) 
- AV ( Cabin Class) 

270 - AP ( Cabin Class) 
491 - ExIf\!MI ISLAND. 
438 - Other islands of ,+KIBI 

.-. 

954 - PABBY ISLAND ‘, llso - 
40 - ENIWETGK ISLANDS i- 

PARRY ISLAND .*‘,._ .r 
l+O - ENIWETOK ISLAND. ’ ” *_ 

143 - .; 
Other islands of ..:. j l .: .- other islands of, .:. 

‘:, ,_j;,j _. : ‘.-’ I.. -_/ 
.; :'- 

._ -K (‘. ENIwETog :_.: - i .::. _. 
. . . . . ,.: 

.- ; _. 
.. 7.'.cooP;ii;lat;ed"~~te~Isia;lh A&lift Op erations,: The limited availabi--' .'c '?. 

lity of aircraft to support inter-island airlift operations will*':,.'j:i:~~~- 
;. _ 

8. 

necessitate ~.maximum,utillzation of all +nter-island equipment in the:- :Ys- 
forward area.:_..To asti m&mum utilization' and provide effic&ent ,:-G’ -. 
service- in support of &'&erall. task'fbice~mission, aircraft wiZX::;-‘? 
be tientraliy_controlled'~d dispatched by the commander responsible.':'.:,.' 
(CC 7.03.+ ~m+:m:I,.. .. 
iC& 

at ENIwETog) fog’, ‘p&idk the”‘&+ .;b:. .‘-;‘I- 
,~__U~ing~~dged.es i&Ll'be'required to-p&i.-their~inovement'$cti+~~" 

ties well_:in ,advance to--permit proper .qchedu&g.- .* ‘. .‘,’ ‘._. :.’ .l-‘-.:’ 
. . . :._ . . :‘..d :, ‘<. ‘. :-., . .. .: ‘. . ._. .s . . ,.,. .: . *._’ .._ : - :._ 
Coordinated'Inter-Atoll Airlift Operations, ..C'IG‘7.4 will pgotide ‘.l . 
an inter-atoll airlift ssstem between ENIWETOK and BIKINI ATOLLS ."'. 
with flights to other at$ls in the forward area as required to"- .-.:-.. 
support joint task force elements. Using‘agencies will be required 
to submit requirements well in advance to permit proper scheduung. 
Subsequent to the last shot at BIKINI, the ENIWETOK-BIKINI service 
will be prodded by PB?! aircraft, taking off from EXIWIZTOK ISLAND 
airstrip and landing in the BIKINI lagoon. v ~UL 

DUPING'BIKINI OPERATIONS DUPING ENIWETOK OPEBATIONS 

‘35 - PARRY ISLAND' -PAPRYISLAND 
32_:. Other islands of zz - Other islands of 

ENIWETOK ENIbETOK 
‘_ *: 

4230 - Afloat .' " 4200 -'Afloat ’ ‘. 
30 - PARXY ISLAND 60-PABRYISLAND 
165,- ENIWETQK ISLAND 165 - ENIWETOKISLAND, 

303 -, KWAJALEIN 303 - KWAJATXN . . 

8 - AGC (SCabin Class) 8 - AGC (5 Cabin Class) 
28- CVE (7 Cabin Class) 1 L-.. * 

1579 - EJNIWETOK ISLAND 1619 - --OK ISLAND 
84 - Weather Islands,_'- ’ ,’ 84 -Father Islands 
36 - BIKINI ATOLL. .’ 
64 - KWAJALETN 64 - hWAJAI.EIN . . 

7H 
::, <h 

bfH?M ,wM& 
e weather island airlfft will be con- 

t.;ol;e,d,;; sn; we* cr. -~.vfkiziw POW a;Rcw ?MAC 
YtkC CC,tiqufi i.STfiTiotJ;K~djALijfJ. 

9. Coordinated Boat Pool Operations. 8. lnce both GIG 7.3 and CT"v 7.5 
hill protide large scale boat701 ser;ice at BIKINI ATOLL for mul- 
tiple using agencies, overall control of this activity by either 
task group commander will not be feasible. A joint task force 
scheduling panel consisting of r*prp=on+?L?:-- -f 7" '? c, .' yy ': I. 5 .I. >._A ._ . . __ _t . _ri_i.Lr,.~ oc UOIAUI X'LVLL under she direct 
super&ion of CJT$“&VFX. Prior to.the last shot at BIKINI, the 
TG 7.5 boat pool will be evacuated to EXh'EKX at which tdme C'E 7.3 
will assume respcnsibllity for all boat pool operat%ms at BIKINI. 
CTG 7.2 and ClG 7.5 will continue to operate their respective boat 

A-4 
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pools in accordance with existing procedures during the -DlIWElTOK 
phase of the operation. C'lG 7.3 will continue to operate those 
units of his boat pool at ENIWETOK during the BIKINI operational. 
phase. 

10. Evacuation. Annex R applies. . 

a. All BIKINI based personnel and equipment not directly involved 
in or essential to late preparations and shot operations will be . 
phased to ENIWETOK ATOLL or permanently redeployed prior to B minus 
2 days. 

‘. I. 

b. The following evacuation procedures apply: . . 

(1) Shot #l (BRAVC), Shct #2 (UNIOR), Shot #3 (YANKEE), Shot #5 
u . 

(a) With the exception of the Firing Party on ENYD (and 
possibly a small maintenance party on ENIIMAH) BIKINI AT0T.L will be 
evacuated of all personnel. The number of personnel on ENYU (and 

.. 

ENIMM) will be within the capability of helicopter lift. 

(b)-In the event of excessive ~onta&nation of the ENINMU 
ISLAND camp; a limited capability will etist for indefinite opera- 
tions from afloat. '., 1 

- ~.. I. 
- 

:_ . I 
_ (c) B&at pool'craftt, not accoIllpanying.the'evacu;ition to-sea; 

I will be either,anchored in deep water in the southern part of BIKINI 
_' '. ._:, 8 : 

lagoon or beached on:the ENINMAX ISLANll group or ENYU ISLAND.-a :-.,. 
: . . ., I' : :., . . . ., * 

. . :,. : ..,' 
; \ (2) Shot $“(KCO~)~ Total pre-shot evacuation"of & personnel*.' 

. . (less Firing Party on avnV) will be necessary. Equipment not pre- 
viously redeployed to EKIWETOK ATOLL.w$l be,,relocated on EN]nr (and1 I’. 

. or BIKINI) I!ZL&RD_prior:.tq shot time. .i:'.' .. :,;.--_ :k. :,:.:.Y ;. :‘.. :_., .__ : 
: . ,_’ _‘. ” .,,,)(,., r‘:, ,:y’:.yy*- ‘. 1 .,j :_::!“:~;,:y . _. ‘.. *_, .!, . . y-.:.* .; . .I 9 L .__,. 

(3) ihot #L"(ECHO); There will be no pre-shot, evacuation:of ..’ -‘. ‘.r 
personnel or materiel from ENIWETOK ATOIL Only-the relocation of -’ 
personnel,-equipment and small craft from the northern islands to. : ;_‘. 2’. 
ENIWETOK and PARRY ISLAR?)S will be,:necessary.: . ./ 

‘.’ . . :*_ . 
‘.‘. .,_.. 

;- ._ .,,’ 

(4) Ay'ships of 73 7.3 till put to sea 'for each shot if not ‘. 
occupied in other operations at the non-involved atoll. small craft ', 
at the affected lagoon which cannot be evacuated will be,moored in . 
deep water or placed ashore in areas affording greatest protection 
from blast, heat, wave action and radiological effects. 

(1) During the EljIWETOK operations the joint task force will. 
maintain a capability for emergency post-shot evacuation. An emer- 
gency post-shot evacuation will be executed on order of CJTF SEVEt? 
in the event radiological cant avination conditions so dictate. Such 
evacuation will be for personnel safety only and will not involve 
mateiiel or personal belongings other than toilet articles. Any 
i..-'. .;... .___\ * ~ _;-. _,- .._.“._:... -A ^_ r 1 ’ * . 

- . . ._I ----- 
notice. 

(2) During shot phases at 9IKIhT (H Hour to H#2& hours) person- 
nel at RXWETGK ATOLL will be in an alert status. Although remote, 



._ 

. 
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there is a possibility that ENIWETOK will be subjected to radioact- 
ive fall-out during BIKINI operations. In the event radioactive 
fall-out is.detected at RNIWKTOK, a predesignated signal will be 
givenat hhich time all personnel will proceed to covered areas 
(buildings, tents, etc,) and remain under cover until the all clear 
signal is sound,ed. Should excessive, contamination become apparent, 
CJTP SEVEN till order that an .evacuation be conducted, using avail- . 
able aicraft, and specified task force vessels will proceed on order 
of CJTP SEVEN from BIERI to ENIWZTOIC to assist in the emergency . 
evacuation of all endangered personnel; The provision of paragraph 
c(1) above will then apply.. .‘( .: .:. :, ,,: ..-’ _: . : .: :.. ., y’rr .; ‘. I 

(3) If-reentry to 'either. or both atolls ii delayed beyond the 
period that the joint task for&can reasonably sustain itself afloat, 
provisions will,.be made for an alternate destination landing. 

, .: : ‘_ 
d, Progressive Redeployment. Personnel, equipment and materiel will . 
be redenioyed consistent with comnletion of tasks 
become 'SUP&US to the needs .for accomplishing the 

The troop transport (AP) will be utilized 
zz&sonnel immediately afterShot #7 (KOON). 

dr as soon as they _, 
missions of JTF 
to redeploy some 

P. w. CLARKSON., 

Assistant Chief of Staff, J-3 *‘,-I.. ., 
._ - . .,. 
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HEA!YXIL?TE3S. Jotit Task Force SEVEN 
W&gton 23, D. C. 
10 November 1953 

Amex B to CJTF Si?KW .Oneration &&I No0 3:53 

OZG_WIZATION AUD COWXND REL4TIO!?SHIF'S 

1, The organization and command relation&lips of the joint t&k force. 
ke depicted on the charts attached as appendices hereto* 

3. 

. * 
L .o 

._ ,. “: _ .:, 

. . . : _,__ 
: 

. 
.I .’ 

.-‘. 
‘.” ‘7 

TO enable CJTF SEVEN t.o exercis e operational control while afloat,. 
the organization as outbed ir, Appendix II: is established; 

CJTF SEVEN exersises fLl1 ope rational control of the Army Task Group._' 
at all times and assumes full operational control of the Navy, Air_ .'. 
Forc.e..znd Scientific Task Groups ‘upon arrival of their respective+:-.'. c 
headquarters in the forward area0 ,Ye will ass-ume operational con-- -.:’ 
trol of TG 7-5 upon commenctient of.the operational phase,,- .‘. . ’ 

.1.-‘. - - 
The o&+e op&atio&L phase' co&&& on a date agreed upon br-'.-_ .. .. 
tbe.kEC a.rdDQL. lhring the'onisite phase the AEC designates CJTF .' _ _ : 
SEVEN as its overall representative in the foxward area, thereby ;i:.- ‘: /’ 
giving him cmplete operational control of the &_litary and scienti_-;.:.,-i.. 

., -.,* *. . 

?e The iemor 3omt task force officer at flwAJua ~.c~rdinate:-'.~'-':.'_.',:' ' ‘" ' 
Iwtters involviug J'TF SEXX acti\itles (except &vement' contro1)'at.i .: :.-.'. 
that station? 

/ 

., . . ., . . ,: . .‘. 
-.. .-. -. ._.. .-_ 

‘.. . ...:.. ‘. _: :’ l_- : 
/ .: ‘. . . 

.:: ~ : ,’ .., .: :_ . 
__- .’ : :, r - 

...‘.’ .:. . .:.: ._ 

Appendix .’ .‘_ ;.- 
. 

_’ ) ., PO w, cImE& . 
Major General, US. Lzy _ 

Cotider I - Organization for 
Operat i.on CSTIE 

II- Comand Charnels,,, 

w--~-.._, vcdo rui CCA rb 

Assistad Chief of Staff, J-3 

JTF SEVE!~ (Aflo'3t) 
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OJRECT COAMtNICATION~ 
TtiRUCOMCTR 

All bmmw 
citcuttr Abd 

rHRU CO1 CTR 
All Common 
Circuit* Ahtd 

i,lRECT cOMYUYICAT~N~ mRlj crlMCTR ’ 

Ta EN1WETOK Rob cn All common 
To ENINYAN or ENYU Circuits Abeard 
To Tt 7.3 M: thnm~n 

, -5 OFFICE 
Army Operotionr Room 

A-l 12-I 

I 

_ I: ., 

.. 
_ . 

,: ,’ 

- I 
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COMMAND CHANNELS J- 

DIRECT COMMUNICATIONS 
COMMAND C 

VHF Point to Point TO: 
Firing Party Ashore Flog Plot 04 Deck B 
CTG 7.3 on CVE . 

Radio-Telephone to BIKINI 6 ENIWETOK 
VHF COMMAN NET TO: 

CTG 7.3 on CVE 
INTERCOM TO: 

CTG 7.1 
CTG 7.4 
CTG 75 

DIRECT COMMUNICATIONS 
- Cornmond Centn 
- Operations Ccnhr 
e VHF To Firing Party 

THRU COY CTR 
All Common 
Circuits Aboard 

CIPHONY ROOM 
Gunnery and Londing OPERATIONS 

Force Office 

Joint Operations Ccn,icr, )i 
A - 112L 

DIRECT COMMUNICATIONS 
-- Command Center 

THRU COM CTR 
All Common 
Circuits Aboard 

Hq TG 7.1 

Flog Operations 
Direct Communicotionr 

Command Center 
Command Briefing Room, 

Operotionr Center 
&VHF to Firing POW 

& VHF Common Net To: 
TG 7.1 Dctochmentr 
On CVE, AV 6 Ashore 

e VHF Admin. Net 
I A-0401CL 

DIRECT CUMMUNICATIONS THRUCOMCTR 
Corn Ctr, JOC All Common 

5 . Circuits Aboard 

DIRECT COMMUNICATIONS 
- - - -Far Intercepts 
- - - -To ENIWETOK WX Cent 

Rodrofe Officer, Corn Ce 
AOC Controller, Surfocc 

J-3 OFRCE 
Staff Gunner ad 

Rodio-T&phone to BIKU 

Air Office 
Point to Point lo: 

Main Dwk A-112-L 
Firing Party A&n 
CTG 7.3 on CVE 

THRIJ COP CTR - 
All Common WEATHER CENTRAL Through tom Centwt . 
Circuits Aboard Awologicol ORice All Confmon Circuits Aba 

DIRECT COMMUNICATIONS THRU COMCTR 4 * A 

-To TG 7.1 VHF Common All Common 
Circuits Aboard 

OOO! 
Army Opnotfons Room z:111 

. , 
Main Deck 
A.1JZ.L 

AOC CONTRO $ 

. I 

‘5 
clc - loin Dee ; 

A-lI2L 

INTERIOR COMMUNICATION CIRCUITS 
20 MC - CIC Announcing (Dnrvw circuit coatvwllqd by CIC) 
:i “r .z. I._,_ .,_. >__ _ :-‘1 
22 MC - Hedio Room hnwncing 
3 U - Fleg Officrs Cw.wnd lnnancinq 

- Pnewnatic Tubes 
- T.lepbone 
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.:-a ..a INTkLLIGENCE, SECZIT? Mti PUBLIC IXFOPXATION . 

- .’ _._ 
.__. . .L . . 

,,. ._’ 

.: _‘. ~I 
: -, 

.., A.2 .’ 

Y, 

lb Intelligence'~.Gensral'.'Situation;' 
‘_ ,’ ..,. 

T,he' a&osphere of tension existing' 
between the United States and its allies..,and the USSR and its satel- 

i 
.,lit.es stands little 'chance'of diminishingduring 'the .neXt Six DOntiS. 

-, : It'may..increase.as the“reszt of possible further Soviet inspired 
1 ':.adtions against,nations on'the"geographica1, fringe ,of -the Soviet.Blm. 

.! -.. ‘. ,_ .;. i. . . 
;: 

,;:; ..a, ,-.7 ‘. 

j,- .. 

‘..‘. .., L ,.I ~ ( .- . .A+.. r>_..,:t:s.?‘_.r, _ . ,I 
.* .-- - ..I.. . . . . . _ 

_>.; z .‘,. 
-2;. General Soviet‘Capabiiitie$.' 

.__, .:. ‘_ 
The . &id ‘ii&s of tih. USSR & n&n- _‘. * : 

: I . tained in an advanced state of milit&y~readinkss'. ,&‘a resuli,'the :I::.~:;. . . 
no advanced“, ‘..__ _ 

1' ". ~. 
. _. . . . . ,, : 
,: ':_'. “ 

,. 
.'f ,: ., '. ' ., 1. :'_:' _. - ;,. 

. . 
f. 

- ::. 

::s I '. . 
'. ;. 

. . ,. L .:__;... . ,c ~ :.,,-' .; : * . . 2. 

. a. Naval Capabilities; ,.' 
.:_: 

'. ',.,"I "~5 .; .;lL-lk ;_t. 

:._ * ' 
. 

_, . . The'So;bie~s':have,pineteen ooean patrol ..'. ., I: ;,‘, . 
;_ . 
:, ._ -_ 

’ and thirty-seven medium'range type submarines in,the Paoific Odean b '.'- ::: 
area. _I. Because'of end&&e limitations'of'the'mediuk range type,-.- >' ..:. 
it is believed,that.the ocean patrol type.*&+ld be better for opert -. :- . . 

. . 

The Soviets are.knocn to have developed and tested.a turbcprzp engine 
but the production status is urknc;m. B successful engine of this 
tYi= -could gi= the Type-31 a ccmbat range/radi*a of 4,800/2,500 
W~ticQl miles and corsidsrnbljr in excess of this if the combat load 
wer9 replaced v,ith fuel. 

-' . 
I-\ .I. :. _ . .; 

, . . "' ., ; 
.'Ll.?. .', -1 '_,-, t -r, I..L,,:-: ~~,...~ .L2 

. . a_- .' I ,_. 
- .-. :. ::_ .L ._ c :. . - '. '2 

+pe-31 is in series produckion or in operational tits, information . "'. 
s%zests that the Sotiets hcve a few aircraft, larger then the TU-4; . . 
*id are ~~ticlatod to be capable of overflying the cperntional area, 

: 
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Intelligence, Security and Public Iofonmtion 
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It is considered that the USSR could interfere with the missicn of 

Joint Task Force Seven, or the.compro;Nise of its activities could 

be affected by: . -..,._ 

n. Espionage. Rs#oonge could be nccomplishe. by the penetration _ 

Ff personnel into the Tnsk,Force or the defection of personneliithin 
the Tcsk Force.'. In'addition to radiological reconnaissance, espionage .., 

could be.'accomplished phbto$ra_phically by ship, nircraft, or submarine,' 
xith the latter two being‘the most plausible. Submarine approach within ~ 

1,500 yeds or less_of important islcnds of the atoll or overflight by_-..:, .‘.. 
enemy aircraft ere possible. I!y such means periodic photography and T,,; it 
obsei-vation oould record die 'progress, process 02 preparation, ‘a@ type’. ..;:.L, 
of ,oonstruction,%ithin,.the operntional'areaf and important operations. .. .: > : .., . 

. : : -,, 

.* 
. . . . 

,,. .. 
‘, 

.- 
: ,, _I 

. ,T’. .? 

: -. 
. .’ 

.I 

. . 

'. ' . .,...~:_c .. ’ 
: . 

: :. :; 
n. 
.- . . 

, 

b; - 

C. 
mrire. 

d. Rnids from s,ibmcrines or surfcce ships. 

e. Raids by o&raft. * ‘. 

Ground reconnaissance or sabotage by lnnding parties from sub- 

.’ 
. 

Conclusions. CopabiliC- &is considered the most likely to occur under . . :: -1 
conditions existingtodoy. Capnbility b is n possibility but is less ...- 
likely and copcbilities c, c, and e mosF likely would be exercised in 
the erdct of open hostilEties bet&n the Dnitcd Strtes end the XSR. 
It is believed that irformrtion cs to the ope'raticns cf JTF 7 end the 
rns*litS ttcrr-of xc-2 Id be of more prccticn-1 -:-,lue to t\e Soricts t?_r_n 
h.ind5rir.g or LT?edirs, the o_ccr-,tioc. 
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Inte].l.izence. Security and Plblic 1nfor;nation 
CJTF SEVEN No. 3-53 

3. Seclirit 0 -J Security of classified inforrztion is the normal respcn- 
sibility of any commander but this responsibility must be reevalua- 
ted in Operation CASTLE where the operation is dealing with Atomic y 
Energy, a development which played an important part in terminating 
World War II.and which constitutes such izporfance th,at it has been 

The responsibi- . . regulated, controlled and protected by Federal law. 

/ 

lity of each individual in properly sa_- f~gzarding olaesifi& informa- 
tion concerning atcmic energy and in preventing its compromise by 1 
careless talk or correspondence must be understokti by all military 
ranks and civilians. 

lb. 

. _: 

General Concept.ion. The general conception of the measures to pro- 
vide security is'as follows: 

a. The kWFXOK-BIKINI area of operations will be closed to sll ._.‘,- 
vessels? aircraft and personnel except those participating. Access. -_ 
to this area will be in accordance with regulations established by.. :. 
CINCPAC Serial 020. All areas within the ENIWETOK-BIKINI opera-: .; ~‘2 . . 
tional area will be designated in accordance with the degrees of ', .. : . 

security required. ,, ,. ,._ _. _ z . . . 
. ‘_. I . 

b, Personnel participating in the operation will be cleared for.- 
loyalty and security in accordance with the varying degrees of re- 
SpOnSibility. 

_ .I 

._. 

c. The ENIWIZCK-BIKINI area of operations is under the 
tection of CINCPAC. _. . . 

d. Regulations governing security published by the DOD 
tinue to apply to members,of JTF SEVEN. 

,.L 

.‘;-., : .:;. 

general pry'_. :.;. . .: :--.- _ _ ,; .‘_ 
: .:; .c.,’ ; ._ -:. .y ,j:,. :, ,.. 

‘, ? (1 
and AM: con-':_.; 

(1) AR 380-S and SR $0-5-1 ) 
OPNAV Instr?iction 5510.1) 

@EST ,~~~i@$&Y$ ;:??‘I' 

AFR 205-l ) For appropriate units . . 
G&i Security Bulletins ) 

(2) Hq JTF SEVEN Security Hemoranda) 
Espicnage Act ', g;;;ll members bf 
Atomic Energy Act of 1946 
XX-DO classification crit'e'ria) 

eb Task grcup corzznders are responsible for security training of 
members of +_?,eir commands. All personnel will be required to pass 
a basic se- .~rity erzm.inationi prepared and distr?bnted by Xoadquar- 
ters, JTF SEVIXc 

r - ._ - _ -. . * _ : _. .\ .._.t ,. . :. - ,,_-.'Z .;r. 

CASTLE will have an offlcer designated as Security Officer; whose 
primary duties will include security training, enforcement of secu- 
rity rc&aticns and supervising the administering, grading and 
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- 

5.. 

6. 

7; 

8, 

recording the results of security examinations. 

Personnel Clearances. Each task grcup comxlander is responsible that 
all personnel participating in Operation CASTLE are cleared in 
accordance with CJTF SEVEN security memoranda. 

Claseificat.ion Criteria. A "Classification Guide for Operation 
CASTLER concerning all pertinent classification criteria will be 
issued to the task group commanders for their guidance, 

Travel Securitv Control 

a. CINCPAC Serial 020, dated 1 April 1952, outlines the require- 
ments for entrance to the ENIWETOK-BIKINI cperational or closed 
area,, as defined on page 1 of this operaticn plan. 

b. Ail persons who are autho;?ized to enter the El&WETOK-BIKINI 1 
operational area will be initially cleared for entry under the pro- 
ti:,ions of: CINCPAC Serial 020. Task group commanders may authorize 
reentry without recourse to CINCPAC. 

co CTG 7.2 is responsible that individuals arriving at the 
ENIWETOK - BIKINI operational area bho have not been cleared for 
entry under CiNCPAC Serial 020, or reent.ry as provided in paragraph 
7b, above, are restricted to ZNTMETOK ISLAND and unclassified infor- 
mation pending proper clearance. 

d. Movements of surface vessels and aircraft within the ENIWETOK - 
BIKINI operational area will be monitored by CTG 7?3: CTG 7.2 will 
be responsible for the security control' of personnel and cargo on 
vessels ard air+aft originally arriving at EINIWETOK-BIKINI ATOLLS _ 
and any further.arrivaD that may be occasioned by inter-atoll tra-. 
vel.: 4 . . : ., .._' :- . _-** 

: ,. _. . . 
e. Travel .of'p&sonnel h-ithin the ENZWETOK-EIKINI operational area L ". 
will be controlled by a badge system for access to the higher. .; ‘~ 
classified areas, 

Security Areas J 
.’ 

a. The lENIXETOK-BIKINI"Banger Area", as defined cn page 1 of this 
operation plan, consists of three (3) classified area categories,'as 
defined by AEC GM Security Bulletin No. 18, for purposes of security . 
enforcement. These areas are: 

(1) Exclusion Area. A security area containing a security in- 
terest iitric.h is of such nature that access to this area constitutes, 
for all practical purposes, access to the security interest contain- 
ed therein - i.e., a shot site or assembly area. 

(2) &&&ted Area. A security area containing a security inter- 
est in.which area uncontrolled movement xould per.mit access to the 
security intere5.t co ntain& therein; but such 2ccess may be pieven- 
ted by escort and ether internal restricticns and ccntrols - i-e;, 
-*--".- --- s--l 

(3) Controlled Area. A security area adjacent to or enco.mpas- 
sing limited or eu_clusicn areas z.nd wLthin 4-L& area uncontrolled 
movement dces net per.rdt access to a securit7 -interest, a.& h%iCh iS 

c-4 4 
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-_ 

a a 

designed for the principal purpose of providing administrative can- 
trolo safety, or a buffer area of security restrictfons for Xaited 
or exclusion areas i foeop E!WH'ETOK Closed Area. 

b. Exclus%on and limited areas are established by CJTF SEVl?8. In- 
ternal security requirements and access to these areas are.determin- 
ed by CTG 7.5. CTG 7.2 will guard these areas, ad&tting only t.hose 
persons author5zed by CJTF SEEN. 

co The closed (controlled) area has been established by CINCPAC. 
Admittance to this area is authorized by CINCPAC upon recommendation 
of CJTF SEVEN or commander of any task group, as his representative, 
The internal security of this area is the responsibility of ATCOM 
~IVETQK. 

d, Clearance requirements for access to the security areas are de- 
signated as follows: 

SECURITI ARE.4S 

Exclusion Area 

Lidted Area 

9. 

10. 

Il. 

Controlled Area 

JTF CLE4RANCE 
RK$lIREMENTS 

AEC CLEARAWE 

IQ*' Ciearance and "Q" Clearance and 
Access List. Access List, 

“Qn Clearance; Top 
Secret Military 
Clearance; Secret 
Military Clearance 
under escoFt. 

r . 
,,, \ 

% I’ 

INITIALEWTRY: 
Good Security Bisk 
(CINCPAC Ser, 020) 
CCWiWUED ACCESS: 
.Secret Military 

.,.j Clearance. 
&lRiOL 

Ccntact Reports. The procedure for'contact reporting is defined in 
CINCPACFLT Serial 003360.2B, dated lY+ April .1953. CTG 7.3 wXl. corn- ’ 
ply with its prov%sions when carrying out security patrols in the 
ENIWETOE-BIKINI area, keeping CJTF SEVEN fullyinfcrmed. 

QK Clearance; IrPn 
approval under ss- 
tort (without access 
to Bestrfcted Data); 
Top Secret Clearance 
(provided no access 
to Restricted Data 
from AEC contractor 
personnel); Secret 
Military Clearanoe 
-under esco& 

r'Pe approval or good 
security risk (CINC- 
PAC Serial 020). 

Badge System. A badge system wili control travel to the exclusion 
and limited areas. C'IG 7.2 bill be responsible for contrclllrg and 
enforcing this system on orders prcmulgate? by CJTF SEX%, Cl% 705 
is respcnsible for procurement and issue of badges as set f:r?h In 
CJTF S?XFX security memoranda, The ba"_ge system will beicme effc;- 
tive on or about 1 January 1954. 

Contraband -- 

a. Unless authorized by specific orders to indi-riduals, possessxon 
of items cf material listed below in the C~Z'~'ETCK-BI~~~~I area is 
prcbibited and the items ccnsidered eo~trah.~d- 
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(1) All photographic equipment. 

(2) All equipment adaptable for use in either visual or electri- 
cal communication. 

(3) All optical equipment. 

(4) All mterials -dth explosive capabilities. 

(5) All weapcns. 

(6) Al1 drugs. 
,-- ,_ 
.-, I, I 

b, Travel orders for all personnel destined for-the l%NIWETOK-BIKINI 
operational area will include the following statement: 

'Wnless specifically authorized, personnel will not have in 1 
their possession any items of material to include all photographic 
equipment, all equipment adaptable for use in either visual or elec- 
trical communications,,all optical equipment, all material with ex- 
plosive capabilities, weapons and all drugs and intoxicating bever- 
ages". 

c. Items of contraband will be confiscated and report of the cir- 
cumstances made to CJTF SEZEN. 

d. Film found in possession of unauthorized persons will be confis- 
cated, forwarded to CTc.7.5 for processing and classification and a 
report will be made to CJTF SKVEN. _'. 

_. . .: 

12.' Photography. O&y official photography is authorized in the 
KNIWETOK-BIKINI operational area. All official photography will be 
reviewed by the Joint TaSk Force SEVEN Classification Officer for 
proper classification and determination of RKSTPICTKD DATA; Prior 
to retiewand final classification by the classification officer, 
all photography will be given a preliminary classification. The 
preliminary classification till in no case be lower than SECRJZT - 

RES7RicT~fi m&ra p for scientific and technical report photonraohv 

: 
13. 

' and ~~/for administrative photography. 
I 

Cosmiunications Security..' The security and monitoring of com.&nica- 
tions hill be accomplished under the direction of CJTF SEVEN. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

Counter-Intelligence, CJTF SEVEN will have operational control of 
all CIC units. Cl% 7*4 will have operational control of aU OS1 
agents whose activities will, in general, be confined to Air Force 
matters. 

Securitv Patrols -m-w* CTC 7.2 is respoukible for conducting the neces- 
sary seccrity patrols withk KlFIhETCK-BIKINI ATOILS. Air and sea 
security patrols outside the &ZL,, "***T"GK-EIKIEI ATOLLS will be the re- 
spG2sibility of c?5 7.3. 

Icspectiotq, _.-- . . .- Inspections will be conducted upon arrival of person- _ - . - -_-, we. _ _._ _. --*__. _‘_-__-‘, ._C__“__.__ _.._ 
contrabid and to insure the use of proper identification credentials 
and proper safeguard&g of classified matter. Individuals are re- 
spr?sible for r-eporting secrrrity aiobtions Mich come to their 
attention. 

C-6 L 
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17. Sesuri+g Violations Task group commanders are responsible for 
investigatingand:porting immediately all violations of security 
regulations which occur within their jurisdiction. 

18. Security Control of ARC Accountable Material - Transportation + 

a. AEC is'respcnsible for the security kontrol in the transporting 
of AE6 accountable and other classified materials from the point of 
origin to the carrier at the designated port of embarkation. 

.: 
b. CTG 7.3 is responsible. for the sec&.ty control of AEC accounta- 
ble and other classified materials while being transported on a Navy 
vessel to the IXCWETOK-BIKINI operationa area. 

-_., '. 
c. CJTF'Sl3%N isresponsible for the security controf of AEC'accoun- 
table and other classified materials while being transported aboard 
aircraft.and all vessels not under the.command of C'D3 7.3 to the , 
ELNIWETOK-BIKSM operational area. 

: : 

do CTG TQ5 is responsible for the security control of AEC accounta- 
ble and other classified materials upon transfer from the carrier to 
his custody. A representative from CTG 7.5 will accompany the ma- 
terials, when necessary, from the point of origin until they are 
taken into.the custody of CTG 7.5 at its ultimate destination. 

e. After delivery of ARC accountable and other classified materials 
to the custody of CTC 7.5 at the ENIWETOK-BIKINI operational area, 
CTG 7.5 will be responsible for the,security control of these mater- 
ials, including inter-atoll movements,and is authorized to call upon 
CTG 7.2 and CTC 703 whenever guards are required for inter-atoll 
transport. ': :“I . _. ., : ‘_ _’ ..: _. . . . - 

19. 

._ . ‘. . . . 
Public Information....:-' &. . :_ ,. 

_ _ :’ ‘: 

- . . . . . _. . .._. .;;<.-:._ 
: ._ ,. : . : ; ..;‘: _’ 

a, JTF’kVEN do&‘not'release"any .pub$:information. .._ ,.’ : -.:-I. 
.._. ; -:;.:-, .,:y _’ ; 

Releases to the press in--regard to J%.SEVEN'operations and acti- b. 
vities are made only by the AEC or DOD;;:' f’, ’ : 

. .- 

c. Personnel of JT.F Sdare prohibited from'.releasing any infor- 
mation for publication, b regard to the joint task force or its 
activities. They must neither confirm nor deny any articles appear- 
ing in the press. Queries from the press or elsewhere will be re- . 
ferred to ATE-DOD releases. 

d. AEC-DOD releases, when made will be disseminated to'units of 
JTF SEVEN through normal commu&ation channels at the earliest 
possible time, 

*.* 

P. W. CLZKSON 
Xajor General, U.S. Army 

Commander 

Colonel, U,S. Arms 
Assistant Chief of Staff, J-2 
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-. 1, “ihis annex sp&ifi&, the permn,nel &d the signifiCant;major.itens of. 
~~equipnent'of the AEg, Amy, Nav'ar$Air Force during the operational 

'.... 

. : _‘:’ 

,. : phase of CASTLE.. It does.&t jndi&te the tenporzry lOCatiOn of,,. “-...:.:’ 

- . personnel during the.shot phases. ._ 
. . ‘.. i 1 : -;_; - . . . 

‘. -. .“‘, 
. ‘- 

2;' .: . 
Itis p&&&'&r the ihfor&,ion &d ivera 9-g. &&Xe 'Of ' # ~~;i~, 

: : .1 &JJ_ c&&&.,_(:-.-~ +“. *- :‘.I ,;.;.t:. ..I 
_‘. . ..- 

:.‘ -_, 
. . . -; ;.... 

- ‘. ., 
.:._+:‘. I “-) :-..;_ y:‘__:; ..;.‘..;.‘. .,:: 

. . . . . . s :: , ‘._‘. .:..,.I .:_ ’ .,: _.‘. * : j .’ .:’ ‘: .. .,“. .- _ ..: - . . . 1 .., . 
_. ‘_ _ .; :,;. ;.;; ~QJA~TEJ?S, joint T&k F&ce Serb : ‘: :J .I’ ,“;~~;.,~;: .T;.;:..Ly;.: .;;‘.., ‘ .;.,- i 

_.’ ; .:. :. _: :-,_ 7 
. . S~VIm: : r:: I 

(l&D iq .g:.: ,:_ 

.XLEXENT ... 
OPtiTIONAL STF@NGTH :, /... OzA;;;AL .; OFF 

. 
EK cIv 

. FOW:ARD ARi+;;.,(; :;. 
. _.: 

. c()wAND ~:_ :. _ .,. 
. . ._.: -_ -. 

OPERATIONAL STFZNGTH '-. 
,. OF - ., -: ,:: ._. XU,IT,ARY:. 

._. - . UNIT 
I_. ._ .:- , __ y .‘_ _,, . . . . ‘-1 _. . ,_ .:-i..::_r_ ‘_ --’ .. .c . . . . . :_ ‘:‘:I 

7.1.2 
(Fmduction) FXEY IS'LZ$D '15 Feb 54 

_ ._. ’ 

*,? . 1.3 
(Special Uats 
Facilities) 15 Fed 54 

7.1.4 
(XL Assczlbly) 56' ?mY ISLUD 20 Jan.54 

. 
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TASK GROUP 7.1 TROOP AXD X$ZPLZ~T LIST (cont.(d) 

NkzEE . . OPERATIONAL'k?.E%GTH CLOSED 
OF *. MLTJTARY~ CIVILJAN .. IN 

'UNIT' - OFF: Ek- OFF. GR. ’ LOCATION ” FORXARD AREA 

% 
HQ& HQDET 29 UC9 

0 10,; . . 

._ . 
;. _. . . :. ‘i_ . . 

.‘,‘,y. 
:.:. - . . . . * 

_ 
.-_ ‘. : . 

. 

ELTIt',3OK ISL3iD InpLace: ._ 
PrnYISL&ND 

. . -_.. . . __ .,.. ., f ; - :: .a. __.. .c’ 
:.. _ ‘_ : ,_ . :‘ ,I -,...;: - ‘T ) =,. __ -.3 -- -q._, ___ --rir i . _ 

: ,- ,- . : f :,_ 

._ ._ . 
. , 
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In Place :-:‘ ; 
In >lace *... 

'j E-IICm: 83 special purpose; 297 ge&ral purpose 

?XXFWT: 3 H-13 Helicopters . 

,’ _.. 
-. ., , . . . ,. _ ..’ 

. ; : . . . 
: 

. 
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TASK GROUP 7.3 Tj$;aP AX0 Xj_XF';ZT LIST 

W.!E OF OPEFiiTIOXkL STFZVGTH CLOSED IN 
UNIT .OFF. E!d. CIV. ’ ERJIPMENT FOliWARD &ZA 

STAFF OF C'IG 
7.3 17 44 .l' . In Place 

. 
Tu 7.3.0 , 'iPEx:IAL DEVICES UNIT. " -.. -_:'.; :'-. 
TE 7.3.0?0 .I_ ,_ _ .' 

TE 7.3.0.1 

. . : 

: 

. . . . . . ._ 

,. _.’ ; . . ^ . . 

.-.: .:. .(, :- - 
..,’ . . . .: -_:_ . 

81 : -. ‘_ 
6.; 82: ‘: 

USS SIOUX (Al%-75) :- .'--. 26 Jan j&: 1:. 
USS APliCHE '(ATF-76)' 
uss XOLAIA (ATF-lc%) 

29 Jan 54.; c. ‘1. :: :‘, 

uss COCOPA (~~~-101)' 
.h. Feb 54i-.,::'.:.. .:._ 
8 Feb 54':_.. :;,::-.:;-' 

ilSS G-Y (j&SD-l). 8 Feb 54+;-- ..: 
: : ,. .',' . 

#'SHIP COIJXTEQiJiXSU~ 
,. _'. " 

TEST LWIT 
DT<:; Eltznt 

‘RJ.TUJG ANI! D3301~TkZfb '.',::;. _ , . 
r.mtnw *nriym~ .' .: ___ 4.. ---..._I* * ..-_..._ -._. --. _- .w-- _ 

IL~~S as assigned . . . . 
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.. _ Tills GROUP 7;3 TEOOP A.!! XXtPhENT LIST, (cont'd) ---. ~ 
,. ,: : f 

_ _-._--.--- 
NAKE OF OFEMTION_IZL STRZNGTE CLOSEDIN.~‘; 

UhIT I . OFF. E CN. &-YIPIEENT FOIXARD .AFtB 1’ :, 

m!IPl~~T . . 

HQ TG 7.4 . 48 ,49 29 Jan. 54 . :.s.; I’ ,,, . ;:,_.?,q...:. . ..’ .. a.. ‘%‘.L. , ,,.I . . 

: 
uai aurruaf. * _, : . .. ,_ ; .,-: 

m 
:’ : ‘. . _ ‘i - _, ‘. . . -:: . . .- .- _‘_. 

,- ., : 
i _ 

1;93OTHTEST SYT ’ 
GTQUP 8. 38 1 me i c-54 (cJTF) InPlace : _ _. 

. (Opl Con Only) ,' * 



TASK GrcOUP 7.4 TEm~~~~D'E@L?IFEtk LIST (cont'd) 

.%&EOF OPBATIOIW STFENGTH ‘, CLOSED IN 

UNIT OFF. EL CIV. ?X!UIPLZ'%T FORWLRD AREA 
‘._ 

. ..’ 4C-47 ‘, . . 
. . . . _ : ‘._ ., :: . . ._ . . -. 

. . - ; _ _ c .. ‘,. ‘. ,_ ‘.. :>, : _. ..: . . .: . ; -Q 613’.. . . . . “, 
‘. .’ --~..:,c_ y.,. _’ _ :; . .: . . 3..H_19A -‘>.-‘;;: 1; ;. ;‘._“. . . . 

,: _’ a:. 4H-19B Y+*..:_ .;‘. 
:. . . . :: 

_ ‘.I ; . ._. _. _.‘i.. . 1. ‘. ... ,” _‘-“. 
: .<;I:.+ ._..,- 

,.. .-. - ‘. . ;._ 

- . In Plice~ : ‘( 
_.1,” ._ :. .. ::. :- 

In *lace :'. 
*_ . :’ 

. . 

s : . 

SAiEJdEKtm 10.:. 16 2’,@&_16 . - 23 Jan 54 
- \ 

!tiTS TL?XIiinL DfiT 
1502-l ti'E DET 3 
19&?-1 &KS DZl' 1 

‘* 

10 Jan 54 
10 Jan 54 

Dti 2, 57TH STtiT 
RECON SC 2 25 i0 Jan 54 

rrri?u ?3- 10 7-3 ? $-y+ I Fe5 +!+ 
__ ._ .- __.- _ - .- ^__._ 

EIXEElVKTOTti 300 I298 20 

r -. .>. __ 

.I .-I 
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HF.5.B!yARTERS, Joint Task Force SEVEN 
l?ashington 25, D. C. ,. 
10 Novezbir 1953 

AiU?EX F to CJmF SE??3 Operation Plan No, 3-53. ____-_A 

SCITXTIFIC T4SK GROUT SU?N4RY OF TASKS (% 7.1) 

The fOllOhing is a'summary of tasks to be accomplished.by the 
Scientific Task Group Buring the CASTLE on-site operational phase. 
CT; ,?.I b<ll: . : 

a. Tpsition, arm and detonate the weapons and d&ices. 
..-.. . 

h “C Conduct tech&al and miasurement"programs (Annex E applies). 
- .I : 

c< Co,qlete :.ke ir&aiiationand calibration of"the.devices and all. 
Listruments and test apparatus; 

‘. 
d. . ~EcmJii;nd to CJTF SrnJ safe slant range distances from ground 
;ero fs- aircraft during shot periods. _ 

e 0 Conduct the radioiogical safety program (Annex N applies). 

- c io Pr0;iZtc technical and technical report film coverage in conform- 
ifr k5th Amex T. . . .’ , 

* _: . . 

g. Scheduie the interyatoll movzent of weapons and devices and. 
protide required technical assistaxice to other task groups in con- ..: 
nection'with their responsibilities for such movements; . 

: 

Ii. 
I 

Be responsible for the'removal of all “iG 7.1 personnel and necks- .. 
saq- equipment from the shot site danger area; .'_, _ 

., i . . . ;- * 
. . i. k&en directed by GJTF SEVEN, evacuate & 7.1 per&&e1 from .!:. 

: '.' ,__: _,1 I : 
I. BIKINI ATOLL. '_ .._ 2 ,:. _: :. 

: . . . ..-._ .I, _. . : .'. ,, ~ 

j. Be prepared, 
I. ., ,'.I , .': _ ., _', : 

upon directivi'from CJTF.SEVEN, to conduct emergen- ‘., 
cy post-shot evacuation'cf F 7.1 personnel frcm ENIMTOK ATGIL; -<--'.,. 

*. : _;. _ '_..T :" _ .I.' . 

k, - Keep C&&EN informed on test and‘t.echnical developments ’ -. 
affecting the operat?'onal/ plan and military support requirements 
therefor. 

I' 

1, Trepare appropriate technical reports at the conclusion of each 
shot and the overall operation (Annex E applies). 

m. Provide CJTF SEVEN with a statement of preliminary test results 
at ii pius i, H plus 12 and H plus 72 hours. 

P. 11. cLXLKso?J 
XF$X~z&~& Xajor General, U.S. 

Commander 
/' */. -_.-;+.*r* ., ,; _ - 

c~~~‘,;_‘,‘;.S:“~~~o~~e 

Assistant Chief cf Staff, J-3 



BEST AVAUB~~ copy 
HFXD~UARTERS, Joint Task Force SEVEN 
Vashington 25, D. C. 
10 November 1953 

\ 

~mex ? to CJ?? SEVEK Operation Plan No. ?-53 

SC~‘TIF?C TASK GROUP SUY?%RY OF TASKS ('lG 7.1) 

The following is a'summary of tasks to be accomplished_by the 
Scientific Task Group 
CTG 7.1 kill: ” . 

a. Torition, arm'and 

h “I Conduct tech&al 

during the CASTLE on-site operational phase. 

detonate the weapons and d&ices. _ -. 

. 

&d aeasurement'progrur;s (Annex E applies). 
I .‘. 

C< Complete the hstaliation and calibration of the.devices and all 
iiistruzents and test apparatus; 

d. Recovzend to CJTF SZ?E!? safe slant range distances from ground 
ztrc for sircraft during shot periods. 

e. Cocd~t the radioiogical safety program (Annex N applies). 

. f. Pro-riC% technical ard technical report fib coverage in conform- 
i'ir with Xrnex T. : . 

. 

g* Schedule the inter:atoll movement of weapons and devices and. 
protide required technical assistance to other task groups in con- . 
nection'with their responsibilities for such movements. _. 

h. 
I 

Be responsible for the removal of all TG 7.1 personnel.and neces- 
saq: equipment from the shot site danger area; 

, 

i. Knen directed by GJTF SZVEN, evacuate TG 7.1 personnel from 
3IiiNI ATOLL _, ” 

.’ ./- - 
*,:. ’ : 

. . 
. . . . 

3. Be prepared, upon directive from CJTF SEVRN, to conduct emergen- 
cy post-shot evacuation of F 7.1 personnel frcm m%TOK ATXIL e.L . 

. . 

k, Keep CJTF S&m informed on test and technical developments ~ 
affecting the operat5onal plan and military support requirements 
there,for. ,/ 

1, Prepare a?gro?ri & technical reports zt the conclusion of each 
shot and the werall operation (Annex E applies). 

~1, Prcvi& CJTF SEL%N with a statement of preliminary test results 
at R plus i, H plus 12 and H plus 72 hours. 

P. w. cIL5.Kso?J 
%,ajor General, U.S. Ax%y 

Commander 

~~~~~~,‘;.g:,‘~;c;r-,;‘e 

Assistant Chief cf Staff, J-3 
c 
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HE.!D<lJARTERS, Joint Task Force SEVEN 
l!ashington 25, D. C. 
10 November 1953 

a 

Annex ? to CJT? SE???X Operation Plan No. 3-53 

SCIYA’TIFIC TASK GROUP SU?4?54RY OF TASKS (l67.1) 

The following is a'sunwary of tasks to .be accomplished.by the 
Scientific Task Group during the CASTLE on-site operational phase. 
CE.7.1 hi17,: 1 : 

a. Position, arm and detonate the weapons and d&rices. 
..-. 

h “t Concluct tachr&al and miasurement'programs (Annex E applies). 
. . I i .; . 

Cr Complete t.he installation and calibration of the,devices and all' 
instruments and test apparatus; 

d. Recommend to CJTF S,XEt? safe'slant range distances from ground 
zero for aircraft during shot periods. 

2. Cond~t the radioiogical safety program (Amex N applies). 

9 Provid? technical and technical report film coverage in conform- 
ity with Xr;?ex T. 

. 

.kz* Scheduie t.he inter:atoll movement of weapons and devices and. 
yotide required technical assistarice to other task groups in con- : 
nection.with their responsibilities for such movements. . 

: 

h. 
I 

Be responsible for the'removal of all TG 7.1 personnel and neces- 
saq- equipment from the shot site danger area. 

: ’ , 

i. Mien directed by GJTF SEVEN, evacuate 'IG 7.1 personnel from 
BIKINI ATOLL. - . ., : ./-. 

2 :. ’ : 
. 

. Be prepared 
‘. . . 

upon directive from CJTF SEVEN, to conduct emergen- 
$ post-shot evicuation of'? 7.1 personnel frcm ENIXETOK ATGIL; _: . 

I .*. 

k, Keep CJTF S,!YEN informed on test and t.echnical developments ~ 
affi;cting the oper-'* 
therefor. 

LIb,onal,plan &d military support requirements 

/ 

1, Trepare appropriate technical reports at the conclusion of each 
shot and the overall operation (Lnex E applies). 

m. ProvLde CJTF SEVEN with a statement of preliminary test results 
at H pius i, H plus 12 and H plus 72 hours. 

P. w. CLLRKSOY 
%ajor General, U.S. Army 

Commander 

~'c~n~~,';.~:"~;#o~,e 

Assistant Chief cf Staff, J-3 
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TASK GROUP 7.L TFODP MD iQUIZ5XT IEiT (cont'd) 
,' ’ _.. .. ‘. 

. NAKEOF OPEATIONAL STRENGTH :. .’ : _ .. CIDSD IN -.-- 
UNIT EF. EM. CIV. EQUiPkXNT FOmmD Aim 

‘_ . ,. . . \ 
. . KY:AJALEIt? 

. 

COLZiDET,!Wl'S '. 0 __ j4 
:. -;'. 

: aIKLN1 . .,. . : ..-_ :',.‘., 

493lsrTEsrSPTSd . 6 
COEadELM.:.. '. ;o 

. ',. .' 

._ 
-’ . ‘, : 

‘. 
.:. 

. 
; . >.- _ _. 

. 
.I ; ._ . 

&iK &OUP 7.5 T&P' AiD i&'WT LIST . 
I - ,.,.. 

‘1. : .: 
_ Y;;‘-:, ;‘ 

-;, ,_ ‘: :_ : ‘. _. : ._ : 
.’ . . ,_ ‘: . . . . .._ 

. . . ; :.:. ~. .; i. .;- ,: . ..__ ‘.‘_ .‘\’ :-...*: y.,:” : 

‘..’ ;. , t. . . .. : ‘a. 
BOAT POOL: 2/+ 'h, 9 LcIJ, 2kL; j iat& &xi,_l_q i&i. ; -..i: .--1: ‘1.. i ,. .’ f 1:“‘. 

. -_ 
. 

0FFICIr.L: 

<r/y .P .d 
fl/,.d,. ,&&&: 
YIILLLW S. U$WtT, 

i., 

Colmel, U. S. J% n"- OXe 
Assistant Chief of Staff, J-3 

‘1 

P. IV. CLFi:xsoN 
'&+or General, USA J 

chizrider I 

*.. - 
. _ .,. 
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HFXQUARTERS, Joint Task Force SEVEN 
Washington 25, D. C. 
10 hovember 1953 

Annex C !o C.jTF SZrEZ Operation Ordsr No. 3-53 

AiXY TASK GRXP SEXARY OF TASKS (TC 7 02) 1- 

Tf?e following is a ~summa~ of tasks to be accomplished_by the 
Amy Task Croup dlring the CASTLE on-site operational phase. CTC 
7.2 sriil: 

:. 

a. Provide for the ground secutity of EhEXETOK and BIKINI ATOLLS 
- fn ac-c.o*a.cce ;\i<h Annex K, Hcstile_kctlon Alert Plan. 

5. Take messures to prevent I: *-authorized entry into exclusion areas, 
to3rdba'Tin~ tr.is " u act ivity %.<t.h ClG 7.5. _: _ 

co h’i.t.!: zert;& transportation support furnished by 'E 7.3 and TG 
7d4r povide for the general surveillance of ENlXETOK and BIKINI * ~ 
ATOLLS tc insure against rem&al by unauthorized agents of signifi- - 
can: samples from s-not islands and to prevent unauthorized phot ogra- 

py md tr~ecpcsing. 

d. Deny entry of personnel into ZNIWJXX and 3iKIXI ATOLLS to those 
individuals not appropriately cleared. 

e. Conduct Xaissn with CTG 7.5 to the end that his support re- . 
quirements ars net, particularly as they relate to security and 
steredcring facilities. 

f" Provide and operate the overall military communisations system 
for handling of_ all forrktard area task force inter-atoll and long-' 
haul traffic (exclusive of air operations, air weather, internal 
naval communications and the TG 7;l -inter-atoll radio circuit). 

go Continue to operate all base facilities at 
except those sc,kciiically allocated to CTG 7.4 
accordance Xith existirg ,agreemonts. .. 

EIWETOK ISLAND, -' 
and C'IG 7.5, in 

h, ccr:duct par: and stevedoring.operations'at E3IlXETOK ATOLL with 
stevedoring assistance made available by CTG 7.5 in accordance with 
existing ag.~~SliEiltS. 

..’ 

1, !$erete md ziaizr ‘ah a TG 7.2 boat pool at XKIXETCK, taking cdg- 
nizance of Annex P, Boat Plan. 

jl Pr&de sunuort se--ices for Headquarters, JTF Sm, as re- 
quirde Confem~lated ;e@rezents will include medical and mess 
perscnnel and equipment, transportation services, routine supply and 
&m$nistr~t.iae and hodsokeeping assistance, 

*. 

k. Pr.z-,-;,d= Tr.ni+Wcr-ino _ ._ o and de<ontarAnation services indicated in 
Annex I?, %Z~>io~i.sal Safety. 

i. 55 prepard, 2:~ order of CJTF SEVEX, to conduct emergency post- -____ 

5: Xith cef,z..in persornel augmentation from TC 7.4, provide logis- 
tic sc;.:..9rt for these ele:ents of <he joint task force based on 
?XX~r,t; ISLWD n 



n. Ship all equipment and material as it becomes surplus in accord- 
ance with instructions from CJTF SEVEX. 

o. ‘Support ‘IG 7.1 as directed by CJTF SEVEN. . 

i _-: .i 
.:. 1 

,:.‘j , 

;: : 
I : 

:i Colonel, U.S. Air-k&e 
Assistant Chief of Staff p ‘J-3 

‘.. 

‘. 
..: 

; ,,. .:.-* ,. 

,:. :.. _- 

,, ;-. . j : 

:1 
I 

i . . . . 



Joint Task Force SEVEN 
7rlashington 25, D. C. 
10 Kovember 1953 

Annex H to CJTF SJ3ViIN Oceration Plan No. 3-52 

NAVAL TASK GROUP SWIRY OF TASKS 

The follouingis a summary 
Naval Task Group during the CASTLE on-site operational phase. CTC 
703 will: 

a* Provide for the security of the ENIWETOK-BIKINI danger area 
. by: 

’ (1) Denying entry of unauthorized vessels and aircraft into 
the closed area in accordance with instructions to be issued at a 
later date. 

(2) Maintaining a plot of ships and aircraft 
danger area. 

(3) Providing a capability for rapid surface 
ground defense forces between EXIWETOK and BIKINI in 
emergency. 

transiting the 

movement of 
the event of 

, - 

(4) When directed b f e ore each shot, patrol the significant 
sector out to 600 miles to detect, report and warn surface shipping. 

. b. At BIKINI, operate a boat pool in accordance with Annex P, Boat 
Plan. Be prepared to operate the boat pool from other task force 
ships when the LSD is engaged in transportation of experimental wea- 
pons and devices, 

co Provide an inter-atoll surface transportation system to support 
joint task force elements in the forward area. Annex P, Boat Plan; 
applies. _- c.- 

d. Control harbor_operations at ENIWETOK and BIKINI. 
., . 

e. Detail~two (2) PBMs and required personnel to Cl% 7.4 for opera- 
tional control, to augment the R?IWETOK-BIMNI airlift system and to 
provide amphibious airlift, services between ENIWEZOK and BIKINI when 
required. ./ 

k-8” Provide shipboard assembly facilities for the experimental wea- 
pons and devices and limited laboratory, shop and office space for 

i 

I 
3 

I 
\ tf 

?G 7.1. 
._ 

I-r. As directed? transport the experimental weapons and devices and 
the necessary barges and associated personnel between and within 
ENI'ETOK and RINK1 ATOLLS. Provide suitable escort in transit and 
Ml4?1*+ ..ehaa..cmla nC +h4* sr+4.&+~1 -SC -n-.*4-+; ._ . 

4. Operate a ship-to-shore and inte, ~-island helicopter lift system 
at BIKINI to support pre-J -hot operations and post-shot flights for 
damage survey and recovery of scientific data. Be prepared to 
assist C'IC 7.4 in the conduct of this activity at EXIhXTOK upon con- 
clusion of BIKINI operations. Annex Q applies. 



a 0 

Naval Task Cm Summary of Tasks --/ 
-cqTF-SsNo. 3-53 

I-. 

IH. 

rJ. 

)e Pro\$_de space on the CVE for a mobile radiochemical laboratory, 
a photrdosimetry trailer and the associated operations of the radio- 
logical safet.y unit of TG 7G10 

k:, Assume responsibility for all aircraft decontamination at BIKINI 
AT&L. Aircraft decontamination operations aboard the CVE.will be 
accompli3hed.without outside assistance; however, 'operations ashore 
at BIKINI will be conducted hith assistance from CTG 7.1. 

1. Prc\*de decontamination crew3 for TG 7.3 aircraft at KNIWETOK 
ATOLL. Limited assistance till be furnished by CTG 7.4 when requir- 
ed. 

l 0 Provide'shipboard command, control and communications facilities 
for CJTF ,SVBN and staff, communications and electronics facilities 
for TG 7.4 aircraft control and command and administrative space 
for Headquarters, TG 7.1 and TG 7.5. 

a. ?rovide shipbcard facilities to house elements of the joint task 
force while afloat at EIKIRIU?. Annex R applies. 

4. Provide capability for emergency post-shot evacuation of person- 
nel (for less than 48 hours) when pre-shot evacuation has not been 
conducted, . 

. 0. p. Provide for radiological safety of embarked task force personnel 
during periods afloat. 

p. & With facilities available, be prepared to provide alternate 
emergency communications channels for the joint task force.. 

, 

R. 

a Provide facilitiesand serological persornel aboard the ACC for 
the task force weather central and facilities required by communica- 
tions security plonitoring personnel. 

&. Assist CTG7.5 as required in positioning and mooring weapons. 
barges and by providing standby support for moored barges in event . 
of bad weather* : ‘. 

s. b. Position, ser-rice aTjd/recover special buoyage systems and in- 
strumentation for Tc 7.l'projects. 

{e. Assist in 
projects. 

carrying out crater surveys as.required by designated. 

J. x0 Direct the movement of drone vessels during shot periods, in 
coordination with C'IG 7.1, and be prepared to assist in large scale 
decontamination of these vessels and,effects aircraft loaded thereon. 

\J. r. Assist CTC 7.4 in search and rescue operations as required. 
Ahnex 0 applies. 

. . 
. . , =e l .w.*tiii Y..L \*, u-d r,, JLQ~A,VfI iJeircsc;Li LulAWLlVir did 0l.NlrA 

ATCLIS during the BIKXI shot phase3 to assist in the control of 
aircraft. 

)(af. Coordinate with C'S 7.4 in the integration of TG 7.3 aircraft 
into shct time zircraft positioning pler,s. 

H-2 



l -’ r,z> r’ b - I.,:’ a, 

_Naval Task GXWI Summary of Tasks 
CJTF SKVEN No, 3-53 . 
Y l co Effect positive positioning control of l'G 7.3 aircraft in shot 

areas in accordance with shot time positioning plans and in compli- 
ante with order issued from the joint task force air operations cen- 
ter, USS ESTKS.' 

aa. Provide' Cl% 7..2 h&h personnel augmentation as necessary to sup- 
port 'IG 7.3 elements on, KXIWKTOK ISLAND. 

bb. Place and recover free-floating buoys used for pressure and 
fall-out measurements. 

: 
cc. Provide additional support for TG 7.1 asdirected by CJTF Sm. 

: _,- ‘.T _ .-F’-‘,--‘m ~,~--~~~-~‘(--~~;‘,_ h: H;, y;-~~---~r~-<&mz 
__-..;-_. -.- 

* ¶P R P 
(before-.reletterznd _ A$&_- I.- ,:. ;_ : ’ 

-_ ~econd~'s'ent~&ce as follows: "Assume control of shot area as necessary .-.- 
-’ for & d&fbnse, &&ir;g,Cn; 7;4 accordingly to permit removal of test 

_&.nraft from 'the 'a&a kffected.ll.:- :'..i r ..’ 

s 
, 
_': 

__~: __.__,: j_L_;:L __ ( . -..L’. _._&.__._‘-L-- ---m_-__. ---_.-._- _ .____.__..L.._-. -. __ 
Major General, U.S. Army 

Commander 

i ‘; .,’ ., OFFICIAL: .. 

Assistant Chief .qf Staff, J-3 
: , -.:. 
: . _,l 7 3’: _ 

: ‘. ‘.. e, . _ _ 
.,. ‘. I ,.., . . 

._. .’ : _‘- I 
__’ . 

.*. .-.. 
-__.. ‘, ‘. ,. ‘I . . . . ..‘..~. _’ :,. _: :. . z ._ ..; /__ - 

s ;... 
: : ._ ..I.:.. _. ; .- .: ~. _. _. :‘_ _ 5:. _ .‘. $’ . ._ ,’ .----,i,. .- : ,. - :... ., . . 

* 
.: . *_ ._ ‘u .;- 

.. 
_ .‘., _: 

:, *. _ 
. . ‘. .-. 

./ 
I’ 



o CJTF S&EN Option Order Noi 3-Q 

‘: 

‘.! 
:;\ : ..: ._. : 
:; . . . 

The foU&it&is a s&m&y of t&k; tc be acccm&&d by the . 
, 
5 

Air Farce Task Group du&.hg the CASTLE, on-site operational pham 
CTG 7.4 KLI.L .._: '_ 

i._ .,:;.‘ 

;. ,_ ‘_ .:. .(_. *., : ‘. 
(2) ~easu&ients of'blast; gust and theA& 'e&e&"& ai&raft ! : ’ .:_ .* . 

i I 

Z 

(3) y_-& ,’ :. -- ,.i 

. . and technical report photography. 
.:, ,.,- . : 

__ ,_: ‘.’ ; 

" 
., - . . . 

me direction~of~sa&i& aircraft.. 
. ',; ., 

.e,.-. 
‘. . c.. . .. _ _’ se - ’ 

:. ..Y i_ ..‘.,. 
., ::_ _. 

C&duct~'&ather recomaisa&ce fli&,~ to provide joint task 

_‘,.. :. . 
. 

.: :.: _:_ ;;.. r .. . . 
._ 

i - Y.4 a. 
-' '..; I:, .":-:::. 

$_2 ” : .yt. . 

...f. . Op&i&eL'& &&&t&u. &r +",&~ation '~y&~eb&wee~ 

. 
T .q _. 

m_K .& ‘Bi&-‘&. j&x& c_qj fy&ts to &A&&& ‘afid &)& ;‘i. ,.z;“” ;- ::t 

..i L 
: ; :, 

,pbu$’ &“&pjred;-~’ Ar;ii’&’ Q ‘k&e$i’. ..: 
” . .;’ _,_ :., j :- 

. . ..‘Z 
s .j 

-,.i. ,..,’ -;I? ._ ‘y”_; ‘a’;,.. 
_ 

i 1 - ..-._ .’ ; .<.;y _... *’ ; , ;-. 
; j_ :;- f_.. :. :. - I:- .., !‘,e. _;; _r::;. “‘. 

. 1 1. 
._..’ : .: : 

, 
- is* 

Op&.ate & “u;te&& zg; sy&,, at .I&,U’ETOK AMU, ut,.J__ ,- . 

zing Liaison aircraft and helicopters, ,. -, - ., 1 ,,. “‘.: . ,. 
: _.,: .i ., .’ ‘-. 

-. As required, detail h&copters and associated persbnnel~to C'lG .'. 
7h:3 to augment-the TG 7.3~i&e15sland airlift system,,at BIKINI. .... ‘: 

:,, ‘- . . . . . . . ,.,.” __ .‘I.,‘.., . ; . : 
. 

. 1. 'Conduct'&&&rative~fl&ts '& c-ectiok with the joint tajk j- 
force mission&d the mainttiance of flying proficiency.of rated 
joint task force personnel. 

. . 

j. Pmvide search and rescue coveragesin the fomard area, assisted 
by CTG 7.3 and within cogIlizance of SAP 235.2 cocmhder. Annex 0 
applies. _. 
. _. 
t. _.-..I ._,? ;_. _ . . L ,1 rn -2 4.; ,- n 7 , ; _; f,<\ r_, _. _.f‘<‘Z - : ...I -** _. > -Q .^ . .* ,d 

by CJTF SEXR?. ., - ., _- 
-_. * 

1. Operate and maintain continuously an air operaticns control 
. cent6r on EtXMlDK ISUhZ. 
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a; &wide supervisory personnel for the joint task force air 
operations center aboard the AGC during'shot phases. _ 

. 

n. Pmvide senior naval aviator'of 'IG 7.3 - Air Defame Element at . 
EU!ZXOK - with data and comunications facilities to,&ntain tir 

. 

.- ,. 

._ .:__ ” 

.- 

‘. . 
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Col&el,-;.S. Air ?&me ':. : . 
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Assistant Chief of Staff, J-3 
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EADCUARTERS, Joint Task Force SEVEN 
Washington 25, D. C. 
10 November 1953 

Xnxx J to CJTF SEIZN Dgeration ?lan No. 3-53 

AEC RASE FACILITIES TLSK'GROUP SU?4!?ARY OF TASKS (Tc 7.5) 

__ 

The following is a summary of tasks to’ be accomplished.by the 
AEC Rase Facilities Task Group during the CASTLE on-site operational. 
phese. CTC 7.5 will: 

a. Render necessary AEC contractor support to C‘E 7.1 in the accomp- 
lishment of TG 7.1 missions. 

b. Operate, manage and direct camp facilities at BIKINI and on all 
islands of EXIXEIOK ATOLL, except EXIWETOK ISLAND, to include the 
following: 

(1) Provide subsistence, quarters, laundry, medical, recreation- 
al and other camp sel7ices on all islands, except ENIWETOK ISLAND. 

(2) Operate and maintain land transportation service at BIKINI 
and on all islands of EXIWETOK ATOLL, except EXIWETOK ISLAND and 
except in those circumstances where the use of vehicles assigned to 
units is appropriate. 

(3) Operate and antain all utilities on all islands, except 
the POL farm on EXtW!ZOK ISLAND and certain military co mmunications 
facilities on ENIWETOK ISLAND and BIKINI ATOLL. 

c. Conduct necessary liaison with CTG 7.2 to 
charge'his responsibilities toward preventing 
into exclusion areas. . 

d. Operate and maintafi local comzun3.ications 
at ENIWETOK ATOLL, except ENIWETOK ISLAND. 

enable him to.dis- 
unauthorized.entry 

systems-at BIKINI and 

stevedoring operations e., Assist CTG 7.2 in the conduct of port and 
at ?3IW3TOK in accordance h5th existing agreements. 

f. Conduct port and stevedoring operations at BIKINI. 

/ 
g_ Operate and maintain' a 'IG 7.5 boat pool at ENIWETOK and BIKINI 
ATCL.LS. Annex P applies. 

h. Be responsible for removal of TG 7.5 personnel (and supporting 
military personnel) and equipment from the shot site danger area. 

* 1. Vhen directed by CJ'iF SEVEN, evacuate TG"7;5 personnel (and 
supporting military personnel) from,RIKINI ATOLL. 

59 Re prepared, upon directive from CJTF SIZEN, to conduct emer- 
gency post- shot evacuation of 'IG 7.5 personnel from islands of 
!WiVETOK ATOLL other than WOK ISLAND. Assume responsibility ^ ___ - _. _ ._ . . . . . . . . . -v--~_, .________. -1‘ _.. .._._ yL_r-r...C_ ___.- -_.,.__._ 
ISLAUD. rl , .. ', -, . I ;;: 1 \ ; ( 

,_ , . ,. .I _. 

k L. Assist CTG 7.1 in decontamination of ARC facilities and equip- 
ment as necessary. 

1. Augment the shipboard housekeeping personnel of CTG 7.3 h5th 

J-l 
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AEC Base Facilities Task Group Sumnary of Tasks 
CJTF SEVEN No. 3-53 

such personnel as necessary to support TG 7.1 and 'lG 7.5 elements 
afloat. 

m. Provide support services for Headquarters, JTF SEVEN as required. 

n. Continue to redeploy contractor personnel expeditiousb, cornmen- 
surate with progress of the construction, program. 

OFFICIAL: 

&dk&* . . 
Colonel, U.S. Air#i&ce 
Assistant Chief of Staff, J-3 

P. W. CLARKSON 

\ Major General, U.S. 
Commander 
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